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' Dear Readers,

Four months ago, on February 20, 1 read, like all

of you, that a British Cabinet Delegation was soon

coming out to India to return to this unhappy land her

long-denied treasure—independence. 1 felt happy,

but, maybe, like you, was suspicious. Had the inherent

strength of India's national movement and the force of

circumstances compelled the British Government finally

to liquidate their Imperial hold on our dear Mother-

land ? Or was it just another ruse, an old dirty Tory

trick, a propaganda stunt and all that ?

I determined to keep a diary in which I would

record all the essential facts connected with the events

that would follow. And 1 kept the promise, though my
many engagements would frequently leave me free

late at night. I maintained., the diary, but failed

to efface through its pages the self, the personal

feelings and reaction to the events as they occurred.

But, perhaps, that is the ^rnain strength of this work.

While you. read through its pages you feel they were

penned by you because they record your own feelings

and reactions, your hopes and fears, as they do mine.

You 'rhay ask me the reason of not revealing my
identity. My fear is of losing valuable friendships, of

those who told me facts in confidence which they

never thought would at any time smell the printer's

ink.

,
Author

Printed by Mr. A. 0. Jain at the Bajbans Press, Delhi, and Fnbli8he(t

by the Dhara Pnblioationi, Delhi, for The Banking Experts Delhi,

AU rights reserved with The Banking Experts, Delhi^



FOREWORD
The annals of today constitute the basis for the

history of tomorrow. The history of today was the

politics of yesterday. These annals and politics consti-

tute the material for the research which produces the

real history of a period. But people cannot wait till

the historian shifts the material and produces his own
reading of past events, till he is able to read the philo-

sophy of history and present it as his own interpre-

tation of human progress. 'A history of our own times'

is a cry that is on everyone's lips and constitutes real

need of the day. But that would be history in a hurry.

The young author lays no pretensions to his little

brochure being, a history—whether written in a hurry

orat leisure. He is a journalist and this work of his is

only journalism which, as Waltor Elliot has said, is not

literature, much less history, and that is its justification

and strength. It is a contemporary record. Its aware-

ness of the future is that of men and woman of its

time, neither more nor less, it is doubtless hard to see

the present focus, but it is admitted that the old idea

of waiting for 20 years is regarded as unsound, for you

can see the truth easier now than later, provided you

can get at essentia facts.

It is these essential facts that the author has given

chronologically, rather than logically or psychologically.

They are otherwise apt to be consigned to and lost in

the limbo of oblivion. They provide the real back-

ground for the kaleidoscopic changes that have occur-

red from day to day these three months, at the end of

which one is apt in judging those changes to lose all

time relationship and all connec^jop of cause and effect



—indeed all sense of proportion and perspective. The

essential facts narrated here are the foundations for the
- ’tt'

'Science as well as the philosophy of History.

When weeks and months have passed in appraising

offers or arriving at decisions, one party is apt to be

blamed for the long and inevitable delays in the

development of politics and the blame in this behalf is

apt to be laid at the party’s door unjustifiably. The

cumulative effect of what might appear to a detached

judge as a series of frivolous procrastinations can

effectively be neutralized by a parallel publication of

the essential facts known only to the members of the

Working Committee of the Congress Party who possess

an inside knowledge of the day-to-day c^evelopments.

Issues like grouping ; the European members’ part and

place in the Indian Constituent Assembly ; the States

people and their representation on it ; parity, its

scope, meaning and effect ; the National Provisional

Government, as opposed to the loose phraseology of

•Interim Government,' its scope, powers and composi-

tion and above all its strength
;
the omission to consult

parties in fixing an official belonging to a minority

community as a member; the inclusion of a Nationalist

or Congress Mussalman in the composition .* all these

are issues that have engaged alike public interest and

the Committee's attention from day to day or even

week to week. It would, therefore, be necessary to

read the connected documents side by side with the

Press reports in order to have a correct idea of those

ever-recurring ups and downs in public feelings.

Gandhiji’s post-prayer talks were highly helpful to the

tutored politician as well as to the unsophisticated

well-masses, despite the fact that they were cryptic and

mystifying -at times. If they too had been published

In. this bro chure, they would: have made a rich addition

to the literature as well as a valuable commentary on
the events pf the day,



f^or a space of full three rhonths people have h'feff

now buoyed up with exultation and now laid loW*,i4

spirits over the ever- changing events. When you
in the aeroplane, your heart heaves up as the plane

rises a thousand feet and your head sinks low as it

descends a thousand feet. The same feeling o\ chadav
and uttar is experienced by one bathing in the sea, as

one is shot up on to the crest of the wave and swept

down into its trough. Such have been the experiences

equally of the people at large, and of the characters

that have taken an intimate part in the drama. For.

sixty years this drama has been enacted in Indian-

public life. The scenes shifted, the music altered, the

curtains rose and fell, the lights were now off and now
on, the characters themselves came and went, but the',

drama remained the same—of an ancient people once
exalted in culture, later be coming subservient and en-

slaved, and now struggling to emancipate their mother-

land and making themselves free. The story of such

a strife and struggle is of perennial interest like those

other stories in history of the Exodus of the Israelites,

from the kingdom of the Pharoahs to the land of

Canaan flowing with milk and honey and of the Revolt

of the Tartars which De Quincey has immortalized ifi

English Literature. India too has fought and fought and
the story of her exploits, the latest of which is the

theme of this publication, will be found to carry abiding

and sustained interest to the Indian citizens, politicians-

and public men.

S, Kooling Road,

NEW DELHI,
20—6—iG B. Pattahhi Silaramayya
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PITOJAB Muslim majority
Bawalpindi Dn.
Mnltan Dn.

Hindna

Lahore Dn., excluding Amritsar
JSIon-Muslim majority

Ambala Dn.
^

Jullundur Dn.

Amritsar District

MNGAL Muslim majority

Murshidabad

Jessore

Eajshahi Dn., excluding
Darjeeling and Jalpaigiri
Dacca Dn.

Chittagong Dn.
Hindu majority

Burdwan Dn.

24 Parganas

Calcutta

Khulna

Jalpaigiri

Darjeeling

majority
'

Hindu majority Whole Assam,
_ excluding Svlhnf

414,670

(8.82)

884,335

(13.89)
r 984,284

(16.96)

3,099,483

(66 .01 )

1,950,802

(35.87)

216,778

(16.33)

657,950

(37.38)

684,987

(41.75)

721,079

(39.44)

2,943,666

(27.84)

4,621,637

(27.7)

1,755,176

(20.7)

8,125,185

(78.98)

2,309,996

(65.32)

1,531,512

(72.62)

977,693

(50.31)

551,647
(60.63)

178,496

(47.43)

1,149,514

(36.88)

3,063,709

(43.22)

Muslims

4,020,141

(85.52)

4,801,665

(75.43)

3,541,963

(61.02)

1,318,136

(28.07)

234,071

(4.98)

518,623

(8.15)

931,161

(16.04)

240,296

(6 .12)

l-,877,742 1,322,405
(34.53) (24.31)
657,695,

(46.52)

1,078,007

(61.26)

927,747

(56.55)

1,100,713

(60.21)

7,267,532

(68.72)

11,944,172

(71.59)

6,392,291

(76.4)

1,429,500

(13.9)

1,148,180

(32.47)

497.535

(23.59)

. 959,172

(49.36)

251,460

(23.08) '

9,125

(2.42)
I

1,892,117

(60.71) ^

510,845

(36.13)

Tribes
141,301

(37.54)

Tribes
1,650,362 2,415,089
(21.87)

I (24.07)





From left to rlRlit : Qniidhiji, Aoharyn Kripnlniii. Ktmn Abdul GhatVar Khan

and Nehruji.
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HOPES S FEARS
Full three months of sabre-rattling in India's politi-

cal arena. Nationalism pitted against racial chauvinism,

patriots against stooges, love of freedom against

fascination for foreign lordism, anxiety for the poor

against desire to promote self-interest, commonsense
and reason against obduracy and false prestige. India

looked on. The w^orld looked on. Hopes rose and

fell. It was a strange atmosphere.

The outcome is not very pleasing to the major

political party in the country, whatever soothing words

are addressed to the people whom it represents.
,
The

Congress fought, and fought gloriously. It made
maximum concessions to its opponents, and tried to

meet their viewpoint to the largest extent. But no

compromise was possible between the just demands
of the one and the fatuous claims of the other. There

was breakdown, first on May 12, when the failure of

the Simla Conference was announced. Four days later,

on May 16, the Cabinet Delegation announced its

proposals for the setting up of a Constituent Assembly

and for the formulation of constitution-making proce-

dure. There were serious flaws In the Proposals and

the Congress after a week's earnest deliberation passed

a resolution on May 24 demanding satisfaction on

certain points. The main demand was that the Pro-

vinces should be considered free at the initial stage to

opt out of the Section or Group in which they were

placed. The Delegation’s reply was least helpful.

Yet the Congress whole-heartedly participated in

the negotiations which started soon afterwards for the

establishment of a provisional National Government at

the Centre. The Congress which runs the administra-



tion of eight out of eleven Provinces on its own strength

and of the ninth in coalition with another party, and
enjoys the confidence of more than three-fourth of the

entire population, showed exemplary selflessness in

agreeing to its representation equal to six members on
a Council of 1 4.

But the Muslim League was playing a different

game. Mr. Jinnah, perhaps, was not sincere about

joining hands with the Congress in the administration

of the country. His chief concern was to obtain

recognition of the Muslim League as the sole

representative of the entire body of Muslims of India.

It was a pointer to a dangerous plot against the Nation-

alist Muslims, whose cause the Congress espouses. The

plot was of political extermination of the Ahrars, the

Momins, the Majlis members, the Jamiat-ul-Ulema, the

Baluchistan Muslims and the Frontier Pathans who have

repeatedly expressed their want of confidence in the

Muslim League and its leadership. These men were

insulted and many beaten and their property looted

for their opposition of the League candidates at the

last general election, but they patiently bore the

ignominy for a higher cause. The Congress was now
asked to give up the cause of these same brave men.

The Congress, besides betraying the cause which is so

dear to its heart, would have committed suicide if it

had agreed to be representative of Hindus only. The

Congress leaders rejected the suggestion with the

contempt it deserved and, though the negotiations fell

through, it has added several inches to its stature.

The Congress resolution dated June 26, reject-

ing the plan for the interim period, is as follows :

—

“On May 24 the 'Working Committee passed a resolution on the

statement dated May 16 issued by the British Cabinet Delegation and
the Viceroy. In this resolution they pointed out some defects in the'

statement and gave their own interpretation of certain parts of it. Since

then the Committee have been continuously engaged in giving earnest

consideration to the proposals made on behalf of the British G'ovemmeht'



in the statements of May 16 and Jone 16 . and have 'considered the

correspondence in regard to them between the Congress P/esident . and

the members of the Cabinet Delegation and the Viceroy.

“The Committee have examined both these sets of proposals from

.the point of view of the Congress objective of immediate independence

and the opening out of the avennes lending to the rapid advance of the

masses, economically and socially, so that their material standards may be

raised and poverty, malnutrition, famine and the lack of the necessaries

of life may be ended, and all the people of the country may have the

freedom and opportunity to grow and develop according to their genius.

These proposals fall short of these objectives. Yet the Committee con-

sidered them earnestly in all their aspects because of their desire to find

some way for the peaceful settlement of India’s problem and the ending

of the conflict between India and England.

“The kind of independence Congress has aimed at is the establish-

ment of a united, democratic Indian Federation, with a Central authority,

'which would command respect from the nations of the world, maximum
provincial autonomy, and eqnal right for all men and women in the

country. The limitation of the Central anthority as contained in the

proposals, ns well ns the system of grouping of provinces, weakened the

whole slrnctore and was unfair to some provinces such as the NWF
Province and Assam, and to some of the minorities, notably the Sikhs.

The Committee disapproved of this. They felt, however, that, taking the

proposals as a whole, there was sufficient scope for enlarging and
strengthening the Central authority and for fully ensuring the right of a

province to act according to its choice in regard to grouping, and to

give protection to such minorities as might otherwise bo placed at a

disadvantage. Certain other objections were also raised on their behalf,

notably the possibility of non-nationals taking any part in the consti-

tution-making, It is clear that it would bo a breach of both the letter

and spirit of the statement of May 16 if any non-Indian participated in

voting or standing forj election to tho Constituent Assembly.

“In the proposals for on Interim Government contained in tho

Statement of June 16, tho defects related to matters of vital concern to

the Congres.s. Some of these have been pointed out in the letter doted

June 25 of the Congress President to the "Viceroy. Tho Provisional

Government must have power and anthority and re.sponsibility and
should function in fact, if not in law, as a de faoto independent Govern-
ment leading to tho full indcpeendence to come. The members of such

a Government can only hold themselves responsible to the people and
not to any external anthority. In the formation of a Provisional or

other Government Congressmen can never give up the national character

of the Congress, or accept an artificial and unjust parity, or agree to the

veto of the communal group. Tho Committee are unable to accept tho

proposals for tho formation of an Interim Government as contained in

the statement of June 16.

"The Committee have, however, decided that the Congress should
join the proposed Constituent Assembly with a view to framing the
constitution of a free', united and demooratio India. TVhile the Com-
mittee have agreed to Congress participation in the Constituent Assem-
bly, it is in their opinion essential that a representative and responsible
Provisional Kational Government be formed at the earliest possible
date., A continuation of,authorilarian and unrepresentative Government

c



6nn only add to tho BnfTering of famishing masses and inOfoase discontent.

It will also put in jeopardy tho work of tho Gonstitnont Assembly, which
can only function in a froo environment.

"The 'Working Committee recommend accordingly to the All-India
Congress Committee and for tho purpose of considering and ratifying

this reoommcndation they convene an emergent meeting of tho A-ICC in

Bombay on July G and 7, 194C.”

The Congress President, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad,

in a letter to the Viceroy a day earlier (June 25)
explained the circumstances which prevented the

Congress from agreeing to the proposed list' of

members of the Executive Council during the interim

period. He wrote "One outstanding feature of this

list was the non-inclusion of any Nationalist Muslim.

We felt that this was a grave omission. We wanted
to suggest the name of a Muslim to take the place of

one of the Congress names on the list. We felt that

no one could possibly object to our changing the

name of one of our own men. Indeed when I had

drawn your attention to the fact that among the.Mus-

lim League nominees was included the name of a

person who had actually lost in the recent elections

in the Frontier Province and whose name we felt had

been placed there for political reasons, you wrote to

me as follows

:

'1 am afraid that I cannot accept the right of the

Congress to object to names put forward by the Mus-

lim League, any more than I would accept similar objec-

tions from the other side. The test must be that of

ability.’

"But before we could make our suggestion I

received your letter of June 22 which surprised us

greatly. You had written this letter on the basis of

some Press reports. You told us that the Cabinet

Mission and you were not prepared to accept a request

for the inclusion of a Muslim chosen by the Congress

among the representatives of the Congress in the

Interim Government. This seemed to us an extraordi-.

d



'nary decision. It was in direct opposition to your own

..statement quoted above. It meant that the Congress

could not freely choose even its own nominees. The

fact that this was not to be taken as a precedent made

hardly any difference. • Even a temporary departure

from such a vital principle could not be accepted by us

"at any time.or place and in any circumstances.

'

The Muslim League feels greatly chagrined on

being told that its cooperation in forming the Interim

Government is not desired. And this at a time

when its President had extended his hand of coopera-

tion . to' the Government and speculations of the

League alone forming the Interim Government were

rife in the country. Mr.Jinnah, perhaps, will never

forgive the Viceroy for this rebuff.

Meanwhile, a political truce has been declared.

Neither the Congress nor the League nor any other

non-rofficial is to form the Interim Government. It will

be wholly a bureaucratic show. The statement of the

Delegation and the Viceroy of June 26 on the subject

is as follows

. ,
The Cabinet Mission and the Viceroy are glad that cpnstitntion-

mahing can 'now proceed with the consent of the two major parties and

of the Slates. They welcome the statements made to them^ by the

leaders of the Congress and the Mnslim League that it is their^ intention

to try and work in the Oonstitnont Assembly so as to make it a speedy

and effective means of devising the new constitutional arrangements

under which India can achieve her independence. They are snre that

the members of the Constituent Assembly who are about to be elected

wilt work in this spirit.

The Cabinet Mission and the Viceroy regret that it has not so far

proved possible to form an interim coalition Government, but they are

determined that the effort should be renewed in aocordanco with the

terms of paragraph 8 of their Statement of June 16. Owing, however, to

the very heavy burden which has been cast upon the Viceroy and

representatives of the parties during the last three months, it is pro-

posed that the further negotiations should be adjourned for a short

interval during the time while the elections for the Oonstitnent^ Assem-

bly will be taking place. It is hoped that when the discussions arc

resumed, the leaders of the two major parties, who have all expressed

their agreement' with the Viceroy and the Cabinet Mission on the need

for the speedy formation of a representative interim Government, will



do their best to nrriro at an accommodation apon the composition- of

that Government;
j

- • -
,

’ At the Government of India must be carried oh -until '« new
interim Government can be formed, it is the intentian of the Viceroy
to sot up a temporary caretaker Government of officials.

It is not possible tor the Cabinet Mis.sion to remain longer In India

ns they must return to report to .the British Cabinet and Parliament
and also to resume their work from which they have been absent for

over- throe months. They therefore propose to leave India on Saturday
Juno 29. In leaving India the members of the. Cabinet Mission express
their cordial thanks for all the courtesy and consideration which they

have received as guests in the country and they most sincerely trust

that the steps which have been initiated will lead to a speedy realiz-

ation ot the hopos'and wishes of the Indian people.

In the next one month or so the parties will

prepare for the resumption of the negotiations in

early August, when the' elections to. the Constituent

Assembly will be over. The All-India Congress

Committee is meeting on July 6 to take stock of the

situation and endorse the stand taken by the Wgrking

Committee, The Akali Panthic' Board, which has

rejected both the long-term and interirh plans, U
meeting early next month to decide its future course

of action in the light of the Congress approval of the

long-term plan. The Muslim League will take a little

too long to forget the tremo/s of the recent shock; ’

And now back again. The following pages
. of this

diary, which opens on February 20, reveal the most

absorbing drama ever played on the Indian political

Stage.
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'Tpib^ud'fy 20

^^'yester^ay the '76-year-ol^‘^ Lor% 'Pethiclc-tiawf'ehce

('6nce^a||5rlkoh'ef' of 'fjls 'Majesty's Goylrnm^ht^^and 'now

their ’t'fust’ecIsSetretafy of State fo'r.friHia) ahrtdunced in

^ ^ IS_ ^ t- 5 bUS rt .L -1 - .Oi Li 1 j

OU

(Uord ' PeWick'^Lawred'ce^phimserf,^ Sirf" ' Stafford 'Crlpp's

and Mr. ‘A^VP Alexander)' fo discuss with ^ Indian 'parly

leaders -on;,the spot itherpuestio.nt.pifsolyiog cthe ,
pbliti-

c'at'de&djbcki jin ithe.bpountry .(For,i.full, text /sde' 'else-

where below).; ijfjij.ro '.O nr^U^r

,f,.,..The..announcernent, -which ihasipome eight months

afterjith.e.'.Simla Conference tbroke up in-the, surnmer of

(1p4.5,fis due,u to reasons- more political than.charilable.

Since,,the, conferees- at (Simla had parted after receiving

l.prd.,Wayeirs,historic; advice of 'forget and forgive, ’.the

cornnio^n.man had been.-.-feeling. very much- embittered.

hje^jneither,,forgo,t.-nor.forgav.e., 5 .h„ i-,

j,The political temperature of,; the '.country rduring

thesej'eightimonths shoy/ed 'a idangerouS: tendency.to

rise^, ,-Aib,ursl-'up becarrte inevitable- which occurred this

,month*c-d ’.fon; liyLv.-;,:) J-'-r.'.- ujv'' :

ySIrblayal'iratingsrand/thef.Royal'lndianAir Force - men
riis,8d,'t,he,ibanner,of.!jrevolt,r,in f,Bombay.-,Galcutta'i and

ICarachi.. i.-sThe flabbergasted .Englishman .saW i.thei.Union

J^ck, -.which, rules, tha-seveniseas! and rnany.'\countries,

pujled d.owni.and thesTricojourr flown In its. place by the

same.-rnen.vvhom,; he, regarded ,as the;mainstays; of-his

Jrgperial istructure/in.lndia: hr.rr. <•-' - --

.

i ..v - - r

„.-,.rJiThe irebellious.i.thpughtSiihad .dong Lbafore -found

sanctuni in, the ranks-^pf the. Army -which -became mani-

fest onjyiafter. the. heroic-exploits ;of-, the Indian Nation-

aKAr(Tiy.-;in.'SotJ.th';feast;Asia,,-;under‘- the ,
leadership . of
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Subhas .Chandra Bose. No more the Army could be

doped with directives, conciliatory or minatory. It

showed a desire to be a real people’s army.
Food scarcity was another sphinx riddle of the pow-

ers -that-be. Either they fed the people or they

would have to beat a retreat before the magnitude of

the problem. Britain can no longer rule India in

the way she has done so far. Besides, the much-

boosted "Big Three” unity had of late shown a tend-

ency for disruption. India’s goodwill and active sup-

port were needed in the event of an explosion.

fortunately, meanwhile, the British electorate
placed horses by those belonging to the La°°^''

’’^n the administration of their country.

The Socialists soon after coming into power sent

out a delegation of ten members of Parliament to

establish contacts with Indian party leaders and to

report to the Government on the ways and rneans to

placate Indian nationalism. The ten rovers arrived in

India on January 5. They travelled far and wide, met

many people of all political hues, ranging from ocean

blue to dark red. They stayed in the Taj, and went to

the villages; they attended cocktail parties in Delhi and

joined a funeral procession In Madras. Becoming wiser

after a four-week cowded itinerary, they began to

speak to the Government harshly and unequivocally.

Mr. Reginald Sorensen, a Labour M.P., in an inter-

view in Calcutta said : "Thero are very vital energies

coursing through Tthe Indian body politic and certainly

the possibility of strong emotional eruption. The

character of this varies from place to place. But no

one can ignore the tremendous urge, demand and ex-

pectancy of India regarding her future. Unless they

find satisfactory expression, undoubtedly, there is

danger of considerable tension and conflict. I can only

trust that positive constructive goodwill will be translated
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by all partias into wise and vigorous actionllf at\^n

early date”.

The M, P. Delegation returned on February
the announcement of a three-member Cabinet dele-

gation quoted above was made on February 19.

Febniary 23

The announcement has not evoked much enthu-

siasm in India. The Congress attitude is of '‘wait and

see’ . Many promises were made in the past and broken.

Maulana Azad, the Congress President, has counselled

patience. He says : “If the British Government fails

to honour in letter and spirit their declaration of

September 1945 (reference to Lord WavelTs state-

ment after the failure of last Simla negotiations)* the

Congress will consider the necessary steps for a final

and decisive struggle. Let not the Congress decision

to wait and watch be construed as unwillingness to

fight.’*

Mr. M. A. Jinnah, President of the Muslim League,

makes the prospects of a settlement not a whit

brighter. He says : "I have already made it clear re-

peatedly that we are definitely opposed to the setting

up of a single constitution-making body and also to the

formation of what is now described as a representative

political executive of the Governor-General as an in-

terim arrangement. There is no need or any justifi-

cation for the contemplated Executive Council. The

major issue must be decided first and the demand of

Muslim India for Pakistan must be accepted. After the

acceptance of the principle of Pakistan we can proceed

to settle details Any departure from this position

must lead to disaster and we shall be compelled to

resist any such move in every way we can,”

I wonder if a settlement is at all possible in these

circumstances. Below are given a few representative



.opinions,•,expressed .(by ..party-, leaders.jand.4n ithe!Press

this week,

bnt,; Mr.i-Sar'at] Ghaitdra-tBose;;Le'adei^hf ‘the'Con‘

gi-ess BarJ.y.'>mJJiei>Centrcil Asscwbly ^aiThe.ideci-

sion is oertainlyc'wiseifronriiiGreat.Britaih's' point ;of .view.

Whether it will prove wise from India’s point of view

femairiS'''l:d’'be seen, India has not had in the past

Jhappy..experi ences of commissions , arid , missions.

boL Sii\-Tej\Bahadur SaSru'. Lord, Pethick-Lawr.ence

apd^pis ^colleagues; musttgo. straight
. to the, ,mair) issue

sbef.orp ,,^^hern ^as
^

tOj^ how best,they can, ^set upva^neW

Central, ^^(qpyerhmeht for ,th interim period. r.w.hich

,would,,reai(y Be a, ‘dar’etaker ' Government’ .and.rthen

to, ,establish ^,.constitution'-iTiakmg bod^.,;,
j

‘the l^ah'ohai .Lucknow; .Though, -there

,is,jitt(e to praise and much to ,condemn in, .the iOritiSh

.Government s latest approach] to the Indian, .question,

we would.nefrain from the .adverse , comment, the-./ap*
. YiiUi'tl'".'':',' •! Si'.-i; iK'ii--'-, •"1 I wii. . *

proach deserves, '
-iflpii

iuptThe ‘.Lahore :iilf theialmoit historic an-

.qouncement tha.trthr.ee ,Cabinet .Ministers are coming

tOithisiCountry.failsi.to.iOro.useienthusiasmlamongst’ptfiO

people .thatjwilTbeJacgelyjbe'caUseitsimilaru.rnisJions -:in

.the past iba.YQ ; npt.cp.roYfedrt fruitful.b- and nBecauseotl?e

.leaj:J,er:S.pf-|Britojn-,,hav8ii-igiven..uno . indicationnofi.itheir

desiro ;,tp (liquidate, ,the_i\Empirej. .L.'. . 4 ...-.lfjthe(.objefct!,of

tfie .newi,Missionbhoweveri iSjtb drawnup plans for tranSr

.fe,r,ringiippwp!) tp./t,be^p,ebpleJit^is,.'most LWelcofneioand

can)|C|a!frittliei:f*Jll®st possible '^copperationfromithemir iVi

erh' ^ithe Hindustani Standardlf’^Cakuttaii mAsjra

stategi,pn.tipf,p.plicyif,hpwev,er,!i-,;the,-'..present cannounce,-

wb?llyi^l'.S3pp.ointingb It.;b.reaks nO.new igrpunds.

and bit I ro ar l<,S/_no ( npvy^ideparturp rfrpm ? ,th e ,sta hd-.? 1taken

in the ViceregaJ.5Declaratiop::^of, 5ppternber:!j'945.-

&/e!e/rrfen’!G jAljahabad cJijiojRast •'.npxperipnce

b^.?.fe?ist9,r'iqS;'?ytipp.v,,.vc,l.figtl]ie;. ',d.e;adJocbo.<:rieated,-j-,by
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League intransigence persists, are His Majesty’s Govern-

rnent prepared,-to,,forge ahead-onj.ther!basis.nof: a^i just

groce.dur,e;gr.,will tth?y!?9,3'ib3llovy',;Mr'.sJinn,ab oto riyptci

tjje.adyance-of.i^indus and f^usli/ris alike£?q ed: sbiuo

‘The New Times' Moscow : Badly camouflaged;

appeals for preservation of English domination In India

show that the Indian people have
.
g^ounds,^ for- not

trOstihg'su'ch declaVatidns.’"'^ lh!'Eh'gla‘nd''th‘ey h'ave Been

edldhiarregirrie whrch 'deprives, "400, OuO,000 people

of ^lementarjr' hUmah"nght£'’‘'''''’''‘
cTL'Cnr.,- cnJ Iicjl- 3’“csi;i.njM;: y'.-jv :ci-

\
1

1

March 3

.jPanditJawaharlal, Nehru, addressed ^^a.- ma.mfpoth

gathering of expectant people atjhansi, tand.told^them

thatjr^tne British.Cabinet Dejeqation ^failed „agam,{to

SO ve the^pressing and urgentpro.blems.w.hich.clamour-

edior solution,, a , political earthquake, of rdevastating

intensity, wquld^,sweep the ..entire co^untry.., public n^ind,

haVbeen so aptly spoheh.
" ' '

"

their energies to "reconcile , the . irreconcilable and

solve the, .insoluble.

,

'•W'-* ou - .'C.rqo' 'V -..rPt ^ MaYch 'll'-

'•‘•'•The ‘^Gd'ngfess -Working Cnrnrhittee witrfneet'tb-

mb'rroW'iri-Bomb'ay. ''Will it again 'show the s^m'e''^''0'gly

haste''as^ if’ did last 'S'epterhber to 'step'-intd the ‘British'

pa'rloxir-? (Let us pray -dur' leaders a're'^-’rnoTe' restrained'!

this time. •v-
i'-'-o, r.'c'j .

-.c

.,\Mahatma Gandhi today gave an inkling of his mind

to. the, people gathered , at-Rungta^Hpuse to- attend his

prayer,rneeting. ..He,-said suspecdQg .,the,,Bntish ‘bona:

fides’; in. advance was a .variety, of.weakness, -‘‘if a debtor -

came to your . house in contrition to ..repay, his debt,
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Would it not be your duty to welcome him ?" If the
British Government fail to do their duty he promised to

guide the people himself on the future course of

action,

March 14

The Congress Working Committee has met during

the last three days and discussed broadly the announ-
cement made by Lord Pethick-Lawrence on February

19. But no resolution has been adopted which more
than anything else indicates that the Committee is

not very much enthusiastic about the announcement.

March 15

The British Prime Minister is kept infomed of public

reactions in India and by now he is well aware that the

Delegation when they go out to India will not receive

a warm welcome. To allay Nationalists’ fears, therefore,

the Prime Minister today made an important announce-

ment in the House of Commons (for full text see

elsewhere below).

He said the Government’s objective is help India

to attain full independence, even though it may mean
secession from the British Commonwealth. He also

dropped a bomb-shell on communalists by declaring

that their game of obstruction is up, ''We

cannot allow a minority to place their veto on the

advance of a majority'" he said. Mr, Attlee, also,

by Implication, lashed out at Pakistanists. To him the

problem in India for solution is of “bringing together in

one great polity the various constituent parts".

March 16

The Nationalists feel reassured. Pandit Nehru at a

Press conference in Delhi has welcomed the “pleasant

change in tone and approach in Mr. Attlee’s speech.

But Mr. Jinnah is out of sorts. He who, along
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with his doubtful following of l66 million Muslims,

was boosted, up as an ‘important element’ in the

country through the merciful efforts of Amerys and

Linlithgows, realized for once that his game of bluff

would not after ail be worth playing any more. He
violently attacked Gandhiji and accused him of

spoiling the atmosphere for negotiations with the

Cabinet Delegation. The League Fuehrer said; “Mr.

Gandhi only puts the gloss of non-violence knowing

full well that nobody believes in it nor for the matter

of that does he himself mean non-violence. It is only

a shelter for him and a pose that as an apostle of

peaceful methods he may be able to continue to prac-

tise hypocrisy, fraud and bamboozle the world, especially

foreign countries.” A brilliant example of decency
outraged.

Mr.M.N. Roy (pray, don't refer to 13,000 episode)

tunes up with Mr. Jinnah. He says the British Labour
Government has decided to help the establishment of
a totalitarian regime in India. “What right have they to

pave India's way to Hell with their constitutional criti-

cism and stupid conventionalism/’

March 19

The Delegation have left Britain for India today by
air. Asked at the airport by a correspondent how long

the Delegation Members will stay in India, Mr. Alex-

ander's cryptic reply was: “It may be weeks or it may
be months”.

March 23

The Delegation arrive at Karachi. Officials and a

large number of Press correspondents met them at the

Mauripur Airport. The Secretary of State, acknowledg-

ing the greetings, said : “As my colleagues and I set

foot on the soil of India, we bring to the people of

this country on behalf of the British Government an

of the British people a message of cordial friendship
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Vysrhavp cot;ne.'toisettieiwith India. 'and

not ,t9 adjudicate op. the,,rival, clairns of, diffiarent poli-

itical. parties,,. and, settle .^disputes,,a jnong,them. ;n;.'jjWe

our negotiations
,
we,.,.\vhall!noit

seek to pro.yide „for |anything„,lhat is^ncompatibleoin

^9nthe .sovereign ,digpity)of India.^i.r vijn^'ioi '

Cripps promised to the Pressi'correspoh'dentS'th^'t

he' and^his 1 colleaguesi'wiouldTreturn-ronli^ when”'thelr

•work^was.over.ii,' -r' -...ii' r‘>' ’-'i'lo ir-Ibnr?)

rj- fin^V HiJi
> ’ Nationalist cit'fcles'are'quite'hdpefiil"

l! r.' I'l.-i i f, ,,n, n Cff', llri ;fii li"I -t' .o
Arrangements tor the Delegation .members .stay

i-- -V'- -'i tr.Mj.n;--'. R t',?., tpic! Thave been made in the south-east wing of the Viceroy s

House.'' We’—a pack 'of over . 200, new's-ho'unas—will

not be permitted to go^ anyvyhere near i.t,an.d restric*

tidhs will be rigorously ' enforced. Biit arh not down
cast like the pther chaps. I have a ^ friend ,among the-

s'e'cfefafiat staff 'df' the' belegatio'mjahd. rwjlf. 'np.t let my
Editor down. ' Telephdne^ijooths ^tave’^Deen installed for

local,
,

trunk and overseas calls. ‘Flash messages, can

Hduse.'^ Longer 'despatches niay be sent fronh'speciai

telegraph offices attached to the Press Information Bureau.

.MCI,./] - .'-fl

|The.Pelegatio_p,ai;riy.ed injDelhi.at -12-30f,,pip.. ,a.t

Palam .Aerodrome.
.,1 ,

haye .just^return.edt.fpmitherei

Old contacts.y/ere, r,eney\(ed. and.freshr.made.'Oncel.we

almost behaved like school children. We wer.eiasked-to

keep out of the landing ground. But when we saw

three white' correspondents,;. going., jalong.'jwilhf the

Viceroy’s^ paf.ty^ to. meetr-,%9n.Ppl99?’i'9n'
restiye and broke ,the ..^cordon.,., jCrippSpjwas,,,jocular

as usual. S^omebqdy a'slce.d, himiwhy .Ipgk'bg

so fit. Pat came.the rejaly that. hdi ate itdo many.carrgts

and tomatoes, .(fprjpth.er^snippe.tjs ^see elsewhprej

.

.,,.ijhe,staff ,of,,the.Pelegation includes;: rlr,!:,,! nrlt h’
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ij?'-' Sir-\A/iIliam‘CTo’ft?‘ Deputy’Unidfer"iSecretary' of State
;

MrTF. F-'TurnbuI|T Private Secretary ’ Mr. '' Joyce,

Publicity :AdviseV:'Cdl. Fraserr'Political aid-de-carrip;’ add
i.MriiE'.W.R, i‘ufnb^^-^itK5L'ord‘.P'fetfiick*baWre'nce."”' ''‘-

-
!r.\* Major Woodrow iWyatt) MiP.,*’ Major^Shdrf 'and ^ Mr.

B.G. Blaker.Private Secfetal'y'MwithxSir 'Stafford Crippsl

Mr.- jFpW.ilMottersHeadv'-^ Private 'Sdcretary^ Sir

L'awrence MasonpPeridnbl 'Assistant;' ^and* Miss' Booker

•—with'Mr. 'ArV.'--Af8)^andarrb'- nt 'r.- i-. iKf:'

OT.iii h'drjf. ipo.;od<^ -.Ifimfl.-CTR" !tn.'

!{:' "Tfie • Delegation' 'deld

afterobon.*

’a '^Pr'ess fcorffeVehce-in the
D-.p .!i!l •*1-1!

?'i°rStar'’reporte'rfe 'HavVbeeri‘’flbwn'-'tb' Ifidia^ ‘by’-'niany

fbVeign ‘pa'p'ers'tio 'c:QveV''tHe Oele'gatibh.

'

*'
'

Th'efb aVe^abb'ilt 40'‘of them "represehtirig -'foreign

papal's 'and''news'''agericife's.‘'^They ‘'are ‘'Fraker'-’- Wighlbh
EdvVards ''"(BlB.C'.'),

’ G.N‘:'''*"FlardiHg

(jB'k(^Jtd}ig‘e ''TelegYapJi\ Lbhdoh);' Preston GWef
of' AiHeYiccCjy 'Mrs'. E'. Marbus’e':(i4^e>rca France

Presse), Paul ‘F<s'nq^"{Ceitfrdi ''News'^^ofJCFmh),
Petf'Gl^dyihev bhd'' Oleg ' Or'elslbV '(T'ir'ss. ''’Moscow),

J. Hoiburn (T/re Times, Londbn''),'' Peter ' Stufsburg

{Ddil^'H'efald\Aon6on), Mrl;‘Eia Reid' {Capetown
Natal Daily News), Ralph \zzaT6 {'Daiiy' Mpil)]
D;V. Tahmankaf •{Reynolds 'News”

‘

'Londo n) , Henry

Keys {Daily iia^/>rbss)>'Golin Reid {Daily Telegraph,
London) Mrss'' G;K‘.'''’'Kunimrrig {ChristiaiV Science;

Mohitdr?'^^dst6n"^' arid ' London), •
' RobBe'rt ' Sherrod

{Time '^nd "-li'i/eX 'CdeorgQ '-t.^'"Jones' {New' ' VorU
T/w/esyr'B;' 'Shiva'' Rao" {^Tanchester ’ Gu'ardiah)‘,

Norman Cliffe {News CJiroiuclC, ‘ Londb'h)' 'Palme

Dqw{DdilfWorker), Andrew A. FreemWn {New
Work' Pdy)‘. A.T'.' Steele {Ncxv' York Herald)^ ' Miss

Betty Graham (CoZ/f^r^).'" Phillips ‘ Talbot 7C/ncVr^b
Daily Nc-d'sji'MTted Wagg {Chicagd'Trihiihe) and
L'. G,'-Wigrhore '(A«iZm7/{T).’''

'
'• '

‘ ’
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Among tha indian correspondents charged with

covering the negotiations . are Durga Das {The
Hindustan Tiinss), Joachim ^Iva (Forum), P, D.

Sharma (National Herald) Sri Krishna (Bombay
Chronicle). .Chaman Lai (The Tefj) S. A, Sabawala

(Free Press Journal) and a host of others.

Before the Conference began all lights in the

conference room were . switched on, and the three

Cabinet Ministers sat in silence for several minutes as

movie and still cameramen photographed them.

The Conference was more a battle-ground of rival

political thoughts. The protagonists of Pakistan or

division of India, cannonaded the Delegation members
with qu astions d em anding elucidation of that part of Mr.

Attlee's statement in which he declared that the

minority would not be allowed to place their veto on

the advance of the majority. Lord Pethick-Lawrence

admitted that' the Muslim League is not m^arely a

minority political party but is in fact a majority repre-

sentative of the great Muslim community.

Q. Do the Labour Government regard Muslims

as a nation or a minority ?

A. We regard them as one of the great com-

munities in India.

Q. When Mr, Attlee referred to minorities did

he include in that term Muslims or not ?

A, The Muslims are a minority in the whole of

India. In soma sense they can ba said to be a mino-

rity. They are a great deal mpre than a minority.

The Muslim League is the majority representative of

the Muslim community.

I feel amused at the unique interpretation.

But does it mean putting into cold storage Mr. Attlee’s

bold declaration of March 15?

Another question ; Do the Government stand by

the pledge given by Lord Linlithgow in 1940 that no
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important element in India's national life would be

coerced into accepting a Government not acceptable

to it.

A. As years go by the situation changes. You

have to adapt the promise to the existing situation.

The promise stands in spirit of course.

This time it is the correspondents holding different

opinion look worried.

I have sent out my 'copy’. I ponder. Shall we
continue to look to Englishmen ? How long we have

to suffer their quibbling on a matter which is of vital

importance to us—our freedom ?

March 26

The Press conference of yesterday has a mixed

reception in the Press . The Hindustan Times
(owned by Birla Brothers) has featured the story on the

front page under the banner headline ; "Full indepen-

dent status for India." The banner in the Free Press

Journal of Bombay is "A joke, a hoax and a fraud".

The Delhi correspondent of the latter paper writes:

“Unashamed, unrepentant, brazen-faced, Lord Pethick-

Lawrence, Secretary of State for India and Leader of

the Cabinet Delegation, once again for the

umpteenth time repeated the much-exploded myths

of British trusteeship of India, the need for an agreed

solution among the Congress, as representative of larger

numbers ; the Muslim League, majority representative

of the great Muslim community; and the Princes.

‘•The Delegation have come to India not to transfer

power, but to set up a constitution-making body and

to set up a more representative Executive Council

during the transition period—that is to replace the

quislings of today by the quislings of tomorrov/'.

The Delegation members set to work today. They

held discussions with members of the Viceroy's
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Executive 'wouncil tor two hours. I he subjects discussed

were'India s constitutional future and the 5ettinq up
ot a new interim Government at the Centre. ,

Ji ol

,,r,vOver ,5p .leaders .have ^been invited ;by the, Viceroy
to fhi.eet .the ,, Delegation . ..Qr. o A'^bedkaij.'bthou^h .vhis

party was routed at, the; elections, is,ftajso^amqng .ths

invitees.:
, A ftpember,-of;,the Congress; .-Mlghf-'.Gojpnriand

complains ; “Why the dickens were;-any;o6le.ctionSt, h,eld

if,^so|jrp,any non-descripts,^,had to ie^interviewedy?”
i

,pn..l ' nprriri.-.lpriH Ol rM(tycll‘''27‘^

' Mr'. Joycei' Publicity-”' Adviseir'^bf Tthe” ' DelegalibriV

held a Press conference,f^”b‘ot''tie"'‘'madti' 'thd'"situatic5h'

worse. -In reply to a question, he said : "The possibility

obsecuring ,an .interim ,Governrnentj flaying --the support

of,,,the rpain, parties before an, agi^eerpent, is,,reached-,

opi thpj broad .basis ,of[the , future,.jCpnstitutipn-Tremai.ns)

to,..-be.j-;p!upidatecl ...inji th.e; Jjght.-iofri.thei.ripnthp.q.rning]

discussions i with Ini^'^hiJlsaders andiir.epr.esentativesol',

It meapsiin effect th,e,.r.esurrectiqri o,fjtb.e;tn!nori.ty‘s,,y;e,to..!

Mr.' Attjee hadrSuggested.,,an,-i,^interi.iTi-, Govern,ment

cpmipanding the ."greatest, possible ,suppqrtij.,inprjAdjai.

Lord Ppthick-Lawrence at..the,..^fess cqnference-.^pb.twg
i

days ago, had, said that^the, interii;n,|3bv,ernmentpshould
j

hay,e,‘;full popular support",!: But,thqfpiain,,jm,eapJngjqfu

Joy.ce’,s- statement,, is .that,.thei A'hterim ; iGqyerqmenty

shqpid'i haye?;^,e.,support of th,ei.‘.',rpain.,pai;he5 lj',.^ noijulc;-

-..'. Inian. editoria l -.under thei^Gaption ih.SFr* Ofadep’h' thei

HindU'' ofn‘Madras jrhas-,':advjsed '.rthe!."Oelegat|pnH.it6o

address ,the t^P-P.ofe!.'A-d.frP9.tlyir,o/}.|-;/aAtter.s of

policy. ,;;lfjth,e;,Mi?,sio,n ,has,giy,qn Mr^. Joype,^ a„^gepera,lq

ppwer^/pf .,attoi;n,ey to,, jthis,,effect, ,t{\e,. so,on^[i ;it.-i^j

reyoked. .the, better .

-^,4 . hnnii-'i /ifjiJirnfij --rb f;-niiiib

M au Iana Aza d) a t ta rPress >
j
co riferenceb dh 1 cLupknow.n

today has. [Stated ,^that ,the^ C,o_n,gr.,e 5.s, ,wpu!d. pp.e.ver .agree

to|the,jSet:tm9 ,,,up ;qf twio^Gonstitqent
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.,r,,.Tn 8 De egation send an urgent ,^call to ^..Mahatma

Gandhi and Maulana .Azad, .Letters from, Lord . .Pethick-
qs uvti .r'Sd';-p.Tit_YlK:tir. ui>'-

Lawrence, and Sir Stafford.Cripps,.are flown, to. Gandhiii

!thr6ugfi''Mr. S'udlifn GKosH td.U/ufi near^ ,.Poona^,.,where

he was then, staying,. According,^ to ^the originaLproq-
o,'aLnoim,^o ....‘friqrfJivv owiqu.ao vf -v

'to make" any', beginning,Jn view,' otithe, irreconcilable

attitudes taken up by the Congress and tri.e,j.League

on the question of setting up of one or more .than

’oh’e'''C3ns't?ituknf Assefntiyr'''The' DelegafiohT therefore,

th'ink''''tK^f:’';^&H8fiijiV'^adyice'is^*n'ei:essary'^be%re 'ftie

l'4l^gu^e‘' afid'* th'^d’’ Cdhg'r'ess'’’Pfeside'hts^'' al-'^ oftlciady

Vontacfed':^'"'^'''’'--^’''
, lool bv/J . bnidt,’.

Y. *

^|^^"-(^^^3inet^ Ministers “^heldy^^^^ jwithj^rg-

vincial Governors yesterday anc) . today

j

* u
'bi.::; iiL-iO nwp'^u-' t-'Vtvf! i/t -ur.id' ,* &n!

M'sT :rriT In ;-! ilri .*- 50

5n,i .SiniStafford, called,at.Mr..;Jinnah;s ..Delhijrresidence

in'rtheiniorningjand hfdian informal talk with' him-cfor

[an* hoUr. .ropnivoiS n-tril <‘ln0 icnu* i'i rat,’. ,-•

.nncThd :,;L;eaguer,s Y.have,; ppenly,.! begun tOftalk oficivil

warrifilhelri demand-jforrPsakjs.tan-is-not conceded. Two
days , ago.niftbe.-r.iCojnmander.-iprGhlefi .broadcast !;a

,messagMo .tljp, Arijiy .officers in. .which., he^warned.them

nqf tOj,.co^nniv^.qat,gjactions.',,whic^

discipline,..efficiency -and loyalty, of ' tHe.Afmy . to the

GjD.yer.nrnent o|,the,.^day. has. also,, promised,, fulj

r^nffary ;heip^ jif,,the police

the situation.
r'nlq-'. p;'!'urjc \nnv nnt;

cj npvio pnbslq nri^ h tY. n,-, April 1

, rr.nTodayrJ.-wa's'.-crushdd withlwork. vvyork, fi.work. -There
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were too many events to be coveredi
Gandhiji arrived in Delhi and drove to Bhangi

Colony where arrangements for his stay are made.
His house is a cream-coloured one-storey room.SO feet

long and 15 feet wide, with six windows. It is at a

stone s throw from the enclosure in which about 800
municipal sweepers and their family members live—in

squalor and filth. I have visited the room, thanks to a

responsible person there. The floor is covered
with a grey carpet bordered with pink. A comfortable

seat covered with spotless khadi will serve as Gandhiji’s

study. There are separate tents for visitors and Press

correspondents. Also, there are two tele- phones at

the camp.

In-the evening Sir Stafford Cripps and Major Wyatt

went to meet Gandhiji at the Bhangi Colony, Sir

Stafford talked to the Mahatma for half an hour

behind closed doors. Gandhiji afterwards went to

the Viceroy's House and talked to Lord Pethick-Law-

rence for about 75 minutes.

The Cabinet Delegation have begun their series

of negotiations with Indian party leaders. The first

to be interviewed today were Dr. Khan Sahib, the

Frontier Premier, and Mr. Gopi Nath Bardoloi, the

Assam Premier. Both these Provinces are claimed

by Mr. Jinnah for inclusion in the Pakistan of his dreams.

But both the Premiers strongly opposed Mr. Jinnah s

claim at their meeting with the Cabinet Ministers.

Since Joyce's Press conference grave doubts had

been expressed in the Nationalist Press about the

Delegation’s sincerity of purpose. The mischief must be

undone if the Delegation want to succeed. Sir Stafford,

therefore, held a Press conference in the afternoon

and gave very assuring replies.

One of us asked if the pledge given to the

minorities in 1940 stood. Sir Stafford’s answer was

:



"We want to start on a fresh basis; we cannot go back

to Queen Victoria’s Proclamation and the succeeding

statements. If we do that we may get into an awful

muddle,”

The League camp also hummed with activity. The

Nawab of Bhopal, Chancellor of the Chamber of

Princes, met Mr. Jinnah. The League Working Com-
mittee also met to discuss the resolution to be moved
at the League Legislators' Convention this week-end.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru has arrived in Delhi,

A'pril 2

Today the Delegation met the League leaders

Vo.m the Frontier, Assam, Punjab and Sind. The
Cabinet Ministers’ object in so inviting them seems to

be to know the viewpoints of Leaguers other than

Mr. Jinnah. Mr. Abdul Qaiyum, the erstwhile Cong-
ressman from the Frontier, was twitted by Sir Stafford,

who reminded the League leader of his severe criticism

of the Pakistan idea in his book Gold and Guns on the

Pathan Frontier, published not long ago. Nawab of

Mamdot was dismissed in 20 minutes which confirmed

his reputation of being a ‘dumb wrestler’ (to quote

the Punjab Premier),

After lunch the Delegation members met the ailing

Sir Tej at the. latter’s residence and discussed with him

several Implications of the Sapru Conciliation Commit-
tee's findings. In the afternoon five highlights of Princly

India—the Rulers of Bhopal, Bikaner, Patiala, Gwalior and

Navanagar, were trooped in to the Viceroy’s House.

The Times of India today has featured an interview

given by Mr. Jinnah to Norman Cliffe, Foreign Editor

of the News Chronicle in Delhi, in which the League

Fuehrer confessed that he did not consider himself tc

be an Indian. What nonsense. Why not then qu'’

India ? India is for Indians only.
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'NormaW""Cliffe's’'’yes^atl:h''^.to\his "pa^'er*also"c6n-

|tairie9 ' the ^IloWihg'^-feentfe'nces 'wHich' were omitted By
fhe ‘

T

iines'
'-

'afHndiU ^auht %'nd Vigid blistacle

standing athwart the path of the British MinisteVP^wfib

•have hopes;?, of 'restoring ufree'dom.Ttto ra^united rilndia.

.Moharhmad.>AIi rjinhah, agfed i70',l\vhovassuhies thb = .titlfe

of'Qaidi‘e’As:'am :ortgre3t''l‘eader.of ithesMuMim League,

Sitting lih BisistOdy s'besid’e aigreatcbowh'iof fulldildwn

rofeea he-'revealedutdfme’ttHe stubb’ornT6ck‘tthe..CaBinfet

trio have;pjtherT|tg,.Qyercom,e^oi:,^bypass'/!f,f| .g]

> April 3

the. meeting !. lasted only one.and. three-quarters.-of^an

hour., Speculatipns begin..jDidjthe,,talks-ends,,abruptly

J

-;>n.-.We..!icluster.ed bound-' ^aulariarAzadjia's heijemergbd

from' ithe (Viceroy's: House.-and; pestered )him>-’^ith quest

itiqns..-! But.he disrriissedjusisaying: J'lharh dtilly 'satisfied

.With;.theuprogresi)'made>-and fherspiriLand.tratnribspheVe

in which>the(talksjar.d proce'edin^iluq

v'-f'Gabdhiji's'^isit-Vd'^th'e ^l^cdrdy-^'HbUse'V^day'’‘ wash's

great eV'entj‘Th‘6 srhartly‘c)resSed'drderIies'of 'thbi-augbst

House, the sepoys in uniform >Brld 'Bdlicb’^'sar'g'eahts

joined-theitcrowditWhich: followe.djhe.vdistinguishedi'. visi-

tor. The iBritisb.-Staffifof;thei;Delegation!^lo'ppBd,'.jWQrk

.af)dm°?cupiedi!iyanl'ageqiPPsition'S,-, attvyindpwsi iand,<iP

.>;er,andghs jtO^jVatCh •Ga'ndhiji-'arrivfii'and idepart.nii

b:”!!.' G^ndfitji rm4k‘es en"'&tternpt^td-arrest^the 'downward

tendehc^.ofp'ub'iic-e’nthusiasrriOver^the'G'abinet-Mission’s

yWorKrinti India:,-^urHe'i isppk.ebcatji'cthe'i 'eyenjng'Vprayer

thafcjitriSj|‘Junmainly3oidis.be|i.BVOithe.mGabinebcMi?,siofi.

I.bjf.-iMissio.nfwilJiootnbett';ayjus/ok,'..'SM\‘^'s'D crlj

o; ’Mn^Jionab’s ,opposltionbtOrtheH:S6,tti.ng|nup -ofulppe

Cppstitqent jAssecnbly.o'fternains .u.nph.angedjn^ndE bis

• threat of civil war hangs ^fj.r.e. irtEibn! loi ?.i nibnl ^ cibn!
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April 4

The Delegation meet Mr. Jinnah today. The in-

terview lasted full three hours allotted for the meeting.

The day's surprise was Jinnah-Tara Singh inter-

view at the house of Sir Teja Singh Malik, the Prime

Minister of Patiala. For once Mr. Jinnah had to go

out of his house to meet an Indian party leader. Last

month also when the League Fuehrer went to Lahore

with the object of breaking up the Unionist-Congress

-Akali Coalition Ministry in the Punjab, Master Tara

Singh had rebuffed Jinnah by telling him: “Why not

come to my house if you want to meat'me.”

But April 1946 is not March 1946. Mr. Jinnah is

panicky today. It is his last opportunity to see the

object of his dreams in flesh and bbod and he is pre-

pared to surrender any thing—the prestige included

—to make this possible. What a change (say fall, if

you please) in a man who is dreaded by his followers

and partymen, and who has always denied bare court-

esies to his opponents, however big.

Mr, Jinnah stayed at Sir Teja Singh’s house for one

and a half hours and is reported to have told the Ruler

of Patiala who was also present at the meeting : “I am
ready to see you as many times as you want me.”

April 5
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's statement today at a

Press co.nference at the Hotel Imperial has gladdened

all Nationalists. He has struck the last nail on the

Pakistan coffin.

Nehru said : "The Congress is not going to agree

to the Muslim League demand for Pakistan under any

circumstances whatever, even if the British Government
agrees to it. Nothing on earth that I can see. includ-

ing the U.N.O.. is going to bring about the Pakistan

which Mr. Jinnah claims. It is not a question of the

Congress agreeing or not. Even if the Congress agrees,
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it Is not going to come off because the people concer-

ned will not have it.’’

The Delegation have met the Sikh representatives,

Master Tara Singh, Giani Kartar Singh and Mr. Harnam

Singh. Other visitors at the Viceroy's House today

were Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Malik Khizr Hyat Khan and

Sardar Baldev Singh.

The people grow more restive. They ask that the

Delegation have by now met all 'those who count in

the country. They have met the Congress represent-

atives, formally and informally, the League represent-

atives, the Princes and the delegates of other minorities.

How long will the Delegation take to announce their

decision ?

The initiative evidently is in the Delegation’s hands.

The reason is there is no point of agreement between

the two major political parties. The Congress demands

one Constituent Assembly, the League opposes it. The

League demands Pakistan or division of India, and the

Congress refuses even to look at it. The Congress

wants the immediate setting up of an interim Govern-

ment at the Centre, but the League President is of

the opinion that no useful purpose will be served I

the principle of Pakistan is not conceded in advance.

. Sir Stafford keeps up his Informal discussions with

party leaders. At lunch he met Sardar Patel and in the

evening Pandit Nehru.

News-hounds are busy too. In 12 days since the

Delegation arrived in India, 691,658 words have b®®*]

wired out, according to a news agency report. O
this total, 1 20,058 words were sent by cable overseas.

April 6

Public uneasiness about the outcome of the talks

increases. A question is persistently asked. Will the

Cabinet Delegation bypass the League if It refuses to

hear the voice of reason ?
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A cynic has asked me what exactly are the Muslims

fears. Who is going to devour them? Three men count

at the moment in India and all of them are Muslims.

Maulana Azad represents the Congress, Mr. Jinnah the

League and the Nawab of Bhopal the Princely India,

The Delegation meet the Congress Premiers of the

U.P., the C.P,, Bombay, Bihar and Orissa. The Premiers

emphasized before the Delegation the urgent need of

setting up a National Government at the Centre,

The Daily Herald, official organ of the British

Labour Party, carries today on its leader page short

profiles of Maulana Azad, Pandit Nehru, Sardar Patel

and Mr. Jinnah under the caption: “Four wise men of

India," from its New Delhi correspondent. About

Maulana Azad the correspondent writes:

“I always think of him as one of the wise men of

the East. With his beard and sharp brown eyes Azad

looks as learned as his title 'Maulana’ suggests. He is

one of the world's greatest scholars in Urdu, Arabic and

Persian. He has translated the Qoran into Urdu.

Azad has a much better claim to be the spiritual leader

of the Indian Muslims than Mr. jinnah, yet he is the

President of the Congress. That is because Maulana

Azad believes in India’s unity and thinks that Islam’s

strength is far greater than any political arrangement.

He is a shrewd political man and I am told Lord Wavell

is more impressed by Maulana Azad than by any other

political figure.”

The correspondent dismisses Mr. Jinnah with the

remark that “although he is the President of the-

Muslim League and claims to be supreme commander
of all Indian Muslims he is not a typical Muslim,’’

April 7
The biggest event of the day was the first session

of the Muslim League Legislatiors’ Convention v/hich

opened in the premises of the Anglo-Arable College
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About 450 members came post-haste from far and
near at their Fuehrer’s bidding.

Mr. Jinnah dressed in a Punjabi salwar and achkan
arrived at the meeting-place about half an Hour late,

perhaps according to plan. He occupied a chair too

large for him on the floodlighted stage. The only other

seat allowed on the platform was a small chair for the

Secretary, Nawabzada Liaquat Ali Khan, who sat uncom-
fortably in it. It was a stupid replica of the former

Nazi Party rallies at Nuremberg.
Mr. Jinnah repeated for the umpteenth time that

the acceptance of the principle of Pakistan was sine

qua non of consideration by the League of any

proposal to join an interim Government. He also

threw out a veiled threat that if the Delegation by-

passed the League claim a civil war would result in

India.

The Convention is an ingenious propaganda stunt.

Whoever fathered the idea must be immediately made
Deputy Quaid -e-Azam, provided the Q.A. agrees to

share the Muslim Nation's burden with someone else.

April 8
The Tory Press in Britain gets ready to receive the

news of the breakdown of political talks in India and

prepares to absolve Britain of responsibility in the

event of failure. The Daily Telegraph writes ; “It is

the hopelessly divided, fanatically ignorant and sham-

lessly unpatriotic Indians who are to blame and Indians

cannot even accept independence offered on a silver

platter.”

The Daily Mail did a greater mischief. It published

an utterly baseless story from its Delhi correspondent

which stated : ‘‘A close associate of Mr. Jinnah has

told me that there is likely to be a treaty between

Britain and India lasting for 15 or 20 years and grant-

ing Pakistan for this interim period. A part of the



Punjab, however, would not be included in the Pakistan

area, but it would go to Hindustan.

“Mr. Jinnah as head of the Muslim State would keep
close liaison with the Hindustan Central Government
in New Delhi, though he would demand a free hand
in his own territory. The treaty would also provide for

Britain to maintain non-aggression forces on the North-

West Frontier and Baluchistan. The plan was said to

have been put by the British delegates to Mr. Jinnah

andihe had agreed to it.”

Nationalist circles are fully disgusted with such

canards and with the Cabinet Delegation's reticence In

killing such stories.

April 9

Mr. Jinnah's camp-followers have out-Fuehrered

their Fuehrer in Congress-baiting. Vilest abuses were

heaped on the Congress and open incitement to

violence to exterminate the Hindus was made at the

third-day session of the League Convention.

Mr. H. S, Suhrawardy, the Bengal Premier, began

very much like the late (?) Hitler. He said Pakistan

is Muslims’ latest but not the last demand. He warned

Britons not to entrust the destinies of India to the

‘Congress junta', this 'murderous band.’ If they did,

the Muslim League will not allow the Central Govern-

ment to function even for a day.

Ch. Khaliquzzaman, League leader from the U.P. :

"Muslims have been called goondas and Hindus

cowards. Well, in a state of anarchy it is the goonda
who has the upper hand. The Congress demand for

interim National Government is just a political fraud.’’

Mr, Abdul Qaiyum, the Frontier renegade from

the Congress: "A Congress Government at the Centre

will not be able to function for one day. Ten crores

of Muslims would be rebels and determined to over-
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throw It at the first opportunity, I hope that the
Muslim Nation will strike swiftly before such a Govern-
ment can be set up in this country.’'

The knight errant from the Punjab, Sir Firoz Khan
Noon : "We shall show these blood-sucking Mar-
xcai'is that we can raise the standard of living in

Pakistan higher than in any country in the East. If

Great Britain puts us under Hindu raj, let us tell her

that destruction and havoc that the Muslims will do
in this country will put Into the shade what Chengez
Khan did.’’

These "disgracefully incendiary” speeches have

made Hindus very angry.-

The Convention has formulated the latest League de-

mands which are an advance on the Pakistan Resolution

of Lahore. The resolution passed at the Convention says:

1. That the zones comprising Bengal and Assam

in the north-east and the Punjab, North-West Frontier

Province, Sind and Baluchistan in the north-west of

India, namely, Pakistan zones, where the Muslims are

in a dominant majority, be constituted Into a sovereign

independent State and that an unequivocal undertaking

be given to implement the establishment of Pakistan

without delay.

2. That two separate constitution-making bodies

be set up for the people of Pakistan and Hindustan for

the purpose of framing their respective constitutions.

3. That the minorities in Pakistan and Hindustan

be provided with safeguards on the lines of the All-

India Muslim League resolution passed on March 23,

1940, at Lahore.

4. That the acceptance of the Muslim League

demand of Pakistan and its implementation without

delay are the stue qua n07i of Muslim League co-

operation and participation in the formation of an

interim Government at the Centre.
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The Western Mail, a leading Welsh national daily,

today features an interview given to its special corres-

pondent in Delhi by Mr. Jinnah. The correspondent

writes :
‘‘1 asked Mr. Jinnah how it was possible to

get over the difficulty of a Hindu bloc created by the

United Provinces and Nepal interrupting communica-

tions between Muslim blocs on the north-east and north-

west. Mr. jinnah answered that it would be essential

to have a corridor of sufficient width to be protected

on the principle of the Suez Canal. Pakistan should

have a port for each Muslim bloc, presumably Calcutta

and Karachi.”

This explains Suhrawardy's laconic statement that

Pakistan is the latest and not the last demand of the

Muslim League,

Gandhiji has met the' Viceroy and the C.-in-C. today

and has asked him to declare general amnesty without

exception to all political prisoners. He has specifically

requested for the release of Mr. Jai Prakash Narain and

Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia

Afvxl 10

The Christian leaders. Sir Maharaj Singh, Mr. Ratna-

swami and Mr. B. L. Rallia Ram, have submitted a

memorandum to the Delegation in which they agree

to accept joint electorates in the Legislatures and local

bodies with or without reservation of seats for the

Christian community.

April 11

The Delegation have issued a statement today. It

says: “The Cabinet Mission came out with the view that

a speedy settlement of the outstanding questions was

essential. They have since their arrival heard the opi-

nions of the most important political elements in India.

Accordingly, they are now proposing to enter on the

next and most important phase of the negotiations, it
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is a phase which calls on the utmost efforts from the
leading statesmen of India, and from the Cabinet
Mission, to arrive at a solution acceptable to all sides.

“The Mission are confident that at this great mo-
ment in the history of India it will be possible with

mutual goodwill to reach that decision which the peo-
ple of India so anxiously await and which will be wel-

comed throughout the world. The Mission hope that

much progress towards this will be made before they

leave for their short recess (in Kashmir) at the end of

the next week. During the absence of the Delegation

there will be an opportunity for decisive consultation

batween the Indian parties. When the Mission return

they hope to find sufficient elements of agreement on

which a settlement will be based.”

The statement just expresses a pious hope and no-

thing more. There appears to be no possibility of

any such joint consultations between the Congress and

the League leaders. Many attempts were made in

the past, one '.even as late as September 1944, when
Gandhiji paid 19 visits to Jinnah’s house without recei-

ving a single return, but nothing resulted from those

attempts at settlement.

Just now it is reported from Agra that Messrs J, P.

Narain and Lohia have been released. I am happy

and feel that Socialist leaders, through their affinity

with the younger generation, will strengthen the

wavering hands of our leaders.
'

Api'il 12

The Congress Working Committee held two sessions

and took stock of the political situation.

Sardar Sant singh, a Sikh leader, speaking in

London has paid back Mr. Suhrawardy’s threat of a

civil war. The Sardar said : “If Pakistan is conceded

by the British my community will not accept Muslim
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rule In the Punjab and will never accept It,*' A civil

war in India will begin on the day that the British

conceded Pakistan and will last until the day Pakistan

areas have been’reconquered and reunited with India.”

The Delegation meet a few more leaders today.

Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose is one of them.

April 13

Pandit Jawaharlal, who is also the President of the

All-India States People’s Conference, has at a Press

conference demanded that the representatives of the

States people should also be invited by the Delegation.

No settlement regarding the States' future will be

just without consulting the 93 million people who live

in the States.

Mr. Jai Prakash Narain, who rushed to Delhi after

his release yesterday calls on Gandhiji and Nehru. Jai

Prakash has very much changed since the August revolu-

tion. He worked underground long enough to know

the urges and the changed temper of the people.

This advantage was deniedto our leaders in the Working

Committee who were suddenly arrested before the

revolution started. I learn J. P. told the leaders that

they should not compromise with the British or the

League at any cost. Any compromise which v/as

derogatory to the status of India as a free united na-

tion will not be acceptable to the people,

The communal seeds sown by Messrs Suhrawardy

and Co. at the League Legislators’ Convention begin

to bear fruits. Reports of communal clashes and daco-

ities in the houses of Jamiat-ut-Ulema (a body of Na-

tionalist Muslims) workers are received from Hissar,

Bhopal, Patna, Monghyr and Muzzaffarnagar (U. P.).

In Bhopal bands of fanatic Muslims shouting anti-Hindu

slogans, swooped on Hindu temples and residential

houses.
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April 14
A memorandum is submitted today to the Dele-

gation by a few leading Punjabis in which they make
the startling revelation that the Punjab is not a Muslim-
majority Province, but the census figures in 1921 and
1931 were inflated through bogus entries. Mr. Ahmad
Hassan Khan, who conducted the census operations in

1941, is quoted to have admitted in his report that “at-

tempts were made in some places by enumerators to

swell the figures of their communities by means of bogus

entries or to curtail the strength of rival communities

by scoring out persons who were actually present on

the final census night.” Besides, the memorandum
reveals, members of the Scheduled Classes, like cburas

and sansis, in Muslim villages were registered as

Muslims.

April 16

The Congress Working Committee has concluded

its session.

Maulana Azad on behalf of the Congress makes a

new offer to the Muslim League which contains four

things, first complete independence; second, united

India
;

third, one Federation composed of fully

autonomous units which will have residuary powers in

their hands and, fourth, two lists of Central subjects,

one compulsory and the other optional.

The formula has the merit of removing the reason-

able fears of the Muslims. It gives them complete

autonomy to determine their administration in the Pro-

vince in which they are in majority. But the Muslim-

majority Provinces will have to remain in one Union.

This has drawn an interesting comment from a humorist

in the Indian Express of Madras. It is in verse form and

is captioned : “The Judgement of Azad”

—
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Once in Venice Shylock stood

On the bond Antonio signed.

Qaid-e-Azam, avaricious, .

His own wishes, fond, pernicious.

Tried to force on Infant Ind.

Dr, ‘C.R,’—clever as ever

—

Showed by a formula tidy, neat

How to cut a pound of meat
And not let out a drop of blood.

“Fie—joh—fum!” cried Qaid-e-Azam.

“Flesh I want and I want blood,"

Solomon Azad saw and smiled

And gave judgement, meek and mild ;

“Do not feel, O angry brother.

The agony of a childless mother

Take the living, healthy child.

Take its flesh and take its blood.

Take its body, and take its soul

;

Only, only, take it whole !'*

The Nationalist Muslims are not afraid of League

threats. Dr. Khan Sahib, the Frontier Premier, address-

ing a large public meeting at Peshawar tells the

people : “The lovers of Pakistan have always shirked

direct action and will again run into their holes at

the time of the next struggle leaving poor and

ignorant masses in the lurch. I would welcome a

revolution in India just to prove who are men of action

and who are not."

Many meetings of Nationalist Muslims have been
held in Delhi during the past few days. Vast crowds

gathered at these meetings, which started late in the

evening end continued till the early hours of next

morning. Syed Ataullah Shah Bokhari, an Ahrar leader,

addressed a meeting at Juma Masjid for six hours. He
began at midnight and finished at six in the morning.
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Not one person movec^ from .Kts seat. Pandit Nehru
also attended one of these meetings.

Interesting news from London. Mr. Fenner Brock

way. Political Secretary of the Independent Labour
Party, told a public meeting that instructions have been
sent to Cabinet Ministers in India that they must not

return until they have reached an agreement with the

Indian party leaders.

A few more princes and landowners are received by

the Delegation. In the forenoon. Dr. Shyama Prosad

Mookerjee, President of the All-India Hindu Mahasabha,

and Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar met the Cabinet Ministers and

submitted a memorandum containing the Mahasabha’s

viewpoint. Territorial self-determination was strongly

opposed. As regards the interim Government they

suggested that it should be composed of 1 1 repres-

entatives elected by the Eleven Provincial Assemblies

which should coopt four more mernbers representative

of such minorities as are not represented on it.

".V- April 16

The Delegation want the Congress and League lead-

ers to hold joint discussions during theiabsence of the

Delegation members in Kashmir so that when they

return after their Easter recess they may have a joint

statement containing their demands. Mr. Jinnah was

called to the Vicerory's House where he had two hours'

discussion with the Cabinet Ministers. The Delegation

will meet Maulana Azad tomorrow.

A deputation of Nationalist Muslims has met the

Delegation. It included Mr. Hosseinbhoy Laljee, Presi-

dent of the All-Parties Shia Conference; Maulana

Hussain Ahmad Madni, President . of the Nationalist

Muslims Parliamentary Board; Mr. Abdul Majid Khwaja,

President of the All-India Muslim Majlis
;

Sheikh

Hisamuddin, President of the All-India Ahrars; Sheikh
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S.Z.Zahiruddin, President of the All-India Momin Con-
ference. Mr. Hafiz Mohammad Ibrahim, the U.P, Com-
munications Minister, acted as interpreter,

Maulana Azad’s offer of yesterday has been re-

jected by the League. Nawabzada Liaquat Ali Khan,

general secretary of the League, has issued a statement

in which he says: '’There is nothing new in the reasons

and arguments advanced by the Congress President.

All these and many mo>'e were trotted out by oppo-

nents of the Muslim League in the last general elec-

tions and after examining the whole question carefully

the Muslim natton has given its verdict in favour of

Pakistan. The demand for Pakistan today is not based

on fear of the Hindu majority at the Centre, but it is

the urge of a nation to mould its national life in accor-

dance with its own ideals and culture and cannot be

satisfied without having full sovereignty which necess-

arily implies full control over all Departments, without

exception."

April 17

Efforts continued the whole day for bringing the

Congress and the League at one conference table for

joint discussion. The Delegation had a two-hour mee-
ting with Maulana Arad in the day, and after dinner

Cripps went to Jinnah’s house and was with him till

about midnight. Cripps will meet Gandhiji tomorrow
morning,

Mr. P.C. Joshi, general secretary of the Communist
Party of India, had a 35-minute interview with the

Cabinet Ministers.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya has arrived in Delhi.

April 18

Sir Stafford went to the Bhangi Colony at 6-30
a. m. and talked to Gandhiji for over an hour. In

the afternoon Gandhiji met Lord Pethi’ck-Lawrence at
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the Viceroy’s House. Efforts for arranging Congress-

League talks have met with no success. The reasons

are two-fold. First, there is no common point of

agreement between the Congress and the League;

they differ on fundamentals; second, Mr. Jinnah has

declined to meet Maulana Azad as the representative

of the Congress.

Mr, Jinnah has sent away the members of his

Working Committee, The Congress President has left

for Mussoorie and Nehru will leave for Lucknow today.

April 19

The Delegation have left for Kashmir.

A sense of frustration seizes the people. And from,

frustration result anger and frayed tempers. Com-

munal tension grows. A minor incident occurred to-

day in Delhi. The Deputy Commissioner has issued

an order under Section 144, Cr. P. C., banning the

carrying of firearms, lathis or other weapons, or

keeping and collecting bricks or any other missies in any

building. The rates of premia for insurance against

civil commotion and riots in certain localities of Bom-

bay and Karachi have been increased twenty-four

times of the rates prevailing before February /2.

The American magazine Time publishes a pen-

picture of Mr. jinnah today. It says; ‘‘Today

revels in his one man show. Nobody in all his Muslim

League can be called the No. 2 man or even No. 8.

He delights in the princely processions stapd by his

followers when he tours the Muslim cities of Northern

India His buglers herald his arrival at railway stations.

Bands play ‘God save the King’, because that is the

only tune they know. Today Mr.^ Jinnah not Mr.

Gandhi is the Sriina donna on India s stage.

April 21

While the Cabinet Ministers spend their day in
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fishing, sight-seeing and big game shooting in Srinagar

(Kashmir) and the leaders patiently wait till the Dele-

gation’s return for the resumption of negotiations, a

bomb-shell is thrown in the midst of Nationalist circles

by Mr. Fenner Brockway, who a few days ago told a

London gathering that the Delegation had been Instru-

cted not to return from India until they had reached

some agreement with the Indian party leaders. Mr.

Brockway, while addressing the annual conference of

the independent Labour Party at Southport, said that

he had in his possession information received from

a 'reliable source’ in Bombay that the British authorities

in India are gearing up their administrative machinery

to suppress any nationalist movement that may,

through conscious efforts or otherwise, start in the

event of a break-down of the negotiations.

April 22

Tha Delegation will return to Delhi day after to-

morrow.

Sardar Patel in a statement today suggests the imme-

diate handing over of power by Britain either to the ele-

cted representatives of the Congress or of the League.

He also suggests that the interim Government must be

immediately formed without even consulting the

League and the Congress. Let each of the eleven

Provinces send one representative and about four or

five may be taken from among the minorities. The

suggestion is similar to that made by the Hindu Maha-
sabha President in his memorandum to the Cabinet

Delegation.

The India Office has refused to confirm or deny
Brockway’s statement of yesterday. Whatever be the

truth in the statement, people are genuinely suspicious

of the Government’s intentions. A Lucknov/ report

says that per.'onal letters of the Congress Ministers in
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the U. P. are being censored by a special branch of
the C. 1. D.

April 23

Ex-President Hoover of America, now Chairman
of the U.S. Famine Inquiry Commission.arrives in Delhi.

India faces starvation. The Government of India

have appealed to the U.S. for help. Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar recently led a ood delegation thereand reguest-

ed the Combined Food Board (Britain, America and
Australia) to meet India’s four million tons shortage of

food this year. On his return from America, Sir Rama-
swami triumphantly announced that 1,400,000 tons of

wheat and 145,000 tons of rice had been granted by

the Board for the period ending June 30. But soon

afterwards the American authorities explained that no

final allocations had been made so far. Will Hoover

do anything for us T

Hoover visited Gandhiji soon after his arrival In

Delhi. Jinnah declined to meet him. The League Presi-

dent wanted to meet Hoover at his own residence, but

this was not possible for the time at Mr. Hoover's

disposal was too short, jinnah refused to^go to the

Viceroy’s House to meet the U.S. ex-President. Prestige

is to be cared for more than people’s lives. This consi-

deration decided Mr. Jinnah's action.

Pandit Nehru also met Mr. Hoover and suggested

to him the possibility of rice imports from Java.

April 24

We expected hopeful results from Hoover's visit.

But prior to his leaving for Bombay he has denied

there are famine conditions in India. By the term

‘famine’ he and his countrymen mean actual deaths

from starvation. So till that happens, perhaps, nothing

can be done.

The Daily Express of London publishes a story

from its correspondent in India on the famine conditions
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in Madras. The story is captioned ;
“

i have seen

people who are going to die." The correspondent

predicts the famine of 1946 to be worse than that of

1 943 in Bengal.

The Delegation have returned to Delhi.

A 14-year-old Hindu boy is stabbed in the Lodi

Road Colony (Government Servants' quarters). The

incident appears to be well timed with the Delegation’s

return. Police patrol the city.

Afril 25

No proposals yet by the Cabinet Ministers. Has the

salubrious climate of Kashmir done no good to them?

Cripps dines with Jinnah tonight.

Maulana Azad makes an important statement

today. He says: "A stage has been reached in the pre-

sent negotiations in which we should be prepared to

face both. ways. While the Congress Party is hoping

that the British Ministers' work will result in a settle-

ment of the Indian problem, we are not overlooking

the other side."

The Delegation are openly accused in the Press of

playing aidual game in the course of the negotiations.

Shankar, the Hindustan Times cartoonist, in a

drawing captioned ; “Between you and me", shows

Cripps, attired in a sherxaani and a Turkish cap,

sitting near Jinnah in a melancholy mood, and

Jinnahproudly smoking a pipe. In another picture

Cripps is shown dressed in a Gandhi cap and

dhoti and sitting cross-legged on the floor before

Gandhifi, who is perhaps cracking a joke with him.

April 26
Cripps meets Maulana Azad at noon, Gandhiji at

7.30 p.m. and Mr. jinnah at 10 p.m. But no results.

Nothing short of recognition of a soverign State com-
prising of the six Provinces claimed by him will satisfy

Mr. Jinnah,
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Maulana Azad exercises his Presidential right and

recommends to the Congress delegates the name of

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru for election to the presidentship

of the Indian National Congress for the next session;

It was thought that Nehru would take over on May 1,

the last date for filing nomination papers, if no other

nomination were filed. But a mischievous, though

misguided, suggestion has been made by a few foreign

correspondents here that this is to satisfy Jinnah who
has refused to meet Maulana Azad as the Congress

representative. The suggestion was scotched as soon

as it was put out and it is now decided that the

Maulana will continue in office until November when

the next plenary session of the Congress will meet.

Syed Ataullah Shah Bokhari has challenged Mr.

Jinnah to address along with him a meeting of Muslims

on Pakistan and abide by the verdict of the meeting.

April 27

Hot nev/s today. At 4 p.m. the Delegation issued

the following statement:

“On their return from Kashmir the Cabinet Dele-

gation decided to initiate by informal contacts a further

attempt to find a basis for a settlement by agreement

between the two main parties. As a result the Dele-

gation have today Invited the Presidents of the Con-

gress and the Muslim League to nominate representa-

tives of the Working Committees of the Congrees and

the Muslim League to meet together with the Dele-

gation to continue the negotiations.*’

The statement breaks new ground and the condition

of '‘nothing doing’’ ends.

Letters have -been despatched to Maulana Azad

and Mr. Jinnah from the Delegation's office asking

them to nominate four representatives each to meet the

Delegation members and the Viceroy at pne table,
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Simla is suggested as the probable venue of the Con-
ference (for full text of the letter see p. 43).

The Cabinet Delegation In the letters reffered to

above also set out their tentative formula for devising

a new constitution for India which may be acceptable

to both Congress and League,

The formula contains three clauses ;

1. A Union Government dealing with foreign

affairs, defence and communications.

2. Two groups of Provinces, the one of the

predominantly Muslim Provinces, dealing with all other

subjects which the Provinces In the respective Groups
desire to be dealt with in common. The Provincial

Governments will deal with all other subjects and will

have all the residuary sovereign rights.

3. It is contemplated that the Indian Slates will

take their appropriate place in this structure on terms

to be negotiated with them.

Both the Congress and the League viewpoints are

sought to be partially met.

April 28

Maulana Azad accepts the invitation and nominates

himself. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Vallabhbhai

Patel and Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan to meet the

League representatives and the Delegation members at

a joint conference.

The Congress President, however, emphasized that

the proposed Federal Union must have both an excu-

tive and legislative machinery as well as the finance

relating to these subjects, and the power to raise

revenues for these purposes in its own right. Curren-

cy, customs and tariffs are also asked to be included

among the common subjects (for full text see p.45).

The League President has also accepted the Dele-

gation's invitation, but has drawn their attention to



the League demands embodied in the Lahore resolu-

tion of 1 940 and the resolution passed at the League
Legislators’ Convention of April 7. He also makes it

dear that by accepting the invitation to the Tripartite

Conference the League will not be committed to the

tentative formula of the Delegation (for text see p.47).
The League team for the Conference consists of

Mr. Jinnah, Nawabzada Liaquat Ali Khan, Nawab
Mohammad Ismail Khan and Sardar AbdurRab Nishtar.

April 29

Lord Pethick-Lawrence writes to the Congress and

League Presidents assuring them that the points raised

by them in their letters of yesterday can be discussed

at the Conference itself and that the acceptance of

the invitation for the joint conference does not imply

full approval by them of the tentative formula set out

by the Delegation (for full text see p. 47 and 48),

The League and Congress representatives are

asked to be present in Simla on the morning of may 2

on which the Tripartite Conference is proposed to

be held.

While negotiations for the transfer of power from

British to Indian hands continue in Delhi, the successor

of Sir Maurice Hallett in the U. P, threatens to exercise

the Governor’s veto on the Congress Ministry’s deci-

sion to release a few long-term political prisoners. If

the veto is exercised the Ministry will have no alter-

native but to resign. What then ? Will the Congress

Ministries in other Provinces do the same ? Will the

forthcoming Simla negotiations not come off ? Such

questions are freely discussed.

April 30

The political storm in the U. P. passes off.

Wags say that the Viceroy pulled up the Governor

arid vyarried him not to precipitate the matters.
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The date of the Tripartite Conference at Simla )ias

been changed to suit the convenience of Mr. Jinnah

and his colleagues, A bad omen. Dilatoriness at the

outset.

The Conference wiil now be held on May 5.

The States people too become active. The sub-

committee of the All-India States People’s Conference

demands representation for the States people at all

conferences which may be called upon to determine

the future of the Indian states.

May 1

Arrangements for the leaders’ stay in Simla are

now. complete, Maulana Azad and Pandit Nehru will stay

in ‘Retreat’, which was last the official residence of the

Government of India’s Information Member. Gandhiji,

Sardar Patel and Abdul GhaffarKhan will live in ‘Chad-

wick’, which was formerly occupied by the Governor of

Burma. 'Yarrows’, a typical English country house,

will accommodate Mr. Jinnah.

I have received a telegram from my Editor to

move up. And tonight I go to those inviting cool heights.

May 1 {midnight).

I am moving up and with me a thousand others,

some leaders and many followers. Huge crowds gather

at every railway station, and raise slogans of 'Gandhiji

ki Jai,’ ‘Pakistan Zindabad', 'Hamara Nara Jai Hind’.

A pensive thought seizes me. What if the negotia-

tions fail? But immediately I brush aside the idea.

No, they must not fail. On one occasion I happened

to catch the eye of one of the Congress representa-

tives to the Conference. A question. But the answer

is smiles.

May 2

The Congress team along with Gandhiji, who has

been requested by the Delegation to be available in
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Simla for advice during the negotiation period, have
arrived in Simla.

Pandit Nehru has a 75”minute interview with the
Viceroy today.

I am billetted at the Cecil, an ideal hub for political

gossip. You can talk scandals also if you like.

May 4

League representatives to the Conference arrive.

An unusual thing happens. Gandhiji has asked

his private secretary, Mr. Pyarey Lai, and other

members of his staff who are always with him wherever

he is, to move down. This reminds me of Gandhiji's

hurrying away from Delhi during the 1942 negotiations

on the basis of Cripps’ Proposals,

Is the sending away of his staff to Delhi a precur-

sor of Gandhiji also moving down ? Does it mean
that the negotiations are bound to fail ?

But Gandhiji assures that this decision of his means

nothing of that kind. He wants a little escape from

his close associates and to put himself unreservedly

in the hands of God.

May 5

The Tripartite Conference opens today. The whole

of Simla is agog from early morning.

The unsophisticated hillmen occupy vantage pos-

itions on the route leading to Viceregal Lodge to have

a glimpse of their leaders.

Ten A. M. The Conference is in session. The con-

ference room has a large portrait of the late Duchess

of Dufferin and also a portrait of Field-Marshal Sir Philip

Chetwood, a former Commander-in-Chief. On one

side of the oval table sits Lord Pethick-Lawrence. Sir

Stafford sits on his right and Lord Wavell and Mr.

Alexander on his left. The League delegates sit to the

right and the Congress to the left. From left to right
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are Patel, Azad, Nehru, Abdul Ghaffar Khan, Nawab-
zada, Jinnah, Nishtar and Nawab Ismail. Mr. Turnbull,

Secretary to Lord Pethick-Lawrence, sits a yard away.

Lord Pethick-Lawrence stands up and welcomes

both the Congress and League delegates to the Con-

ference. He reads to them the letters received

by him from Maulana Azad and Mr. Jinnah in reply to

his letter of invitation dated April 27,

Maulana Azad replies to the welcome speech and

the conferees immediately come to deal with brass

tacks.

A cryptic communique was issued at the end of

the Conference which stated:

"The Conference after preliminary statements by

the parties discussed the arrangement for their sitt-

ings and then proceeded to- deal with the agenda. The

first item discussed was the question of a Union centre

for all India.

"It was agreed by the Conference that no state*

mants will be made to the Press by any member, but

that an official statement will be issued each evening.

“The Conference appointed a committee, consist-

ing of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Nawabzada Liaquat Ali

Khan and Sir Stafford Cripps, to settle the terms of

the Press communique. The Conference decided that

it would meet twice every day at 11-30 a. m. and 4 p. m,

May G

Before the Conference meets today, Maulana Azad

has sent a letter to Lord Pethick-Lewrence in which he

expresses his dissatisfaction with the 'Vagueness* of

talks^yesterday at the Conference (for full text sec p. 49).

The Congress President objects that the discus-

sions deviated far from the basic question which

is the immediate granting of. Indian independence,

followed by the withdrawal of British troops Irom India.
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Other matters are subsidiary ‘and could be discussed
Dy the Constituent Assembly at the proper time. Azad
also expressed his opposition against the talks proceed-
ing-on the assumption that a group of Provinces under
the Union will have a right to have a common executive

or legislative machinery. That would result in creating

three layers of executive and legislative bodies, an

arrangement which will be cumbrous. Another objec-

tion to the subjects under discussion at the Conference
was to the proposal for parity as between groups in

regard to the executive or legislature.

The Conference met at 11 -30a.m. and adjourned at

1-30 p.m. It met again from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Today's

communique issued from the Conference office is:

•‘The Conference met today from 11-30 to 1-30

and again from 4 p.m to 6 p.m. They decided to

adjourn until Wednesday (May 8) 3 p. m. in order to

give the parties an opportunity to think over and dis-

cuss points that had been raised. The Conference

considered the questions of Provincial powers, of the

grouping of Provinces, and of the constitution-making

machinery.”

Gandhiji is invited to meet the Viceroy at 7-30 p.m.

The meeting lasts one and a half hours. Sir Stafford

was also present at the meeting.

Bhulabhai Desai’s death is announced today. He

was the moving spirit of the last Simla Conference.

May 7

Hurried confabulations are held among the Confer-

ence members. The C-in-C meets Lord Wavell. Later

he visits Nehru. The Viceroy interviews Jinnah.

And Cripps talks to Gandhiji.

Gandhiji announces at the evening prayer meeting

that even if the Conference is not able to help reach

a settlement, the Delegation will not go back without
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implementing Mr. Attlee's promise ol granting in«

dependence to India.

The Daily Express of London publishes a story

from its correspondent in Simla in which a pucca sahib

of the variety of Kipling is reported to have told the

correspondent ; “I would like to have my men shoot

that fellow Cripps ” Perhaps because Cripps knows that

the days of British rule In India are numbered and this

spiritual son of Kipling does not know, nor cares to

know.

The correspondent writes: "They (meaning sahibs

and memsahibs) move palely loitering in strange new
atmosphere impregnated with politics among Congress

Chiefs looking like Roman Senators in sweeping togas

of homespun, among strident processions of Congress

volunteers. And all the time amidst and through this

shifting scene move silent, ragged, shaven-skulled trans-

port coolies roped to impossible burdens labouring

without co.mplaint or hope.”

Mail S
Lord Pethick-Lawrence sends a document captioned

"Suggested points for agreement between the re-

presentatives of Congress and the Muslim League” to

both Maulana Azad and Mr. Jinnah for their consider-

ation (full text cn p.52).

In order to give sufficient time to the le'aders to

carefully consider the document, the Conference which

was to meet today at 3 p.m. has been adjourned until

the same hour tomorrow.

The document contains nine clauses dealing with

the probable points of agreement between the League
and the Congress. Under Clause I have been listed

subjects to be dealt with by the all-India Union Govern-

ment. These are foreign affairs, defence, communi-
cations and fundamental rights and powers to obtain for
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the linances required for these subjects. Clauses

.
a & .4 re.f^*to the formation of groups of Provinces
an(J«the siting up by them of their own executives

and'^f^S^slatures. Clauses 5 & 6 grant parity of repre-
sentation to the Hindu and Muslim majority Provinces
in the Union Legislature and the Executive. Clauses
7 & 8 deal with the composition of one Constituent

Assembly and its working,

Jinnah sends a reply (see full text on p. 54) to

Lord Pethick-Lawrence's letter forwarding the docu-

ment. In that letter Mr. Jinnah objects to the "fund-

amental departure from the official formula embodied
in your (Lord Pethick-Lawrence's) letter of April 27,"

He objects to the inclusion of ‘‘fundamental rights"

among the subjects to be dealt with by the Union

Central Government. He has also opposed the setting

up of only one Constituent Assembly,

Azad, Nehru and Patel meet the Viceroy and hold

discussion with him.

' May 9
Lord Pethick-Lawrence sends a reply to Mr. Jinnah’s

letter of yesterday and tries to explain to Mr. Jinnah

the inaccuracies in his letter (see p. 57). The

Secretary of'State adheres to his decision of including

"fundamental rights" among the Central subjects. At

more than one place Mr. Jinnah is politely snubbed for

attempting to confuse the matters.

The Conference faces the gloomy prospect of a

breakdown. Jinnah in his letter of yesterday had said

that no useful purpose would be served by the League

delegates attending the Conference in those circum-

stances.

Leaders are busy from early morning. Azad-Cripps,

Nehru-Cripps, Cripps-Azad and Nehru, Jinnah-Wavell

and Gandhi-Cripps meetings take place.



the Congress President also r^plle^^ today

document received from Lord Petlijc^t^re^^'*c^-
taining the suggested points of C'b,Qgr|^lje^ue

agreement (se'e p. 59). He reiterates tnetfbjections

previously raised by him.

The Conference met at 3 p.m. and soon after-

wards a deadlock was reached. Each party was un-

willing to concede the other's point of view. In these

circumstances, Pandit Nehru suggested the only alter-

native possible. The suggestion of referring the dispute

to an umpire. The proposal at once had the approval

of the Conference.which was adjourned for 45 minutes

to enable Nehru and Jinnah alone to talK it

over between themselves. After 45 minutes t he Con-
ference reassembled and after hearing both the leaders

on the possibility of both parties agreeing to refer the

dispute to an umpire adjourned until day after to-

morrow to give sufficient time to the parties con-

cerned to reach an agreement on the subject.

An important announcement is made in today's

communique issued from the Conference office. It

states:''The members of the Executive Council, including

his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, have placed

their respective portfolios at the disposal of His

Majesty the King and of his Excellency the Viceroy, in

order to facilitate the arrangements which the Cabinet

Mission and the Viceroy are seeking to make." This

has the effect of acquainting the leaders with the

Delegation's earnest desire to set up a new interim

Government as early as possible.

Nehru has been declared elected unopposed the
next President of the Indian National Congress.

JIfnt/ 10
Pandit Nehru this morning wrote to Mr. Jinnah asking

him to get ready with his list of possible umpires so
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that at tneir next meeting tliey miglit agree any
one name. To this letter Mr. Jinnah replied saying that

the suggestion to fix on an umpire needed to be
further discussed by them before he could be asked
to prepare a list of possible umpires and for this he
suggested that Pandit Nehru met Mr. Jinnah at the

latter’s residence (see texts of letters on p.64).

Again a delicate situation—will the President-elect

of the Congress go to Mr, Jinnah's house ? Why can’t

Jinnah come to meet Pandit Nehru? General opinion

in the Congress Working Committee is not in favour

of Nehru going to Jinnah’s house. Nehru himself does

not approve of the suggestion, according to my infor-

mant. But Gandhiji, who is as keen as ever about a

genuine understanding between Hindus and Muslims,

is reported to be favouring the suggestion.

May 11

Pandit Nehru has written to Mr. Jinnah that he

will meet the League leader at the latter’s residence

at 10-30 this morning. The Congress has never stood

on prestige when questions of grave national con-

sequence are at stake.

Five minutes before 10-30 Pandit Nehru reached

Mr. Jinnah's house and talked to the occupant of the

house for 75 minutes, but no, compromise was reached.

Jinnah sho>ved unwillingness ,
to refer the Congress-

League dispute to arbitration, as he was well aware of

what the award would be on such unreasonable de-

mands as the League’s were.

The Tripartite Conference which met at 3 p.m. has

adjourned until tomorrow. A complete deadlock has

been reached and the end is m sight.

Gandhiji meets the Viceroy after' the conference

is over,

Nehru has received over ‘200 letters and telegrams
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protesting against his meeting Jinnah at the iatter’s

house,

Jai Prakash Narain has sent out a call from Bombay
to his country-men to get ready for the next final

struggle to complete the August 1942 revolution.

About a lakh people heard him at the Chowpatty and

many times as large as that member read his speech

in the newspapers. The political temperature ol the

country is fast rising. What if the failure of the Confe-

rence is announced tomorrow ?

Matj 12

The worst has happened. The negotitations have

broken down. Two coiuviiimqjies have been issued -

today, one announcing the breakdown and the other

dealing with the next step to be taken

—

“After considering the views put forward by the

two parties, the Conference has come to the conclu-

sion that no use would be served by further discussions

and that, therefore, the Conference should be brought

to a conclusion. The Cabinet Mission desire to

emphasize the fact that no blame can be placed on

either party for the breakdown of the Conference as

both sides did their utmost to come to a settlement.

It is proposed in the course of a few days to publish

the correspondence that has passed between the

parties during the Conference.”

The other comviitniquc is: "The British Cabinet

Delegation and the Viceroy, while greatly regretting

that the discussions in Simla have not led to any agreed

plan between the leaders of the Congress and the

Muslim League for proceeding with the working

out of a new Indian constitution, wish to make it clear

that this does not in any way bring to an end the

mission with which they were charged by H.M.G. end

the British people. The Cabinet Delegation end the
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Viceroy will be proceeding to Delhi on Tuesday (day
after tomorrow) and it is their intention -to issue a

statement in the course of a few days expressing
their views as to the next steps to be taken."

Besides the correspondence which passed among
the party leaders and the Delegation members,
referred to above, three documents dated May 12
embodying the League demands and the basis for

sgreement suggested by the Congress form part of

the correspondence connected with the Conference
—see p. 66).

Mai/ 13

The general feeling is that it is all for the good
the farce has ended and that it is certainly no use

working on a post-mortem examination of the Confe-

rence. But many are genuinely sorry. Millions who
do not understand politics and have no voice in it

either and whose daily concern is to eke out a living

wage had at the beginning of the Conference a

vague idea—very vague—that the Conference would

produce a Government which would be sixteen annas

(colloq.) theirs of dark-skinned men like them

selves and of those whom they could easily approach.

These polltically-dumb millions are sorely disappointed.

Mat/ 14

The Delegation are back in Delhi and I too and

ai the Jacks and Jills who went up a week ago. One

solitary Press correspondent met the Delegation at

the aerodrome this evening. Perhaps the Press more

than any one else offers encomium to aj’person according

to the value of the work he does. No good work,

no reception.

May 16

A 5,000-word statement embodying, the Delega-
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tion’s views on the future constitutional set-up of

India is announced on the radio by Lord Pethick-Law-

rence in a slow but emphatic voice (for full text see p 8.)

The document though couched in a recommendatory
language is in effect the British Government’s award

on the subject it deals with.

May 17

The Delegation’s statement published yesterday

has a varied reception. That part of it which rejects

the idea of a separate independent sovereign State

for Muslim Provinces as demanded by the League has

satisfied all Nationalists, but certain other features like

compulsory grouping of Assam with Bengal; and

N. W. F, P. with Punjab and Sind, for the purpose of

devising the future constitution, and the shutting out

of the States people's voice in the future constitution-

making are viewed with suspicion.

Reception in the Congress and the Nationalist

Press is at any rate good.

Gandhiji at the evening prayer meeting annouced
that the Delegation's Proposals contain the seed to

convert 'this land of sorrow into one v/ithout sorrow

and suffering.' He asked the people to make a cere-'

ful study of the document before arriving at a conclu-

sion regarding its merits.

The Delhi organ of the Muslim League and League
leadess are reticent and wait for the reactions of their

leader who is still at Simla. But they admit that the

proposals cannot just be rejected out of hand.

The worst reception is from the Sikhs. The Akali

leader, Master Tara Singh, says he is stunned and does
not knavi what to do. He bitterly complains that the

interests of the Sikhs have been completely sacrificed,

in asmuchas in the constitution-making body that

may be set up under the Proposals, the Sikh represen-
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tation in a House of about 400 will be of four only.
The Sikh leader threatens direct action against the
Government and those of the Indian parties who might
work out the scheme.

A Press conference was held in the morning at

which Lotd Pethick-Lawrence and Sir Stafford Cripps
replied to questions put to them. Two points were
made clear at the conference: first, the Government
do not at the moment contemplate secession from
the Indian Union of any Province or group of Provinces;

second, compulsory grouping of Provinces at the

initial stage is an important feature of the proposals

which connot be given up. The Secretary of State also

made clear that the question v/hether the Union would

have the power to impose customs duty and income-

tax bnd levy other taxes has not been ruled out, but

that it would be open to the Constituent Assembly to

tak-e any decision on it.

Reports of discussion of Proposals in the House of

Commons are received. Mr. Churchill, whose Govern-

ment was largely responsible for most of the League

intransigence, plays again his game of pandering to the

Indian minorities (see page 31). He complains that

the interests of the minorities—the 100 million

Muslims and six million Scheduled Classes—have been

ignored, though he conveniently forgets the 100

million States people, and that he as the Leader of

the Opposition will reserve his right as to the

further action to be taken.

The reply given by Lord Addison, Dominions

Secretary, in the House of Lords to Viscount Simon

that the setting up of the interim Government would rot

mean any thing more then a change of personnel and

that the “power and the duties of the Viceroy will

remain as before” has not met public approval.
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The Viceroy and the Commander-in Chief broad-

cast messages to the Indian people and the Armed
Forces respectively. The Service personnel is asked

to be loyal to the Government of the day and the

C.-in-C. promises to work just as well under the new
Indian War Member as the Commanders in Britain

serve under Civilian Ministers (for text of the speeches

see p. 38 and 42).

Mat! IS

All correspondence that passed among the party

leaders and the Delegation members until the break-

down of the Simla Conference on May 12 is published

today.

Minf IP

Three days have passed since the Delegation’s

Proposals were made known. Since then much
has happened.

The leaders and the public have reconsidered the

Proposals and found in them many features which

prejudice the growth of a healthy national life. The Press

has also become critical. Much public enthusiasm v/hich

was spontaneous two days ago has died down.

Gandhiji has during these days met the Viceroy

and the Delegation several times and asked for eluci-

dation on certain points on behalf of the Congress.

The Working Committee of the Congress too is con-

sidering the Proposals, but is not in a mood to finalize

its conclusions.

Mr. Jinnah is mum still. It is a strange atmosphere.

Many snags may be pointed out in the Proposals.

1. Compulsory grouping of Provinces, whereunder

the free voice of the Frontier and Assam to decide for a

constitution for themselves will be stifled. The repre-

sentation of these Provinces in their respective Sec-
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tional constituent-making bodies will be too small to

have any weight in the process of constitution-making,

2. European members of Bengal and Assam
Assemblies will be able to send about six representa-
tives to the Constituent Assembly, though their total

number In these two Provinces is approximately 10,000.
The principle of giving representation on the basis

of one seat to every one million people has been re-

jected in the case of Europeans (the European Legis-

lators of Bengal have lately decided not to participate

in the Constituent Assembly election).

3. States people have been given no representa-

tion on the Negotiating Committee which will be set up
to negotiate the States' future with the Union Govern-

ment. It will wholly be a princes’ show. Paramountcy

after leaving British hands will vest in the Rulers and

not. in the people.

4. No promise is given when the British troops

will be withdrawn from India.

5. The interim Government will not be responsible

to the Legislature.

6. The soverign statusof the Constituent Assembly

is not recognized.

June 15

During the last almost one month many events

have happened. The Congress Working Committee

met on May 18 and continued its deliberations till May

24, when they passed a resolution pointing out several

objectionable features in the Proposals (see p.79).

The Delegation issued a statement on May 25 attempt-

ing to answer the Congress criticism (see p. 83), but

it was wholly unsatisfactory. The Committee subse-

quently met on June 9 and discussed till June 14, when

finally the Congress President informed the Delegation
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and the Viceroy of the Congress decision to reject both
the long-term and the interim plans devised by the

Delegation.

During these four weeks, Gandhiji and other

Congress leaders had many interviews with the Delega-

tion and the Viceroy and sought clarification

on controversial points, but no satisfactory reply was

received by them.

The League Working Committee and the All-India

Council met on June 3 and 5 respectively and alter

letting out some steam against the Government and

the Congress agreed to work out the Proposals (for

full text of the resolution see p. 86).

The Princes, whose status was defined by the Dele-

gation in their statement (see p. 71) on May 22, met
at Bombay and expressed their readiness to help in

implementing the Proposals (see p. 90).

All representative bodies of Sikhs gathered at

Amritsar on June' JO to forge a united front against the

working out of the Proposals, which completely ignored

their interests. Col. Niranjan Singh Gill of the I.N.A.

was unanimously appointed dictator to man any

movement which might be started (see p. 88).

The General Council of the All-India States

People's Conference meeting in Delhi passed a resolu-

tion (see p. 92) on June 1 1 demanding, representation

for the States people on the Negotiating Committee.

The Hindu Mahasabha, the Socialist Party and the

Forward Bloc have rejected the Proposals.

Jtiiir IQ

The Delegation and the Viceroy are determined

to work out their plan for setting up an interim Govern-

ment at the Centre. A statement issued by them on
the subject today is given below.

t . His Excellency the Viceroy, in consultation

with the members of the Cabinet Mission, has for some



time been exploring the possibilities of forming a coali-

tion Government drawn from the two major parties

and certain of the minorities. The discussions have
revealed the difficulties which exist for the two major
parties in arriving at any agreed basis for the formation
of such a Government.

2. The Viceroy and the Cabinet Mission appreciate

these difficulties and the efforts which the two parties

have made to meet them. They consider however that

no useful purpose can be served by further prolonging

these discussions. It is indeed urgently necessary

that a strong and representative Interim Government
should be set up to conduct the very heavy and impor-

tant business that has to be carried through.

3. The Viceroy is therefore issuing invitations to

the following to serve as members of the Interim

Government on the basis that the constitution-making

will proceed in accordance with the Statement of

May 16:

—

Sardar Baldev Singh, Sir N. P. Engineer, Mr
Jagjivan Ram, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Mr M. A.

Jinnah, Nawabzada Liaquat All Khan. Mr H.' K.

Mahtab, Dr John Matthai, Nawab Mohammed
Ismail Khan, Khwaja'Sir Nazimuddin, Sardar Abdur

Rab Nishtar, Mr C. Rajagopalachari, Dr Rajendra

Prasad and Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.

If any of those invited is unable for personal reasons

to accept, the Viceroy will, after consultation, invite

some other person in his place.

4. The Viceroy will arrange the distribution of

portfolios in consultation with the heads of the two

major parties.

5. The above composition of the Interim Govern-

ment is in no way to be taken as a precedent for the

solution of any other communal question. It is an '



expedient put forward to solve the present difficulty

only, and to obtain the best available coalition Govern-

ment.

6. The Viceroy and the Cabinet Mission believe

that Indians of all communities desire to arrive at a

speedy settlement of this matter so that the process of

constitution-making can go forward and that the

Government of India may be carried on as efficiently

as possible in the meantime. '

7. They therefore hope that all parties especially

the two major parlies will accept this proposal so as to

overcome the present obstacles, and will cooperate

for the successful carrying on of the Interim Govern-

ment Should this proposal be accepted the Viceroy

will aim at inaugurating the new Government about

the 26th June.

8. In the event of the two major parties or cither

of them proving unwilling to join in the setting up of a

coalition Government on the above lines, it is the

intention of the Viceroy to proceed with the formation

of an Interim Government which will be as representa-

tive as possible of those willing to accept the State-

ment of May I6th.

9. The Viceroy is also directing the Governors of

the Provinces to summon the Provincial Legislative

Assemblies forthwith to proceed with the elections

necessary for the setting up of the constitution-making

machinery as put forward in the Statement of

May 16th.

The following letter was sent to the Presidents of

the Indian National Congress and the All-India Muslim

League by the Viceroy today :

—

•’As the Statement shows, the Cabinet Ministers and

I are fully aware of the difficulties that have prevented

an agreement on the composition of the Interim
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Government. We are unwilling to abandon our hope
of a working partnership between the two major
parties and representatives of the minorities. We have
therefore done our best to arrive at a practicable

arrangement taking into consideration the various

conflicting claims, and the need for obtaining a

Government of capable and representative administra-

tors. We hope that the parties will now take share in

the administration of the country on the basis set out

in our new Statement. We are sure we can rely on
your Working Committee to look to the wider issues

and to the urgent needs of the country as a whole,

and to consider this proposal in a spirit of accommoda-
tion.’’

Jrt/ie 20

The announcement, which came exactly one month

after the Delegation's long-term plan for the constitu-

tional set-up was made known, has left the Nationalists

absolutely chill. The questions of parity and exclusion

of a Nationalist Muslim from the popular Executive

Council are unrepentently resurrected. Be it remembered

that the Iasi quest’on caused the undoing of the 1945

Simla Conference. A question Is asked were all these

three months a criminal waste of national energy, if

the Congress is now called upon to accept a position

which, if accepted, would mean its death as a national

organization, and which it boldly rejected a year ago.

The broad features of the interim Plan are

—

(1) Caste Hindu-Muslim parity (instead of Con-

gress-League); (2) Congress representation of five on

a Council of 14; (3) Non-inclusion of a Nationalist

Muslim
; (4) Exclusion of Mr Sarat Chandra Bose,

whose name was suggested by the Congress President

for inclusion (5) Inclusion of Sir N. P. Engineer, who

is in the service of the Crown ; (6) No indication as

to the allocation of portfolios.



Gandhiji is quick to realize the chagrin of the

common man and the dangers arising out of this

feeling. He, therefore, asked the people at his

evening prayer meeting to discard the dark side of

the picture as contained in the Plan and look to

its bright side. But the people remain unconvinced.

SNIPPETS
March 24

The Cabinet Delegation arrived at the Delhi

aerodrome. Sir Archibald Rawlands, the Finance Mem-
ber, Government of India, introduced Shankar, the

cartoonist of the Hindvsian Times, to Mr. A V. Alexan-

dar, saying : “Look, here is the Low of India.’’

Alexander cast an admiring glance at the cartoonist

and said : “Don't forget to take note of the pimple

on my nose." Shankar faithfully followed the advice

in drawing his cartoons.

a: S: .1- *

Sir Stafford Cripps recognized a turbened journalist

(Mr. A.S, lyenger), who pestered him with his volley

of questions at Press conferences during the 1942
talks. But he v/as sui prized when told that Mr. lyenger

is no more a newspaperman, but is the Govern-

ment of India's trusted Principal Information Officer.

Sir Stafford broke into a hearty laugh and said : “We
in England talk of a poacher turning into a keeper."

MnrcJi ::i

Gandhiji journeyed from Bombay to Delhi to meet
the Delegation. When his special train arrived near

the Gangpur station (B.B.& C.l. Rly), a young Muslim

cabinman on duty forgot to give the signal

for the train to pass. The train stopped and the cabin-



man rushed towards Gandhiji’s compartment and told

Gandhiji: “Since all these years I was eagerly waiting

for your darshaii- My desire has been fulfilled

today

April 2

Messrs Abdul Qaiyum and Saadulla, the League gau-

leiters of the Frontier and Assam, arrived at the Viceroy’s

House for a joint conference with the Delegation. But

one did not know the other. An amused official introd-

uced them to each other and saved them from further

embarrassment.

Ap7’il IS

The prospect of the Delegation’s ultimate success

in their mission filled many hearts with hope, but

at least one was absolutely panicky Nawab Bahram Ali

Mirza of Lucknow
.
(the great-grandson of late Nawab

Wajid Ali Shah) put forward his claim for the kingdom

of Oudh in the event of the British quitting India.

Accompanied by a legal adviser, he took the first

train to Delhi to press his claim before the Delegation.

:i: .1: * _

'Api'il 30

Sir Stafford Cripps called on Gandhi camp in the

early morning. An ex-l.N.A, soldier on volunteer s

duly greeted him.

Cripps replied : "Good Morning.

Volunteer ; “No Good Morning, Sir. This is India,

Say ‘Jai Hind’.’’

Sir Stafford gave a hearty smile and said 'Jai Hind

and shook hands with the volunteer,
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Pethick-Lawrence announces Cabinet

Delegation in Lords

(February ID, 1946)

The House will recall that on September 19 last

year, on his return to India after discussions with the

British Government, the Viceroy made a statement of

policy in the course of which he outlined the positive

steps to be taken immediately after the Central and

Provincial elections to promote in conjunction with

leaders of Indian opinion the early realization of full

self-government in India. Those seeps include :

First, preparatory discussions with elected

representatives of British India and with Indian

States in order to secure the widest measure of

agreement as to the method of framing a con-

stitution ;

Second, the setting up of a constitution-

making body ; and

Third, the bringing into being an executive

council having the support of the main Indian

parties.

Elections at the centre were held at the end of

last year and in some of the provinces they are also

over and responsible governments are in the process

of formation. In other provinces polling dates are

spread over the next few weeks. With the approach

of the electoral campaign, the British Government have

been considering the most fruitful method of giving

effect to the programme to which I have referred.

In view of the paramount importance not only to

India and to the British Commonwealth but to the peace

of the world of a successful outcome of discussions

with leaders of Indian opinion the British Government
have decided with the approval of His Majesty the



Kmg to send out to India a special mission of Cabinet;
M/nisters (Lord Pethick- Lawrence, Sir Stafford Cripps
and Mr. Albert V. Alexander) to act in association with
the Viceroy in this matter. Ihis decision has the full

concurrence of Lord Wavell.

I feel sure that the House will give its support and
goodwill to the Ministers and the Viceroy in carrying
out a task in which the future of 400,000,000 people
and crucial issues both for India and the world will be
at stake.

During the absence of these ministers, the Prime
Minister will himself assume responsibility for Admiralty

business and the Lord President (Mr. Herbert Morrison)

will be in charge of the Board of Trade.

So far as the India and Burma Offices are concerned,

the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State (Major

Arthur Henderson) will be in charge during my own
absence, but he will be able to rely upon the personal

advice of the Prime Minister whenever it is required

and he will refer important issues to him, particularly

those affecting Burma where the Government will not,

like the Viceroy, be in personal touch with myself.

Attlee’s statement in Commons
(March 15, 1946)

I find from our friends in this House who had been

out to India and returned, from letters received from

Indians and from Englishmen in India of ail points of

view, complete agreement on the fact that India is

today in a state of great tension and that this is indeed

a critical moment. I am quite sure that everyone in

this House realizes the difficulty of the task which the

members of the Mission have undertaken in conjunc-

tion with the Viceroy and that no one will desire to say

anything whatever that will make that task more diffi-

cult.
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It is time emphatically for a very definite and clear

action, I do not intend to make a long speech. I do
fiot think it would be wise to do so and in particular it

•would be most unhelpful to revitv/ the past. It is so

-easy to go back over the past, and in accordance with

one’s predilections to apportion blame for past failures

in long-drawn out discussions on this extraordinarily

difficult problem—the problem of development of

Jndia into a completely self-governing nation. In the

long period of the past, it is so easy to point out and
say thdt at this stage or that stage opportunities were
missed by faults on one side or other.

I have had very close connection with this problem

"for nearly 20 years and I say there have been faults on
both sides, but this time, we should look to the future

rather than harp back to the past. Thus I would say

it is no good applying the formula of the past to the

»pres.int position, The temperature of 1946 is not the

temperature of 1920,1930 or even 1942. The slogans

of earlier days are discarded. Sometimes, words that

seemed at that time to Indians to express the height

of their aspirations are now set on one side and other

words and ideas thrust forv/ard.

Nothing increases the pace and movement of

public opinion more than a great war. Everyone who
hcd anything to do with this question in the early days

between the war knows what effect the war of 1914-18

bad on Indian aspirations and ideas. The tide that

runs comparatively slowly in peace becomes vastly ac-

celerated in wartime, and especially directly aflerv.'ards,

because that tide is to some extent banked up during

war. I am quite certain that at the present time the tide

of nationalism is running very fast in India and indeed

•all over Asia.

One always has to remember that Irxiia is effected



by what happens elsewhere in Asia, 1 remember when-
I was on the Simon Commission what effect the-

challenge that had been thrown out by Japan at that
time had on the Asiatic people and the tide of
nationalism that at one time seemed to be canalized

among a comparatively small portion of the people
of India, mainly a few of the educated classes, has^

tended to spread wider and wider.

i remember that in the Simon Commission report

although there were great differences in expression of
the nationalistic sentiment between what were called’

extremist and moderate and although in many
instances there might be such stress of communal
claims as may seem almost to exclude the conception

of nationalism, we found that among Hindus, Muslims,.

Sikhs and Marattahs, politicians or civil servants

—

among all of them—that conception of nationalism

had been growing stronger and stronger and today

I think that the national idea has spread right through,

not the least perhaps among some of those soldiers-

who had done such wonderful service in the ^Var.

I would like today, therefore, not to stress so much

the differences between the Indians, but let us all realize

that whatever the difficulties and divisions may be

there is this underlying demand among all the Indian

people.

There will be matters undoubtedly on which it is-

necessary to refer back for Cabinet decision but in our

fluid position at the present time when we desire to

get the utmost cooperation and goodwill between all-

leaders of Indian opinion it would be unwise to try and

tie down those who are going out too rigidly.

The obvious reason for sending out the Cabinet

Ministers is that you send out persons of responsibility

who are able to take decisions. Of course, there must
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he an area in which there may have to be a reference

hack.

It is worth remembering that twice in 25 years

dndia has played a great part in the defeat of tyranny.

Therefore, is it any wonder that today she claims—

a

-nation of four hundred million people that twice sent

her sons to die for freedom—that she should herself

have freedom to decide her own destiny? (Cheers)

My colleagues are going to India with the intention

of using their utmost endeavours to help her to attain

that freedom as speedly and fully as possible. What
form of government is to replace the present regime

is for India to decide, but our desire is to help her to

set " up forthwith a machinery for making that

decision.

There you have met with the initial difficulty of

getting that machinery set up, but we are resolved

that a machinery shall be set up and we seek the

‘Utmost cooperation of all Indian leaders to do so,

India herself must choose as to what will be her

future situation and her position in the world. Unity

may come through the United Nations or through the

Commonwealth, but no great nation can stand alone

by herself without sharing what is happening in the

•world.

I hope that India may elect to remain within the

British Commonwealth. I am certain that she will

find great advantage in doing so, but if she does she

•must do it of her own free will, for the British Common-
wealth and Empire are not bound together by chains

of external compulsion. It is a free association of free

people. If on the other hand she elects for indepen-

dence—and in our view she has a right to do so— it

will be for us to help make the transition as smooth

and easy as possible.
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I am well aware that when 1 speak of India I speak
of a country containing congeries of races, religions^

and languages and I know well the difficulties thereby
created but these difficulties can only be overcome-
by Indians.

‘

We are mindful of the rights of the minorities-
and the minorities should be able to live free from-
fear. On the other hand, we cannot allow a-

minority to place their veto on the advance of a
majority. We cannot dictate how these difficul-

ties shall be overcome. Our first duty is to get a'

machinery set up and that Is the main purpose of
the Ministerial Mission and the Viceroy.

We want to see set up an interim government

—

one of the purposes of the Bill which has been discus-'

sed to day—to give the Viceroy greater freedom in

order that in the period which is to elapse while a

constitution is being worked out, you may have a

government enjoying the greatest possible support

in India. I would not like to fetter the Viceroy's deci-

sion in any way in regard to the choice of portfolios.

In many Indian States, great advance has been

made and there is a most interesting experiment in-

Travancore, Of course, feelings in India with regard

to nationalism and the unity of India cannot be con-

fined by boundaries that separate the States from the

Provinces,

I am hoping that statesmen of Britain and of

Princely India will be able to work out a solution of

the problem of bringing together in one great polity-

the various constituent parts, and there again we must-

see that Indian States find their due place. I do not.

believe for a moment that the Indian Princes would',

desire to be a bar in the forward march of India.

This is a matter which Indians will settle them-
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selves. 1 am very well aware of the minority prpblem
in India. I think all Indian leaders are realizing more
and more the need for getting a settlement of these

minority problems if India is to have a smooth passage

in future years and I believe that due provision will be
made for them in the constitution.

The Mission will certainly not neglect this point.

But you .cannot make Indians responsible for govern-

ing themselves and at the same time retain over here

the responsibility for treatment of minorities and
powers of intervention on their behalf.

We are mindful too of the position of the Services

and of the men who have done great service to India.

India should be sensible of the responsibility she has to

those who have served her.

Any interim government which takes over the

assets of the Government will also take over the liabili-

ties. That again is a point to be dealt with later on.

It does not concern the immediate setting up of the

Instrument of Decision.

With regard to the treaty, we are not going to

hang out for anything for our own advantage which

would be to the disadvantage of India.

Let me stress again the crucial nature of the

task before us. This problem is of vital importance

not only to India and the British Commonwealth and

Empire but to the world.

In the mass of Asia, an Asia ravaged by war, we
have here the one country that has been seeking to

apply the principles of democracy. I have always felt

myself that political India might be the light of Asia.

It is most ‘unfortunate circumstance that just at the

time when we have to deal with these great political

issues there should be grave economic diffi*
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culties* In particular, we have very grave anxiety over
India’s food supply.

The House knows that the British Government are

deeply concerned in this problem and the Minister of

Food is now in the United States with the Indian

Delegation. We shall do our utmost to help India.

I do not think I should refer to the social and eco-

nomic difficulties except to say that I believe that

these difficulties can only be solved by Indians them-
selves because they are so closely bound up with the

whole Indian way of life and outlook. Whatever we
can do to assist we shall do.

My colleagues are going out to India resolved to

succeed and I am sure everyone will wish them god-

speed.

Delegation’s Proposals

{May J6, 1946)

1. On march 15, just before the despatch of the

Cabinet Delegation to India, Mr. Attlee, the British

Prime Minister, used these words :

—

My colleagues are going to India with the

intention of using their utmost endeavours to

help her to attain her freedom as speedily and

fully as possible. What form of Government is

to replace the present regime is for India to

decide but our desire is to help her to set up

forthwith the machinery for making that

decision.XXX
I hope that India and her people may elect

to remain within the British Commonwealth. I

am certain that they will find great advantages

in doing so.
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But if she does so elect, it must be by her

own free will. The British Commonwealth and

Empire are not bound together by chains of

external compulsion. It is a free association of

free peoples. If, on the other hand, she elects

for independence^ In our view she has a right

to do so. It will be for us to help to make the

transition as smooth and easy as possible.

2. Charged in these historic words we—the

‘Cabinet Ministers and the Viceroy—have done our

-utmost to assist the two main political parties to reach

agreement upon the fundamental issue of the unity or

•division of India. After prolonged discussions in New
Delhi we succeeded in bringing the Congress and the

‘Muslim League together in conference at Simla. There

was a full exchange of views and both parties were

<prepar6d to make considerable concessions in order

to try and reach a settlement but it ultimately proved

•impossible to close the remainder of the gap between

the parties and so no agreement could be concluded.

Since no agreement has been reached we feel that it

'is our duty to put forward what we consider are the

best arrangements possible to ensure a speedy setting

up of the new constitution. This statement is made
with the full approval of His Majesty's Government
>in the United Kingdom.

.’Interim Government.

3. We have accordingly decided that immediate

• arrangements should be made whereby Indians may
decide the future constitution of India and an Interim

•Government may be set up at once to carry on the

administration of British India until such time as a new
Constitution can be brought into being. We have en-

deavoured to be just to the smaller as well as to the

‘Jarger sections of he people
;

and to recommend a
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solution which will lead to a practicable way of
governing the India of the future, and will give.

a

sound basis for defence and a good opportunity for

progress in the social, political and economic field.

4.

It is not intended in this statement to review the
voluminous evidence that has been submitted to the

Mission ; but it is right that we should state that it has

shown an almost universal desire, outside the supporters
of the Muslim League, for the unity of India.

5. This consideration did not, however, deter us-

from examining closely and impartially the possibility of

a partition of India ; since we were greatly impressed-

by the very genuine and acute anxiety of the Muslims-

lest they should find themselves subjected to a

perpetual Hindu-majority rule.

This feeling has become so strong and widespreacf

amongst the Muslims that it cannot be allayed by mere
paper safeguards. If there is to be internal peace in

India it must be secured by measures which will assure

to the Muslims a control in all matters vital to their

culture, religion, and economic or other interests.

6. We therefore examined in the first instance-

the question of a separate and fully independent

sovereign State of Pakistan as claimed by the Muslim.

League. Such a Pakistan would comprise two areas

one in the north-west consisting of the Provinces of the

Punjab, Sind, North-West Frontier,, and British Baluchi-

stan ; the other in the north-east consisting of the

Provinces of Bengal and Assam, The League were pre-

pared to consider adjustment of boundaries at a later-

stage, but insisted that the principle of Pakistan should

first be acknowledged.

The argument for a separate State of Pakistan was-

based, first, upon the right of the Muslim majority to-

decide their method of Government according to their^
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wishes, and, secondly, upon the necessity to include-,

substantial areas in which Muslims are In a minority, in>

order to make Pakistan administratively and economi-
cally workable.

The size of the non-Muslim minorities in a Pakistan-

comprising the whole of the six Provinces enumerated-

above would be very considerable as the following;

figures* show :

—

North-Western Area

—

Muslims Non-Muslims-

Punjab 16,217,242 12,201,577
North-West

Frontier

Province 2,788,797 249,270-

Sind 3,208,325 1,326,683-

Br. Baluchistan 438,930 62,701

22,653,294 13,840,231.

'

62.07% 37.93%

North-Eastern Area-—
Bengal 33,005,434 27,301,091

Assam 3,442,479 6,762,254'

36.447,913 34,063,345

51.69% 48.31%

*A11 population figures in this statement are from-

the most recent census taken in 1941.

The Muslim minorities in the remainder of British

India number some 20 million dispersed amongst a-

total population of 188 million.

Pakistan Impracticable
These figures show that the setting up of a

separate sovereign State of Pakistan on the lines-
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daimsd by the Muslim League would not solve the
'Communal minority problem ; nor can we see any
justification for including within a sovereign Pakistan
those districts of the Punjab, Bengal and Assam in

which the population is predominantly non-Muslim.
Every argument that can be used in favour of Pakistan

can equally in our view be used in favour of the

exclusion of the non-Muslim areas from Pakistan. This

<point would particularly affect the position of the Sikhs.

7. We, therefore, considered whether a smaller

•sovereign Pakistan confined to the Muslim majority

areas alone might be a possible basis of compromise.
Such a Pakistan is regarded by the Muslim League as

quite impracticable because it would entail the exclusion

from Pakistan of (a) the whole of the Ambala and

Jullundur Divisions in the Punjab; (b) the whole of

Assam except the district of Sylhet ; and (c) a large

'part of Western Bengal, including Calcutta, in which

city the Muslims form 23.6 per cent of the popula-

tion. We ourselves are also convinced that any

•solution which involves a radical partition of the Punjab

and Bengal, as this would do, would be contrary to the

wishes and interests of a very large proportion of the

inhabitants of these Provinces. Bengal and the Punjab

each has its own common language and a long history

and tradition. Moreover, any division of the Punjab

would of necesssity divide the Sikhs leaving subst-

antial bodies of Sikhs on both sides of the boundary.

We have, therefore, been forced to the conclusion

that neither a larger nor a smaller sovereign State of

Pakistan would provide an acceptable solution for the

communal problem.

8. Apart from the great force of the foregoing

•arguments there are weighty administrative, economic

and military considerations. The whole of the trans-

portation and postal and telegraph systems of India

12



have been established on the basis of a united India^

To disintegrate them would gravely injure both parts

of India, The case for a united defence is even
stronger. The Indian armed forces have been built

up for- the defence of India as a whole
and to break them in two would inflict a deadly blow^

on the long traditions and high degree of efficiency

of the Indian Army and would entail the gravest

dangers. The Indian Navy and Indian Air force would
become much less effective. The two sections of the-

suggested Pakistan contain the two most vulnerable

frontiers in India and for a successful defence in depth
the area of Pakistan would be insufficent.

9. A further consideration of importance Is^

the greater difficulty which the Indian States would
find in associating themselves with a divided-

British India.

10. Finally there is the geographical fact that the

two halves of the proposed Pakistan State are separ-

ated by some seven hundred miles and the communica-

tions between them both in war and peace would be

dependent on the goodwill of Hindustan.

11. We are, therefore, unable to advise the

British Government that the power which at present

resides in British hands should be handed over to two

entirely separate sovereign States.

Congress Case

12. This decision does not, however, blind us to

the very real Muslim apprehensions that their culture

and political and social life might become submerged

in a purely unitary India, in which the Hindus with their

greatly superior numbers must be a dominating element.

To meet this, the Congress have put forward a scheme

under which Provinces would have full autonomy subject
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only to a minimum of Central subjects, such as Foreign
.Affairs, Defence and Communications.

Under this scheme Provinces, if they wished to
;take part in economic and administrative planning on a

large scale, could cede to the Centre optional subjects

in addition to the compulsory ones mentioned above.

13. Such a scheme would, in our view, present
considerable constitutional disadvantages and anomalies.

It would be very difficult to work a Centra/ Executive

and Legislature in which some Ministers, who dealt

with compulsory subjects, were responsible to the

whole of fndia while other Ministers, who dealt with

optional subjects, would be responsible only to those

Provinces which had elected to act together in respect

of such subjects. This difficulty would be accentuated

in the Central Legislature, where It would be necessary

to exclude certain members from speaking and voting

when subjects with which their Provinces were not

.concerned were under discussion.

Apart from the difficulty of working such a scheme

we do not consider that it would be fair to deny to

other Provinces, which did not desire to take the

optional subjects at the Centre, the right to from

themselves into a group for a similar purpose. This

would indeed be no more than the exercise of thein

autonomous powers in a particular way.

14. Before putting forward our recommendation

we turn to deal with the relationship of the Indian

States to British India. It is quite clear that with the

attainment of independence by British India, whether

inside or outside the British Commonwealth, therelationc

ship which has hitherto existed between the Rulers of

the States anji the British Crown will no longer be pos>

sible. Paramountcy can neither be retained by the

Britsih Crown nor transferred to the new Government.
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This fact has been fully recognized by those whom
we Interviewed from the States. They have at the

same time assured us that the States are ready and

willing to co operate in the new development of India.

The precise form which their co operation will take

must be a matter for negotiation during the building up
of the new constitutional structure, and it by no means
follows that it will be identical for all the States. We
have not, therefore, dealt with the States in the same
detail as the Provinces of British India in the paragraphs

which follow.

15 . We now indicate the nature of a solution

which In our view would be just to the essential

claims of all parties, and would at the same time be

most likely to bring about a stable and practicable

form of constitution for all India.

Sis Ma|ox* Proposals

We recommend that the constitution should take

the following basic form

—

(1) There should be a Union of India,

embracing both British India and the States,

which should deal with the following subjects;

Foreign Affairs, Defence and Communica-
tions; and should have the powers necessary

to raise the finances required for the above
subjects,

(2) The Union should have an Exe-

cutive and a Legislature constituted from
British Indian and States representatives. Any
question raising a major communal issue in

the Legislature should require for its decision

a majority of the representatives present

and voting of each of the two major com-
munities as W'ell as a majority of all the
members present and voting.
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(3) All subjects other than the Union
subjects and all residuary powers should vest
in the Provinces.

(4) The States wile retain all subjects
and powers other than those ceded to the
Union.

(5) Provinces should be free to form
Groups with executives and legislatures, and
each Group could determine the Provincial

subjects to be taken in common.

(6) The constitutions of the Union
and of the Groups should contain a provision

whereby any Province could, by a majority,

vote of Its Legislative Assembly, call for a

reconsideration of the terms of the cons-

stitution after an initial period of 10 years

and at 1 0 yearly intervals thereafter.

16. It is not our object to lay out the details of a

constitution on the above lines, but to set in motion

the machinery whereby a constitution can be settledjby

Indians for Indians.

It has been necessary, however, for us to make this

recommendation as to the broad basis of the future con-

stitution because it became clear to us in the course

of our negotiations that not until that had been done

was there any hope of getting the two major com-

munities to join in the setting up of the constitution-

making machinery.

Constituent Assembly

17. We now indicate the constitution-making

machinery which we propose should be brought Into

being forthwith in order to enable a new constitution

to be worked out.

18. Informing any Assembly to decide a new



Constitutional structure, the first problem is to obtain

as broad-based and accurate a representation of the

whole population as is possible. The most satisfactory

method obviously would be by election based on adult

franchise; but any attempt to introduce such a step

would lead to a wholly unacceptable delay in the

formulation of the new Constitution, The only pract-

icable alternative is to utilize the recently elected

Provincial Legislative Assemblies as the electing bodies.

There are, however, two factors in their composition

which make this difficult. First, the numerical strengths

of the Provincial Legislative Assemblies do not bear

the same proportion to the total population in each

Province. Thus, Assam with a population of 10 millions

has a Legislative Assembly of 108 members, while

Bengal, with a population six times as large, has an

Assembly of only 250. Secondly, owing to the weigh-

tage given to minorities by the Communal Award, the

strengths of the several communities in each Provincial

Legislative Assembly are not in proportion to their

numbers in the Province. Thus the number of seats

reserved for Muslims in the Bengal Legislative Assembly

is only 48% of the total, although they form 55% of

the Provincial population. After a most careful consid-

eration of the various methods by which these in-

equalities might be corrected, we have come to the
conclusion that the fairest and most practicable plan

would be-

—

(a) to allot to each Province a total number
of seats proportional to its population,
roughly in the ratio of one to a million^

as the nearest substitute for repre-
sentation by adult suffrage.

, ,

(b) to divide this provincial allocation of
seats between the main communities in
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each Province In proportion to their

population.

(c) to provide that the representatives
allotted to each community In a

Province shall be elected by the mem-
bers of that community in Its Legislative

Assembly.

We think that for these purposes it is sufficient to

recognize oniy three main communities in India;

General, Muslim and Sikh, the "General” community

including all persons who are not Muslims or Sikhs.

As the smaller minorities would. . upon the population

basis, have little or no representation since they would

lose the v/eightage which assures them seats in the

Provincial Legislatures, we have made the arrange-

ments set out elsewhere below to give them a full

representation upon all matters of special interest to

the minorities.

19. (i) We, therefore, propose that there shall .

be elected by each Provincial Legislative

Assembly the following numbers of repre-

sentatives, each part of the Legislature

(General, Muslim or Sikh) electing its own

representatives by the method of propor-

tional representation with the single trans-

ferable vote.

Table of Representation
Section A.

Province

Madras

Bombay
United Provinces

Bihar

Central Provinces

Orissa

General

45
19

47
31

16

9

Total 167

Muslim

4
2

8

5

1

0

20
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Section B.

Province

Punjab

N.-W. F. P.

Sind

General Muslim

8 16

0 3

1 3

Sikh

4
0
0

Total

28

3
4

Total 9 22 4 35

Section C.

Province General Muslim Total

Bengal 27 33 60
;Assam 7 3 10

Total 34 36 70

Total for British India 292

Maximum for Indian States 93

Total 385

Note—In order to represent the Chief Commis-
sioners Provinces there will be added to Section A the
T\Iember representing Delhi in the Central Legislative
Assembly, the Member representing Ajmer-Merwara
in the Central Legislative Assembly, and a represen-
-f;ative to be elected by the Ooorg Legislative Council.
To Section B will be added a representative of British

Baluchistan.

(ii) It is the intention that the States should be

given in the final Constituent Assembly ap-

propriate representation which would not

on the basis of the calculations adopted

for British India exceed 93, but the method

of selection will have to be determined by

consultation. The States would in the

preliminary stage be represented by a

Negotiating Committee.

;(iii) The representatives thus chosen shall meet

at New Delhi as soon as possible.

:(lv) A preliminary meeting will be held at which
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the general brder of business will be decided,
a Chairman and other officers elected, arid

an Advisory Committee on the rights of
citizens, minorities, and tribal and excluded
areas set up. Thereafter, the provincial

representatives will divide up into- the

three sections shown under A, B, and C. in-

the Table of Representation in sub-para-

graph (i) of this paragraph.

(v) These Sections shall proceed to settle the-

Provincial Constitutions for the Provinces;

included in each section, and shall also-

decide whether any Group Constitution

shall be set up for those Provinces and,

if so, with what provincial subjects the

Group should deal. Provinces shall have

the power to opt out of the Groups in'

accordance with the provisions of sub-clause

(viii) below.

(vi) The representatives of the Sections and'

the Indian States shall reassemble for the

purpose of settling the Union Constitu-

tion.

(vii) In the Union Constituent Assembly-

resolutions varying the provisions

elsewhere above or raising any major

communal issue shall require a majority of

the representatives present and voting of

each of the two major communities.

The Chairman of the Assembly shall decide-

which (if any) of the resolutions raise-

major communal issues and shall, if so req-

uested by a majority of the representatives,

of either of the major communities,,

consult the Federal Court before, giving;

his decision.
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(viii) As soon as the new constitutional arrange-

ments have come into operation, it shall be
open to any Province to elect to conie out

of any Group in which it has been placed.

Such a decision shall be taken by the new
legislature of the Province after the first

general election under the new constitu-

tion.

20. The Advisory Committee on the rights of

citizens, minorities, and tribal and excluded areas

should contain full representation of the interests

affected, and their function will be to report to the

Union Constituent Assembly upon the list of funda-

mental Rights, the clauses for the protection of

minorities, and a scheme for the administration of

the tribal and excluded areas, and to advise whether

these rights should be incorporated in the Provincial,

Group, or Union constitution.

States’ Negotiating Committee

21. His Excellency the Viceroy will forthwith

request the Provincial Legislatures to proceed with the

election of their representatives and the States to set

up a Negotiating Committee. It is hoped that the

process of constitution-making can proceed as rapidly

as the complexities of the task permit so that the

interim period may be as short as possible,

22. It will be necessary to negotiate a Treaty

between the Union Constituent Assembly and the

United Kingdom to provide for certain matters

arising out of the transfer of power.

23. While the constitution-making proceeds, the ad-

ministration of India has to be carried on. We attach

the greatest importance, therefore, to the setting up at

once of an interim Government having the support of

the major political parties. It is essential during the
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interim period that there should be the maximum of co-
operation in carrying through the difficult tasks that

face the Government of India. Besides the heav)r

task of day-to-day administration, there is the grave
danger of famine to be countered; there are decisions-

to be taken in many matters of post-war development
which will have a far-reaching effect on India’s future;

and there are important international conferences in

which India has to be represented.

For all these purposes a Government having

popular support is necessary. The Viceroy has already

started discussions to this end, and hopes soon to form,

an Interim Government in which all the portfolios, in-

cluding that of War Member, will be held by Indiao

leaders having the full confidence of the people. The

British Government, recognizing the significance of the

changes in the Government of India, will give the fullest

measure of cooperation to the Government so formed

in the accomplishment of its tasks of administration and

in bringing about as rapid and smooth a transition as

possible.

24. To the leaders and people of India who now
have the opportunity of complete independence we
would finally say this. We and our Government and

countrymen hoped that it would be possible for the

Indian people themselves to agree upon the method
of framing the new constitution under which they

will live. Despite the labours v/hich we have shared

with the Indian Parlies, and the exercise of much
patience and goodwill by all. this has not been possible.

We therefore now lay before you proposals which,

after listening to all sides and after much earnest

thought, we trust will enable you to attain your

independence in the shortest time and with the least

danger of internal disturbance and conflict. These
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proposals may not, of course, completely satisfy all

parties, but you will recognize with us that at this

supreme moment in Indian history statesmanship

demands mutual accommodation.

We ask you to consider the alternative to accept-

ance of these proposals. After all the efforts which we
and the Indian Parties have made together for agree-

ment, we must state that in our view there is small

hope of peaceful settlement by agreement of the

Indian Parties alone. The alternative would, therefore,

be a grave danger of violence, chaos, and even civil

war. The result and duration of such a disturbance

cannot be foreseen; but it is certain that it would be

a terrible disaster for many millions of men, women
and children. This is a possibility which must be

regarded with equal abhorrence by the Indian people,

our own countrymen, and the world as a whole.

We therefore lay these proposals before you in

the profound hope that they will be accepted and

operated by you in the spirit of accommodation and

goodwill in which they are offered. We appeal to all

who have the future good of India at heart to extend

their vision beyond their own community or interest to

the. interests of the whole four hundred millions of

the Indian people.

We hope that the new independent India may
choose to be a member of the British Commonwealth.
We hope in any event that you will remain in close

and friendly association with our people. But these are-

matters for • your own free choice. Whatever that

choice may be we look forward with you to your ever-

increasing prosperity among the great nations of the

world, and to a future even more glorious than

your pasti



PSlhrck^Lawi’ence Broadcasts Proposals

"IX'
.

• marjl6,1946)

-fliie’ wor^ which I shall speak to you are concerned
V with t)i?*future of a great people—the people of India.

There is a passionate desire in the hearts of Indians

expressed by the leaders of all their political parties

for independence. His Majesty’s Government and
the British people as a whole are fully ready to accord

this independence whether within or without the British

Commonwealth and hope that out of it will spring a

lasting and friendly association between our two

peoples on a footing of complete equality.

Nearly two months ago I, as Secretary of State

for India, and my two Cabinet colleagues, Sir Staff-

ord Cripps and Mr. A. V Alexander, were sent out

by His Majesty's Government to India to assist the

Viceroy in setting up in India the machinery by which

Indians can devise their own constitution. We were

at once confronted with a major obstacle. The two

principal parties—the Muslim League who won the

great majority of the Muslim seats in the recent

elections, and the Congress who won the majority of

all the others— were opposed to one another as to

the kind of machinery to be setup. The Muslim League

claimed that British India should be divided into two

completely separate sovereign states, and refused to

take part in constitution-making unless this claim was

conceded in advance. Congress insisted on one

single united India.

During our stay in India we have tried by every

means to secure such accommodation between the

parties as would enable constitution-making to proceed.

Recently we were able to bring them together at

Simla in a conference with ourselves but though both'

sides were prepared to make substantial concessions.



iit was not found possible to reach comf:He^'»|greeniefi3^S'

"We have, therefore, been compellea^i^?B^i^^of
•seek for a solution which by securing the

•of both parties will enable constitution-making machi*

<nery to be brought into irnmediate eperation.

While we recognize the reality of the fear of the

'Muslim League that in a purely unitary India their

•community with its own culture and way of life might

become submerged in a majority Hindu rule, we do
•not accept the setting up of a separate Muslim

sovereign state as a solution of the communal problem.

Pakistan as the Muslim League would call their state would

not consist solely of Muslims : It would contain a substan-

tial minority of other communities which would average

•over 40 per cent and, in certain wide areas, would

even constitute a majority, as for instance in the city of

Calcutta where the Muslims form less than one-third

rof the population. Moreover, the complete separation

•of Pakistan from the rest of India would in our view

•gravely endanger the defence of the whole country by

•splitting the army into two and by preventing that

•defence in depth which is essential in modern war.

We therefore do not suggest the adoption of this

(proposal.

Our own recommendations contemplate a constitu-

•tion of three tiers at the top of which would be the

•Union of India with an executive and legislature

empowered to deal with the essential subjects of ex-

•ternal affairs, defence and communications and the

'finance necessary for these services. At the bottom
would be the provinces which would have, apart from

tthe subjects 1 have just named, complete autonomy.

-But we contemplate further that provinces will wish to

•unite together in groups to carry out, in common,
services covering a wider area than that of a single
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province, and these groups may have, if they wish,,

legislatures and executives which in that event will be-
Intermediate between those of the provinces and those-

of the Union.

On this basis which makes If possible for the-

Muslims to secure the advantages of a Pakistan

without incurring the dangers inherent in the division-

of India we invite Indians of all parses to take part'

•n framing a constitution. The Viceroy will accordingly

summon to New Delhi representatives of British India'

who will be elected by the members of the provinciaP

legislatures in such a way that as nearly as possible for’

each one million of the population there will be one-

representative, and that the proportion between the-

representatives of the main communities will be ori*-

the same basis.

After a preliminary meeting in common, these-

representatives of the provinces will divide themselves-

up into three sections the composition of which is-

,

laid down and which, if the provinces ultimately agree,

will become the three groups. These sections will’

decide upon provincial and group matters. Sub-

sequently, they will re-unite to decide upon the

constitution for the Union. After the first elections^

under the new constitution, provinces wiJi be free to

opt out of the group into which they have beem

provisionally placed.

We appreciate that this machinery does not of

itself give any effective representation to other than-

the principal minorities and we are therefore provid-

ing for a special committee to be set up, in which the

minorities will play a full part. The business of this

committee will be to formulate fundamental and

minority rights and to recommend their inclusion irv

the constitution at the appropriate level.
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So far i have said nothing about the Indian States-

which comprise a third of the area of India and contain

about one quarter of the whole population. These

States at present are each separately governed and*

have individual relationships with the British Crown.

There is general recognition that when British Indian

attains independence the position of these States

cannot remain unaffected, and it is anticipated that,

they will wish to take part in the constitution-making',

process and be represented in the all-India Union. It:

does not however lie within our province to decida-

these matters in advance as they will have to be the

subject of negotiation with the States before action

can be taken.

During the making of the constitution, the adminis-

tration must be carried on and we attach therefore the-

greatest importance to the setting up at once of an

interim Government having the support of the major

political parties. The Viceroy has already started

discussions to this end and he hopes to bring them
shortly to a successful issue. During the interim

period the British Government, recognizing the sig-

nificance of the changes in the Government of India,

will give the fullest measure of cooperation to the

Government so formed in the accomplishment of its

tasks of administration and in bringing about as rapid

and smooth a transition as possible.

The essence of statecraft is to envisage the probable

course of future events but no statesmen can be wise-

enough to frame a constitution which will adequately-

meet all the requirements of an unknown future. We
may be confident therefore that the Indians on whom
falls the responsibility of creating the initial constitu-

tion will give it a reasonable flexibility and will make-
provision for it to be revised and amended as required^

from time to time.
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In this short talk you will not axpect ma to go
•Into further details regarding our proposals which you
-can read in the statement which has been released for

publication this evening. But in conclusion, I will

repeat and emphasize what to me is the fundamental
(issue. The future of India and how that future is

qnaugurated are matters of vital importance not only

-to India herself but to the whole world. If a great new
:sovereign state can come into being in a spirit of

mutual goodwill both within and without India, that of

(itself will be an outstanding contribution to world sta-

bility.

The Government and people of Britain are not

only willing, they are anxious to play their full part in

-achieving this result. But the constitution for India has

to be framed by Indians and worked by Indians when

-they have brought it into being. We appreciate to the

full the difficulties which confront them in embarking

•on this task. We have done and we will continue to

•do all that lies in our power to help them to overcome

ihese difficulties. But the responsibility and the oppor-

tunity is theirs and in their fulfilment of it we wish

them godspeed.

Cripps Explains Proposals at a

Press Conference

(May 16, 1946)

The first thing I want to point out is what the

-Statement does not purport to do. Let me remind

^ou that this is, not merely the Mission's statement,

that is the statement of the four signatories, but is

the statement of His Majesty’s Government in the

United Kingdom, Now the statement does not

,
purport to set out a new constitution for India. It is

•of no use asking us “how do you propose to do this

•or that ?” The answer will be we don’t propose to
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do anything as regards decision upon a constitution,

that is not for us to decide.

What we have had to do is to lay down one or
two broad principles of how the constitution might be=

constructed and recommend those as foundations to-

the Indian people. You will notice we use the worcf

‘recommend’ with regard to the ultimate constitutional’

forms with which we deal. You may quite fairly ask :

“But why do you recommend anything; why not leave-

it to the Indians ?’’ The answer is that we are most
anxious to gel all Indians into some constitution-makingi

machinery as quickly as possible and the block at

present is in this matter. We are, therefore, by this

means trying to remove the block so that the consti-

tution-making may start and progress freely and'

rapidly. We hope very earnestly that that will be the-

affect.

This matter of the interim Government is of

supreme importance because of the enormous tasks-

facing India at the moment. It is these great tasks,

and perhaps the greatest of them is to deal with the

food situation, that make it absolutely essential that

we should between us arrange a smooth and efficient

transition.

Nothing could be more fatal to the Indian people

today in the face of danger of famine than a breakdown-

of administration and communications anywhere in-

India, and that is why we stress as we do the vital need'

for cooperation between all parties and communities

including the British in this time of transition.

British withdrawal

So much then for the vitally important point of the-

interim Government, Some of you wonder how soon-

this means that the British v/iil sever their governmen-

tal connection with India— I hope that in any event we



shall remain the closest friends when Indian freedom
comes. Well, we certainly can’t say that. Who can
foretell how quickly constitutions can be hammered
out ? One thing is, however, absolutely certain and
this is the quicker you start the quicker you will end
and the sooner we shall be able to withdraw, handing
over the power to the new Governments of the Union,

Provinces and, if it is so decided, of the Groups.

This brings me to what has been decided rather

than recommended. It has been decided to make a

start with the constitution-making right away. This

does not mean a decision as to what the constitution

.shall finally be, that is for decision by the represen-

tatives of the Indian people. What it does mean is

that the deadlock which has prevented a start on the

process of constitution-making is to be removed once

and for all.

The form in which we propose that the constitution-

making bodies should be assembled Is important for

this reason. It permits of arriving at constitutions in

the recommended form. It goes a little further than

that in one respect.

As we believe and hope that the’ two parties will

come into this constitution-making on the basis of our

recommendations it would not be fair to either of them

if the fundamental basis which we recommend could be

easily departed from. So we stipulate that a departure

from that basis which is laid down in paragraph JS of

the statement should only be made if a majority of

both communities agree to it. That I think is eminently

fair to both parlies.

It does not mean that no departure can be made

from the recommendations, but it does mean that the

special provisions I have mentioned will apply to such

resolutions in the Constituent Assembly of the Union.
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That is one special provision as to particular majorities,

•±he only other is in relation to matters raising any majro

communal issue when a similar rule will apply. All

-the rest is left to the free play of discussion and vote.

Let no one doubt for one moment our intentions.

"We have not come to India and stayed here so long

and worked so hard except, to carry out what has long

:been the policy of the British Labour Party and that is

"to transfer power to the Indian people as quickly, as

smoothly and as cooperatively as the difficulties of the

(process permit.

We hope from the bottom of our hearts that the

Indian people will accept the statement in the spirit of

•cooperation in which it has been drawn up, and that

"within a week or two the process of constitution-making

•may begin and the interim Government may be

•formed.

Churchill Pampers Minorities

{May 16, 1946)

After Mr. Attlee, the British Prime Minister, had

•read in the House of Commons the statement issued

by the Cabinet Delegation in India. Mr. Churchill,

leader of the Opposition, immediately rose and said :

•“I think the Prime Minister was right to read to tne

House the able but melancholy document to which we
have listened, and that it was appropriate that he

-should read it instead of merely circulating it. Cer-

tainly I have heard nothing for a long time which so

deeply deserves the attention of Parliament and the

British nation. The respectful attention which the

House gave to every word uttered by the Prime

Minister is proof that this opinion is well-founded.

“The Prime Minister did me the courtesy of sand-

ing me a copy last night, but although I read it care-
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fully in the small hours of the morning and I have now-

had the advantage of hearing it again, 1 should cer-

tainly not commit myself at this juncture to anything

but observations of a most general character. I am
bound to make it clear, however, without delay what
Is the position of the official Opposition. As the head

of the Coalition Government, I and my colleagues of

those days are committed to the offer made to the

people of India at the time of the Cripps mission of

I 1 942, by which we offered Dominion Status as expres-

sed by the Statute of Westminster, including the right

of secession.

“The Cripps Mission failed. The answer which Mr,

Gandhi gave to the British Government at the time was

'Quit India’. He and the Congress proceeded to raise

or encourage a revolt or a widespread disturbance

affecting principally communications on which the

British and Indian forces relied for holding the threat-

ened fronts.

Nevertheless we still persisted in our effort which

had been rejected in 1942 and the late Secretary of

State for India, Mr. Amery, on June 14 last, when

Government had ceased to be coalition and was a

Conservative Government, used the following words

which were quoted by Mr. Eden when the proposal

was made to send a Cabinet Mission to India in February.

Amery’s Words Recalled.

‘‘These are the words of Mr. Amery :

The statement makes clear that the offer of March

1942 stands in its entirety. That offer was based

on two main principles. The first is that no limit is

set to India's freedom to decide for herself her own

destiny, whether as a free member and partner in

the British Commonwealth of Nations, or even 'without

it;- The second principle is that this can only be
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achieved under a constitution or constitutions framed

by India, to which the main elements of India's nation-

al life are the consenting parties.

“By that statement we were and are bound.

Now, however, a new situation has arisen, we are

confronted with the fact, reiterated in the Prime

Minister’s statement, that there is no agreement.

The main elements of Indian national life are not at

present time consenting parties, to quote the words

of Mr. Amery. No one will doubt the sincerity and

earnestness with which the Cabinet Ministers and the

Viceroy have laboured to bring about a solution of

the Indian difficulty and worked for a solution with a

zeal which would be natural were it to gain an empire

and not to cast it away. But the fact is that they

have failed, through no fault of their own, despite

all their efforts and devotion and ingenuity, which is

a fact which should be an education in Indian matters,

not only in this country but throughout the world.

• During these negotiations It has been Increas-

ingly clear that the object sought for was not

Dominion Status and the subsequent consequence
of the right of secession, but direct and immediate
independence. 1 am not sure that the results had

been realized by the House—it certainly came as

a surprise to me.

“The new proposals that we have had seem at

first sight to shift the onus of deciding the future

constitution of India from Indian parties to the British

Governmen t, who have themselves come forward

with an elaborate and detailed scheme. In so far

as this shifting of onus may prove to be the case it

certainly seems to have been an unfortunate step

which goes beyond what we understood was the

purpose of the Ministers' Mission, the mandate they
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received, which was defined by the f’rime Minister as

to set up machinery for Indians to decide their form
of Government. It will, 1 hope, however, be common
ground that we cannot enforce by British arms a

British-made constitution upon Indians against the

wishes of any of the main elements in Indian life.

“There remains the discharge of our obliga-

tions to Indian minorities and the States. We
must study the documents with long and search-

ing attention in order to see that these duties

have been faithfully safeguarded.

“It would seem at first sight that attention

should be particularly directed to the position of

the Muslim community of nearly 80,000,000, al-

ready the most formidable of all races, and creeds

in the Indian sub-continent, and whose interests

and culture are a matter of great consequence to

the community as a whole and vital to the peace

of India.

“Secondly, we must examine the provision made
for the Depressed Classes, or untouchables as they

are called, who number nearly 6,000,000 and for

w'hose status and future repeated assurances have been

given and pledges made by many British Governments

in ancient and more recent times.

“Finally,there are relations which the Indian States,

which comprise a quarter of the population and one-

third of the territory of the Indian sub-continent, are

to have with the Crown and with the new Government,

At present these relations are defined by solemn

treaties, dependent upon the paramountcy of the

Crown. Apparently, this is to be abolished. In a

sentence which was obscure and could be either one

thing or the other, they would be relegated to a

kind of no-man’s land—this question of paramountcy



—and if that is so, it would seem that all foundation

for those treaties would be swept away. We do not

even know at the present time what are the legislative

steps which would be required either for the setting

up of an Interim Government or in the event of an

agreement being reached, what legislation would be

necessary for the creation of a new constitution or

abrogation of the King’s title of Emperor of India, We
know nothing of that. Therefore, I say in the name of

the Opposition that a new situation has been created,

that we are bound to review it in the light of the

existing facts, and that we reserve our entire freedom
of action as to the future course we should take.”

Mr. Clement Davies, Leader of the Liberal

Party, said ; ‘'This is not a moment to utter any thought

which might in any way jeopardize or affect adversely

the possibility of a satisfactory settlement being arrived

at by all. I v.'ould only like to say that in the history of

our relations with India for over 200 years our history

has been honourable, one of which any people and

any Government may justifiably be proud. We rhay

have made mistakes, and have had our faults but never

in the whole course of history can any Empire shov;

such a fine record of tolerance, understanding and

justice.”

Mr. T. Reid (Labour), who served in the Ceylon

Civil Service from 1905 to 1931, congratulated the

Government on the imaginative way in which they

had handled the problem from the outset. "As a

friend of the Indian people and one who has eaten

their salt, I hope that Indians will form a provisional

government, set up their Constituent Assembly and

develop their own constitution. 1 would say to the

Indian people that the eyes so far of the world are

upon them and it is -for them now to set their own
house in order.’'
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Mr. William Gallacher (Communist): 1 know when
the Cabinet Mission was going out the Prime Minister

said something about independence for India, but when
Imperialist members on the other side applauded this

statement I felt a bit suspicious. I felt that somebody
was not going to get a fair deal. In India you have

two great bodies. You have what might be called a

perpendicular division between the Muslims and the

Congress, and we can see by the sort of campaign

that is going on that a deliberate attempt is being

made to aid that perpendicular division, not to get

unity but to make a horizontal division and to win

over the bourgeoisie. There should have been first a

declaration of independence for India with a promise

that in given time our troops would be out of India,

and then a call on the Congress leaders to set up a

Government.

Earl Winterton : What about Muslims ?

Mr. Gallacher : The Congress is a big majority

Let the Congress form a government, and they will

bring in the Muslims.

Earl Winterton laughed.

Mr. Gallacher: I hope that one of the first

things to be done when the Congress does form a

government will be the abolition of the States and of

the Princes. That is a proposal I would make in con-

nection with this situation in India. If we are in earnest

about giving Indians the right to set up their own

government, let us hand the job over to them and

come out and let them get ahead. If you do that you

will get the real goodwill of the Indian people, and the

Indian people will have no hesitation in voluntarily

associating themselves with us.

Loyds Debate

In the House of Lords the White Paper was read
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by Lord Addison, the Dominions Secretary.

Viscount Simon (Conservative),the first speaker in

the debate which folfowed. said; “Twice in the docu-

ment there is reference to the setting up at once of

an interim government. I want to be quite clear what

is involved in that sphere, and I do not think it would

embarrass Lord Addison if I asked that question, if by

the setting up an interim government is meant that

new men will be chosen to sit in the Viceroy’s Council,

That would not be a constitutional change. Or is it in-

tended to make a rather more widespread change, If

so, other questions arise. Under the Government of

India Act of 1935 the Viceroy has what are called re-

serve powers and special responsibilities. I would like

to be assured that when this document, put forward

with the authority of Government, speaks of setting up

or creating an interim government. It does not mean
that there is to be attempted some modification, either

explicit or implicit, in these constitutional provisions.

“There is cast upon the Viceroy under the existing

constitution the particular duty of protecting the mino-

rities; the duty, if occasion calls for it, of certifying

legislation from Indian Legislative bodies,* and of over-

ruling or taking upon himself to decide grave matters

which are not being satisfactorily dealt with".

Lord Addison, replying, said : “The answer to

Lord Simon’s question is, I think, fairly clear. It is more

a change of personnel which we hope will be effected

agreeably and satisfactorily, and will Inspire confidence.

The powers and duties of the Viceroy will remain as be-

fore".

Lord Simon : “Otherwise it would have meant an

Act of Parliament.”

Lord Addison ;
“Yes ”
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Viceroy’s Broadcast

(May J7, W46)

I speak to the people of India at the most critical
hour of India's history. The statement of the Cabinet
Delegation containing their recommendations has
now been before you for twenty-four hours. It is a
blue-print for freedom, an outline of which your
representatives have to fill in the details and construct
the building.

You will have studied the statement, most of you,
and may perhaps already ha'/e formed your opinion
on it. If you think that it shows a path to reach the
sumrnit at which you have been aiming for so long,
the independence of Indie, | am sure you will be
eager to take it. If you should have formed the
view I hope you have not—that there is no passage
that way, I hope that you will study again the route
indicated to you, and see whether the difficulties in

the path—and we know they are formidable—cannot
be surmounted by skill and patience and boldness.

I can assure you of this, that very much hard

work, very much earnest study, very much anxious

thought, and all the goodwill and sincerity at our

command have gone to the making of these recom-
mendations, We would much have preferred that

the Indian leaders should have themselves reached

agreement on the course to be followed, and we
have done our best to persuade them; but it has not

been found possible, in spite of concessions on both

sides which at one time promised results.

India’s unity assured
These proposals put before you are obviously

not those that any one of the parties would have

chosen if left to itself; but I do believe that they pffer

a reasonable and workable basis on which to found
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India's future constitution. They preserve the essen-

tial unity of India which is threatened by the dispute,

between the two major communities; and In especial

they remove the danger of the disruption of that

great fellowship, the Indian Army, to which India

already owes so much and on whose strength, unity

and efficiency her future security will depend. They

offer to the Muslim community the right to direct

their own essential interests, their religion, their

education, their culture, their economic and other

concerns in their own way and to their own best

advantage. To another great community, the Sikhs,

they preserve the unity of their homeland, the Punjab,

in which they have played and can still play so im-

portant and influential a part.

They provide, in the Special Committee which

forms a feature of the constitution-making machinery,

the best chance for the smaller minorities to make
their needs known and to secure protection for their

interests. They seek to arrange a means for the

Indian States, great and small, to enter by negotiation

into the polity of a united India, They offer to India

the prospect of peace— a peace from party strife, the

peace so needed for all the constructive work there

is to do. And they give you the opportunity of

complete independence so soon as the Constituent

Assembly has completed its labours.

I would like to emphasize the constructive work

to be done. If you can agree to accept the proposals

in the statement as a reasonable basis on which to

work out your constitution, then we are able at once

to concentrate all the best efforts and abilities in India

on the short-term problems that are so urgent. You

know them well—the immediate danger of famine to

be countered, and measures taken to provide more

food for everyone in future years ; the health of
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India to be remedied
;
great schemes of wider educa-

-•* tiofvto be initiated • roads to be built and improved
;

and much else to be done to raise the standard of

living of the common man.
There are also great schemes in hand to controj

India's water supplies, to extend irrigation, to provide
power, to prevent floods; there are factories to be
built and new industries to be started: while in the

outside world India has to take her place in interna-

tional bodies, in which her representatives have

already established a considerable reputation.

It is therefore my earnest desire that in these

critical times ahead, in the interim period while the

new Constitution Is being built, the Government of

India should bs in the hands of the ablest of India’s

leaders, men recognized as such by the Indian people,

whom they will trust to further their interests and

bring them to their goal.

As said in the Statement, I am charged with the

responsibility to form such a Government as soon as

possible, to direct the affairs of British India in the

interim period. There will be no doubt in the minds

of anyone. I hope, how great a step forward this will

be on India’s road to self-government. It will be a

purely Indian Government except for its head, the

Governor-General; and will include, if I can get the

men I want, recognized leaders of the main Indian

parties, whose influence, ability and desire to serve

India are unquestioned.

Such a Government must have a profound influence

and power not only in India, but also in the outside

world. Some of the best ability in India, which has

hitherto been spent in opposition can be harnessed to

constructive work. These men can bo the architects of

the new India.

No constitution and no form of Government can woYk
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satisfactorily without goodwill; with goodwilfl^.^

mination to succeed even an apparently illogicate^

mentcan be made to work. In the complex situamn-that-

faces us there are four main parties; the British; the

two main parties in British India, Hindus and Muslims;

and the Indian States. From all of them very con-

siderable change of their present^ outlook will be

required as a contribution to the genera! good, it

this great experiment is to succeed. To make con-

cession in ideas and principles is a hard thing an

not easily palatable. It requires some greatness o

mind to recognize the necessity, much greatness

of spirit to make the concession. 1 am sure that is

will not be found wanting in India, as 1 think you wi

admit that it has not been found wanting in the British

people in this offer.
,

I wonder whether you realize that this is e

greatest and most momentous experiment in Go^rn-

ment in the whole history of the world—a new Con-

stitution to control the destiny of 400.000,000 people.

A grave responsibility indeed on all of us v/ho are

privileged to assist in making it.

Lastly. 1 must emphasize the seriousness of the

choice before you. It is the choice between peaceful

construction or the disorder of civil strife, etween

cooperation or disunity, between ordered progress

or confusion. I am sure you will not hesitate in your

choice for cooperation.
. « u

May 1 end with some words which were quoted by

one great man to another at a crisis of the late war.

and may well be applied to India at this crisis

;

“Thou too sail on, O Ship of State,

Sail on, O Union, strong and great:

Humanity with all its fears

With all 'the hopes of future yesrs,^

is hanging breathless on thy fate.



. Cl-in-C. Addresses Armed Forces

(May 17, 1946)

As you have heard from the Viceroy, the British

Government have put forward a scheme to enable
Indians to make their own constitution and set up an
independent Indian Government. As you all know, too,
members of the British Government and the Viceroy
have for some time past been discussing with the
leaders of the Muslim League and of the Congress.
They have been trying to decide what kind of Govern-
ment shall be set up in India. Their object is to make
good the promise of the British Government that in

future India shall be governed entirely by her own
people, free from all control by Britain, and free to

remain within the British Commonwealth or to go
°iJtsjde if she likes.

The British Government, therefore, have approved

neither the setting up of completely separate states,

nor the retention of all power at the centre. They

consider that although the different areas should have

a large measure of independence if the people desire

t, the responsibility for the Army, Navy and Air Force

and for the defence of the whole of India in war, must

rest with one authority for the whole of India,

To carry on the administration of the country while

a new system of Government is worked out, the

Viceroy proposes to form an interim Government

composed of himself and of leaders of Indian political

opinion who have the confidence of the people.

In th s temporary Government the post of War
Member which is at present held by the Com-
mander-in-Chief (that is. myself), will be held by a

civilian who will be an Indian. I shall continue to be

responsible for the command and welfare of the

Army, Navy and Air Force but all political matters
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will be In the hands of the new War Member under
whom I shall serve Just as the Commanders in Britain

serve under civilian Ministers.

While this temporary Government carries on the

daily business of governing the country, it is proposed

that there should be set up three Assemblies composed
of representatives of all parties and creeds and classes,

and elected by the Provincial Legislatures.

It will be the task of these three Assemblies toge-

ther with representatives from the Indian States to de-

cide how India will be governed In the future. While

these discussions and meetings are going on. it is the

duty of the Navy, Army and Air Force to continue to

serve the Government and to carry out its orders.

There is no doubt that today there is danger of

strife and disorder in the country. Whether you are

in the Army, the Navy or the Air Force, you all know
the good that comes from discipline and toleration.

You have also learned to live together, Hindu, Muslim,

Sikh and Christian, in the service of your country with-

out quarrelling or jealousy.

I for my part shall do the same. So long as I am here

you may rely on me to safeguard your interest in the

future as in the past.

Simla Conference Correspondence

(April 2'(~May 12, 1946)

Letter from Lord Pethick-Lawrence to Maulana
Abul Kalam Azad and Mr. Jinnab, dated April 27,

1946.

The Cabinet Mission and His Excellency the Viceroy

have carefully reviewed the opinions expressed to them
by the various representatives they have interviewed

and have come to the conclusion that they should make
one further attempt to obtain agreement betv/een the

Muslim League and the Congress.
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They realize that it would be useless to ask the two
Parties to meet unless they were able to place before
them a basis of negotiation which could lead to such an
agreement.

I am, therefore, asked to invite the Muslim League
to send four negotiators to meet the Cabinet Mission

and the Viceroy together with a similar number from
the Congress Working Committee with a view to dis-

cussing the possibility of agreement upon the following

fundamental principles:

The future constitutional structure of British India to

be as follows:

A Union Government dealing with the following

subjects:

—

Foreign Affairs, Defence and Communications.

There will be two groups of Provinces, the one of the

predominantly Hindu Provinces and the other of the

predominantly Muslim Provinces, dealing with all other

subjects which the provinces in the respective groups

desire to be dealt with in common. The Provincial Gov-

ernments will deal with all other subjects and will have

all the residuary sovereign rights.

It is contemplated that the Indian States will take

their appropriate place in this structure on terms to be

negotiated with them.

1 v/ould point out that we do not think it either

necessary or desirable further to elaborate these prin-

ciples as all other matters could be dealt with in the

course of the negotiations.

If the Muslim League and Congress are prepared to

enter into negotiations on this basis, you will perhaps

be so good as to let me know the names of the four

pjaople appointed to negotiate on. their behalf. As

soon as I receive these I will let you know the locus

of the negotiations which will in all probability be in

Simla, where the climate will be more temperate.
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Letter from the F^resident of the Congress to

Lord Pethick-Lawrence, dated April 28, 1946.

I thank you for your letter of April 27. I have con-

sulted my colleagues of the Congress. Working Com-
mittee in regard to the suggestion made by you, and
they desire me to inform you that they have always

been willing to discuss fully any matters concerning

the future of India with representatives of the Muslim

League or any other organization. I must point out,

however, that the "fundamental principles” which you
mention require amplification and elucidation in order

to avoid any misunderstanding.

As you are aware, we have envisaged a Federal

Union of autonomous units. Such a Federal Union

must of necessity deal with certain essential subjects of

which defence and its allied subjects are the most
important. It must be organic and must have both an

executive and legislative machinery as well as the

finance relating to these subjects and the pov/er to

raise revenues for these purposes in its own right.

Without these functions and powers it would be weak
and disjointed and defence and progress in general

would suffer. Thus among the common subjects in

addition to Foreign Affairs, Defence and Communica-
tions, there should be Currency, Customs, Tariffs

and such other subjects as may be found on closer

scrutiny to be intimately allied to them.

Your reference to two groups of Provinces, the one

of the predominantly Hindu Provinces and the other

of the predominantly Muslim provinces, is not clear.

The only predominantly Muslim Provinces are the

North-West Frontier Province, Sind and Baluchistan.

Bengal and Punjab have a bare Muslim majority. We
consider it wrong to form groups of Provinces under

the Federal Union and more so on religious or com-
munal basis. It also appears that you leave no choice
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to a Province in the matter of joining of not joining a

group. It is by no means certain that a Province as

constituted would like to join any particular group. In

any event It would be wholly wrong to compel a

Province to function against its own wish. While we
agree to the Provinces having full powers in regard

to all remaining subjects as well as the residuary powers,
we have also stated that it should be open to any
Province to exercise its option to have more common,
subjects with the Federal Union, Any sub-federation

within the Federal Union would weaken the Federal

Centre and would be otherwise wrong. We do not,

therefore, favour any such development.

Regarding the Indian States we should iike to make
it clear that we consider it essential that they should

be parts of the Federal Union in regard to the common
subjects mentioned above. The manner of their coming

into the Union can be considered fully later. You have

referred to certain "fundamental principles” but there

is no mention of the basic Issue before us, that is,

Indian independence and the consequent withdrawal of

the British army from India. It is only on this basis that

we can discuss the future of India, or any interim

arrangement. While we are ready to carry on negotia-

tions with any party as to the future of India, we must

state our convictions that reality will be absent from

any negotiations whilst an outside ruling power still

exists in India.

I have asked three of my colleagues of the Congress

Working Committee, namely. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan,

to accompany me in any negotiations that may take

place as a result of your suggestion.

Letter from the Presidenttjf the Muslim League

to Lord Pethick-Lawrence, dated April 29, 1946.
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I thank you for your letter of April 27, which I

placed before my Working Committee yesterday morn-

ing. My colleagues and 1 fully appreciate the further

attempt that the Cabinet Mission and His Excellency

the Viceroy are making to bring about an agreement

between the Muslim League and the Congress by

proposing a meeting of the representatives of the two

organizations for the purpose of negotiating an agree-

ment. They, however, desire me to invite your attention

to the position taken up by the Muslim League since

the passing of the Lahore Resolution in 1940 and,

thereafter, successively endorsed by the All-India

Muslim League sessions and again by the Convention

of the Muslim League Legislators, as recently as April 9,

1946, as per copy enclosed.

The Working Committee desire to point out that

many important matters, both of principle and detail,

in your brief letter, require elucidation and clarification,

which, in their opinion, can be achieved at the meeting

proposed by you. Therefore, without prejudice of

commitment, the Working Committee in their anxiety

to assist in finding an agreed solution of the Indian

constitutional problem, have authorized me to nominate

three representatives on behalf of the Muslim League

to participate in the negotiations.

The following are the four names
: (1) Mr. M, A.

Jinnah, (2) Nawab Mohammad Ismail Khan, (3) Nawab-

zada Liaquat Ali Khan and (4) Sardar Abdur Rab

Nishtar.

(For League Legislators' Convention rcsolu'

tion see earlier chapter)

Letter from Lord Pethick-Lawrence to the Pre-

sident of the Congress, dated April 29, 1 946.

. Thank you for your letter of April 28. The Cabinet

Delegation are very glad to know that the Congress
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agree to enter the joint discussion with representatives
of the Muslim League and ourselves. We have taken
note of the views you have expressed on behalf of the
Working Committee of Congress. These appear to

deal with matters which can be discussed at the Con-
ference, for we have never contemplated that accept-
ance by Congress and the Muslim League of our invi-

tation would inply as a preliminary condition full ap-
proval by them of the terms set out in my letter. These
terms are our proposed basis for any settlement and what
we have asked the Congress Working Committee to do
is to agree to send its representatives to meet our-

selves and representatives of the Muslim League in

order to discuss it.

Assuming that the Muslim League, v/hose reply v/e

expect to receive in the course of the afternoon, also

accept our invitation, we propose that these discus-

sions should be held at Simla, and intend to move
there ourselves on Wednesday next. We hope that you

will be able to arrange for the Congress representa-

tives to be in .Simla in time to open the discussions on

the morning of Thursday, May 2.

Letter from Lord Pethick-Lawrence to the Pre-

sident of the Muslim League, dated April 29, 1946.

Thank you for your letter of April 29. The Cabi-

net Delegation are very glad to know that the Muslim

League agree to enter the joint discussion with the rep-

resentatives of the Congress and ourselves. 1 am glad

to say I have received a letter from the President of

the Congress to say that they are also willing to parti-

cipate in the proposed discussions and have nominated

Maulana Azad, Pandit Nehru, Sardar Valiabhbhai Patel

and Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan as their representatives.

We have taken note of the resolution of the Muslim

League to which you draw our attention. We have
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never contemplated that acceptance by the Muslim
League and the Congress of our invitation would imply

as a preliminary condition full approval by them of the

terms set out in my letter. These terms are our pro-

posed basis for a settlement and what we have asked

the Muslim League Working Committee to do is to

agree to send its representatives to meet ourselves and
representatives of the Congress in order to discuss it.

We propose that these discussions should be held at

Simla and intend to move there ourselves on Wednes-
day next. We hope that you will be able to arrange

for the Muslim League representatives to be in Simla

in time to open the discussions on the morning of

Thursday, May 2.

AGENDA

(1) Groups of Provinces: (a) composition; (b)

method of deciding Group subjects and (c) character

of Group organization.

(2) Union; (a) Union subjedts; (b) character of

Union Constitution and (c) finance.

(3) Constitution-making machinery: (a) cornpo-

sition; and (b) functions (i) in respect of Union (ii) in

respect of Groups and (iii) in respect of Provinces.

Letter from the President of Congress to Lord

Pethick-Lawrence, dated May 6, 1946,

My colleagues and I followed with care the procee-

dings of the conference yesterday and tried to under-

stand what our conversations were leading up to. I

confess to feeling somewhat mystified and disturbed at

the vagueness of our talks and some of the assumptions

underlying them. While we would like to associate

ourselves with every effort to explore ways and means
of finding a basis for agreement, we must not deceive

ourselves, the Cabinet Mission or the representatives

of the Muslim League into the belief that the way the
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conference has so far proceeded furnishes hope of suc-
cess. Our general approach to the questions before us
was stated briefly in my letter to you of April 28. We
find that this approach has been largely ignored and a

contrary method has been followed. We realize that

some assumptions have to be made In the early stages

as otherwise there can be no progress. But assump-
tions which ignore or run contrary to fundamental issues

are likely to lead to misunderstandings during the later

stages.

In my letter of April 28, I stated that the basic

issue before us was that of Indian independence and
the consequent withdrawal of the British Army from

India, for there can be no independence sol ong as

there is a foreign army on Indian soil. We stand for the

independence of the whole of India now and not in the

distant or near future. Other matters are subsidiary to

this and can be fitly discussed and decided by the Con-

stituent Assembly.

At the conference yesterday I referred to thi^

again and we were glad to find that you and your col-

leagues, as well as the other members of the confer-

ence, accepted Indian independence as the basis of

our talks. It was staled by you that the Constituent As-

sembly would finally decide about the nexus or other

relationship that might be established between a free

India and England. While this is perfectly true, it does

not affect the position now and that is the acceptance

of Indian independence now. If that Is so, then certain

consequences Inevitably follow. We felt yesterday that

there was no appreciation of these consequences. A

Constituent Assembly is not going to ^decide the ques-

tion of independence; that question must be and, we

take it, has been decided now. That Assembly will

represent the will of the free Indian nation and give

effect to it. It is not going to be bound by any prev-
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lous arrangements. It has to be preceded by a Pro-

visional Government which must function, as far as

possible, as a government of free India, and which

should undertake to make all arrangements for the

transitional period.

In our discussions yesterday repeated references

were made to "groups” of Provinces functioning to-

gether , and it was even suggested that such a group
would have an executive and legislative machinery.
This method of grouping has not so far been discussed

by us but still our talks seemed to presume all this. I

should like to make it vary clear that v/e are entirely

opposed to any executive or legislative machinery for

a group of Provinces or units of the Federation. That

will mean a sub-federation, If not something more, and
we have already told you that we do not accept this.

It would result in creating three layers of executive and
legislative bodies,an arrangement which will be cumbrous#
static and disjointed, leading to continuous friction. We
are not aware of any such arrangement in any country.

We are emphatically of opinion that it is not open

to the conference to entertain any suggestions for a

division of India. If this is to come, it should come
through the constituent Assembly free from any in-

fluence of the present governing power. Another point

we wish to make clear is that we do not accept the

proposal for parity as between groups in regard to the

executive or legislature. We realize that everything

possible should be done to remove fears and suspicions

from the mind of every group and community. But

the way to do this is not by unreal methods which go
against the basic principles of democracy on which we
hope to build up our constitution.

Letter from Lord Pethtck-Lav/rence to the
Presidents of the Muslim League and the Congress
dated May 8, 1946.
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My colleagues and I have been thinking over the
best method of laying before the conference what in

our judgment seems the most likely basis of agreement
as shown by the deliberations so far.

We have come to the conclusion that it will be for

the convenience of the parties if we commit this to

writing and send them confidential copies before the

conference meets again. We hope to be in a position

to let you have this in the course of the morning. But

as this will give you too short a time to study it ade-
quately before the proposed resumption of the confere-

nce at 3 o'clock this afternoon, I feel sure that you will

agree that the meeting be postponed until the same
hour (3 o'clock) tomorrow afternoon, Thursday, May
9, and I hope that you will concur in this change of

time which, we are convinced, is in the interests of all

parties.

Letter from the Private Secretary to Lord Peth-

ick-Lawrence to the Presidents of the Congress and

the Muslim League, dated May 8, 1946.

With reference to the Secretary of State’s letter to

you this morning, the Cabinet Delegation wish me to

send to you the enclosed document which is the paper

to which the Secretary of State referred. The Dele-

gation propose that this paper should be discussed at

the next meeting to be held on Thursday afternoon at

3 p.m. If that is agreeable to the Congress-Muslim Lea-

gue delegates.

(Enclosure with letter of May 8)

Suggested points for agreement between the repre-

sentatives of Congress and the Muslim League :

(1) There shall be an all-India Union Government

and Legislature dealing with Foreign Affairs, Defence,

Communications, Fundamental Rights and having the

necessary powers to obtain for itself the finances it

requires for these subjects.
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(2) All the remaining powers shall vest in the

Provinces.

(3) Groups of Provinces may be formed and such

Groups may determine the Provincial subjects which

they desire to take in common.

(4) The Groups may set up their own executives

and legislatures.

(5) The Legislature of the Union shall be comp-
osed of equal proportions from the Muslim-majority

Provinces and from the Hindu-majority Provinces whe-
ther or not these or any of the.m have formed them-

selves into groups; together with representatives of the

Stales.

(6) The Government of the Union shall be cons-

tituted in the same proportion as the Legislature,

(7) The constitutions of the Union and the Groups

(if any) shall contain a provision whereby any Pro-

vince can by a majority vote of its Legislative Assembly

call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitu-

tion after ati initial period of 10 years and at 10-yearly

intervals thereafter.

For the purpose of such reconsideration a body
shall be constituted on the same basis as the original

Constituent Assembly and with the same provisions as

to voting and shall have power to amend the constitu-

tion in any way decided upon.

(8) The constitution-making machinery to arrive

at a constitution on the above basis shall be as fol-

lows :

(a) Representatives shall be elected from each Pro-

vincial Assembly in proportion to the strengths of

the various parties in that Assembly on the basis of

1/1 0th of their numbers.

(b) Representatives shall be invited from the States

on the basis of their population in proportion to the
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representation from British India.

(c) The Constituent Assembly so formed shall meet at

the earliest date possible in New Delhi.

(d) After its preliminary meeting at which the general
order of business will be settled, it will divide into

three sections, one section representing the Hindu-
majority Provinces, one section representing the

Muslim-majority Provinces and one representing the

States.

(e) The first two sections will then meet separately to

decide the Provincial constitutions for their Group and.

if they wish, a Group constitution.

(f) When these have been settled it will be open to

any Province to decide to opt out of its original

Group and into the other Group or to remain outside

any Group.

(g) Thereafter the three bodies will meet together to

settle the constitution for the Union on the lines

agreed in paragraphs t—7 above.

(h) No major point in the Union constitution which

affects the communal issue shall be deemed to be

passed by the Assembly unless a majority of both the

two major communities vote in its favour,

(9) The Viceroy shall forthwith call together the

above constitution-making machinery which shall be

governed by the provisions stated in paragraph 8

above.

Letter from the President of the Muslim

League to Lord Pethick-Lawrence, dated May 8,

1946.

I have now received the letter of your Private

Secretary, dated May 8. 1946, and the enclosed do-

cument to which you had referred in your earlier letter

of May 8, 1946. It is proposed by you that this “paper’’

be discussed at the next meeting of the conference to .
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be held on Thursday afternoon at 3 p.m. If this is agr-

eeable to the Muslim League Delegation.

Your proposal embodied in your letter of April 27,

1946, runs as follows:

"A Union Government dealing with the following

subjects—Foreign Affairs, Defence and Communica-
tion. There will be tv/o groups of Provinces, the one

of the predominantly Hindu Provinces and the other

of the predominantly Muslim Provinces, dealing with

all other subjects which the Provinces in the respect-

ive Groups desire to be dealt with in common. The

Provincial Governments will deal with all other sub-

jects and will have all residuary sovereign rights,"

This matter was to be discussed at Simla and we
agreed to attend the Conference on Sunday, May 5,

1946, en the terms of my letter, dated April 28, 1946.

You were good enough to explain your formula and

then after hours of discussion on May 5 and 6, the

Congress finally and definitely turned down the pro-

posed Union confined only to three subjects even with

power to levy contribution for financing tha Union.

Next, your formula clearly envisaged an agreement

precedent between tha Congress and the Muslim

League with regard to the grouping of Muslim and

Hindu Provinces and the formation of two Federations

of the Grouped Provinces and it followed that there

must be two constitution-making machineries. It was

on that basis that some kind of Union was suggested

in your formula confined only to three subjects and our

approval was sought in order to put into this skeleton

blood and flesh. This proposal was also categorically

turned down by the Congress and the meeting had to

be adjourned for the Mission to consider the matter

further as to what steps they may take in the matter.

A-nd now tha new enclosed document has been
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sent to us with a viev/ that "this paper should be
discussed at the next meeting to be held on Thursday
afternoon at 3 p.m.” The heading of the paper Is

"Suggested Points for Agreement Betv;een the

Representatives of the Congress and the Muslim
League”. By whom are they suggested, it is not made
clear. We are of the opinion that the nev/ suggested

points for agreement are a fundamental departure from
the original formula embodied in your" letter of April 27,

which was rejected by the Congress,

To mention some of the important points, we are

now asked to agree that there should be one all-India

Union Government in terms of paragraphs 1—7 of

this paper, which adds one more subject to be vested

in the Union Government, i.e., "Fundamental Rights’’

and it is not made clear whether the Union Govern-

ment and Legislature will have pov/er or not to obtain

for Itself the finances by means of taxation.

In the new "suggestions" the question of grouping

of Provinces is left exactly as the Congress spokes-

men desired in the course of discussions that have

taken place hitherto, and is totally different from your

original formula. That there should be a single constitu -

tion-making body, we can never agree to
;
nor can we

agree to the method of formation of constitution-

making machineries suggested in the paper. There are

many other objectionable features contained In the

suggestions which we have not dealt with as we are

only dealing v/ith the main points arising out of this

paper. In these circumstances, we think, no useful

purpose will be served to discuss this paper, as it is

a complete departure from your original formula,

unless after what v/e have said above you still desire

us to discuss it in the conference itself tomorrow.

Letter from Lord Pethick-Lawrence to the Presi-

dent of the Muslim League, dated May 9, 1946.
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I have to acknowledge your letter of yesterday

which I have shown to my colleagues. In it you raise

a number of issues to which I propose to reply in

order.

(1) You claim that Congress “finally and definitely

turned down the proposed Union confined only to three

subjects even with power to levy contribution for financ-

ing the Union”. This statement is not in accord with

my recollection of what took place in the conference

room. It is true that the Congress representatives ex-

pressed their view that the limitation was too narrow

and argued further that even so limited it necessarily

included certain ancillary matters. Up to a point you

recognized that there was some force in the argument

because you agreed, as I understood, that some power

to obtain the necessary finance must be given. There

was no final decision on this matter (or of course on

any other).

(2) Next, you claim, if I understand you aright,

that our reference to the formation ofGroupsisat

variance with the formula in our invitation. I am afraid

I cannot accept this view. It is of course a slightly am-
plified form because it specifies the manner in which

the Provinces can decide as to joining any particular

Group. This amplified form is put forward by us as a

reasonable compromise between the views of the

Muslim League and those originally expressed by Con-
gress against grouping at all.

(3) You further take exception to the machinery

that we suggest should be set up for making the cons-

titution. I would point out to you, however, that you
yourself in explaining how your two constitution-making

bodies would work agreed on Tuesday last in the con-

ference that they would have to join together in the

end to decide the constitution of the Union and you
took no exception to their having a preliminary session
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in common to cfecide procedure. What we are pi*op6*
sing is in fact precisely the same thing expressed in

different words. I am, therefore, quite at a loss to

understand what you have in mind when you use the
words “this proposal was also categorically turned
down by the Congress.’’

(4) In your, next succeeding paragraph you ask

who it is that makes the suggestions that are contained

in the document 1 sent you. The answer is the Cabinet

Misson and His Excellency the Viceroy who make them
in our endeavour to bridge the gap between the view-

points of the Congress and the Muslim League.

(5) You next take exception to our departing from
the original formula in my invitation. I would remind

you that in accepting my original invitation neither the

Muslim League nor the Congress bound itself to accept

in full the original formula, and in my reply of April 29,

I wrote these words :

“We have .never contemplated that acceptance by the

Muslim League and the Congress of our invitation

would imply as a preliminary condition full approval by

them of the terms set out in my letter. These terms

are our proposed basis for a settlement and what we

have asked the Muslim League Working Committee

to do is to agree to send its representatives t» meet

ourselves and representatives of the Congress in order

to discuss it.”

Indeed this is the only sensible attitude because the

object of all our discussions is to explore every concei-

vable possibility of reaching agreement.

(6)

•'Fundamental Rights” ware Included by us

in our suggestions for addition to the list of Union sub-

jects because it seemed to us that it would be of bene-

fit both to the large co.mmunities and to the small mino-

rities for them to be put in and accordingly to be wor-

thy of consideration in our conference. As to Finance
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It will, of course, ise quite open to discuss in the con*

ference the precise significance of the inclusion of this

word in its context.
'

(7) Your two following paragraphs are mainly a

recapitulation of your previou.' arguments and have

been already dealt with above.

From your last paragraph I understand that though

you do not consider in the circumstances that any good
purpose would be served by the attendance of the

Muslim League delegation at the conference fixed for

this afternoon, you are willing to come if we express a

desire that you should do so. My colleagues and I wish

to obtain the views of both parties on the document
submitted and, therefore, would be glad to see you

at the conference.

Letter from the President of the Congress to

lord Pethick-Lawrence, dated May 9, 1946.

My colleagues and I have given the most careful

consideration to the memorandum sent by you yes-

terday suggesting various points of agreement. On
April 28, I sent you a letter In which I explained briefly

the Congress view-point in regard to certain "funda-

mental principles” mentioned in your letter of April

27. After the first day of the conference, on May 6 , I

wrote to you again to avoid 303' possible misunders-

tanding regarding the issues being discussed in the

conference.

I now find from your memorandum that some of

your suggestions are entirely opposed to our views and

to the views repeatedly declared by the Congress. We
are thus placed in a difficult position. It has bean and

is our desire to explore every avenue for a settlement

and a change-over in India by consent, and for this

purpose we are prepared to go far. But there are

obvious limits beyond which we cannot go if we are
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convinced that this would be injurious to the people of
India and to India’s progress as a free nation.

In my previous letters- { have laid stress on the
necessity of having a strong and organic Federal Union.
1 have also stated that we do not approve of sub-
federations or grouping of Provinces in the manner
suggested, and are wholly opposed to parity in ex-

ecutives or legislatures as between wholly unequal
Groups. We do not wish to come in the way of

Provinces or other units cooperating together, if

they so choose, but this must be entirely optional.

The proposals you have put forward are meant, we
presume, to limit the free discretion of the Constituent

Assembly, We do not see how this can be done. We
are at present concerned with one important aspect of

a larger problem. Any decision on this aspect taken

now might well conflic: with the decisions we, or the

Constituent Assembly, might want to taka on other

aspects. The only reasonable course appears to us is

to have a Constituent Assembly with perfect- freedom

to draw up its constitution, with certain reservations to

protect the rights of minorities. Thus we may agree

that any major communal issue must be settled by

consent of the parties concerned, or, where such

consent is not obtained, by arbitration.

From the proposals you have sent us (8 d.e.f.g)

it would appear that two or three separate constitu-

tions might emerge for separate Groups, joined together

by a flimsy common super-structure left to the mercy

of the three disjointed Groups. There is also com-

pulsion in the early stages for a Province to join a

particular Group whether it wants to or not. Thus why

should the Frontier Province, which is clearly a Con-

gress Province, be compelled to join any Group hostile

to the Congress? We realize that in dealing with

human beings, as individuals or groups, many considera-
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tions have to be borne in mind besides logic and
reason. But logic and reason cannot be ignored

altogether, and unreason and injustice are dangerous

companions at any time and, more especially, when
we are building for the future of hundreds of millions

of human beings.

New suggestions

I shall now deal with some of the points in your

memorandum and make some suggestions in regard to

them.

No, 1 .—We note that you have provided for the Union

to have necessary powers to obtain for Itself the

finance it requires for the subjects it deals with. We
think it should be clearly stated that the Federal

Union must have power to raise revenues in its own
right. Further that currency and customs must in any

event be Included in the Union subjects, as well as

such other subjects as on closer scrutiny may be found

to be Intimately allied to them. One other subject

is an essential and inevitable Union subject and that is

Planning. Planning can only be done effectively at

the Centre, though the Provinces or units will give

effect to It in their respective areas.

The Union must also have power to take remedial ac-

tion in cases of breakdown of the constitution and in

grave public emergencies.

Nos. 5 and 6.—We are entirely opposed to the pro-

posed parity, both in the executive and legislature, as

between wholly unequal Groups. This is unfair and

will lead to trouble. Such a provision contains in

itself the seed of conflict and the destruction of free

growth. If there is no agreement on this or any

similar matter, we are prepared to leave it to arbi-

tration.

No. 7—We are prepared to accept the suggestion that



provision be made for a reconsideration of the con-

stitution after ten years. Indeed the constitution will

necessarily provide the machinery for its revision at

any time.

The second clause lays down that reconsideration should

be done by a body constituted on the same basis as

the Constituent Assembly. This present provision is

intended to meet an emergency. We expect that the

constitution for India will be based on adult suffrage.

Ten years hence India is not likely to be satisfied with

anything less than adult suffrage to express its mind

on all grave issues.

No. 8-a.—We would suggest that the just and proper

method of elections, fair to all parties, is the method

of proportional representation by single transferable

vote. It might be remembered that the present basis

of election for the Provincial Assemblies is strongly

weighted in favour of the minorities.

The proportion of 1/1 0th appears to be too small and

will limit the numbers of the Constituent Assembly

too much. Probablv the number would not exceed

200. In the vitally important tasks the Assembly will

have to face, it should have larger numbers. e

suggest that at least one-fifth of the total mem er-

ship of the Provincial Assemblies should be electe

for the Constituent Assembly.

No. 8-b.—This clause is vague and requires elucidation.

But for the present we are not going into further

details.

No. 8-d.e.f.g,— I have already referred to these

clauses. We think that both the formation of these

Groups and the procedure suggested are wrong and

undesirable. We do not wish to rule out the formation

of the Groups if the Provinces so desire. But this

subject must be left open for decision by the Con-
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stituent Assembly. The drafting and settling of the

constitution should begin with the Federal Union.

This should contain common and uniform provisions

for the Provinces and other units. The Provinces may
then add to these.

No. 8-h.— In the circumstances existing today we are

prepared to accept seme such clause. In case of

disagreement the matter should be referred to arbi-

tration.

I have pointed out above some of the obvious

defects, as we see them, in the proposals contained in

your memorandum. If these are remedied, as suggested

by us, we might be in a position to recommend their

acceptance by the Congress. But as drafted in the

memorandum sent to us/ I regret that we are unable

to accept them. On tbe whole, therefore. If the su*

99®stion are intended to have a binding effect, with

the will in the world to have an agreement with the

League, we must repudiate most of them. Let us not

•^n into any evil greater than the one all of us three

Parties should seek to avoid. If an agreement honourable

to both the parties and favourable to the growth of

free and united India cannot be achieved, we would

suggest that an Interim Provisional Government respon-

sible to the elected members of the Central Assembly

be formed at once and the matters in dispute con-

cerning the Constituent Assembly between the Congre-

ss and the League be referred to an independent

tribunal.

After a proposal by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru

that an umpire should be appointed to settle

matters of difference between the parties the

Conference, understanding that there was a likeli-

hood of agreement on an umpire between the

parties, was adjourned arid the following corres-

pondence passed between the parties.
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Letter from Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to the

President of the Muslim League, dated May 10,

1946.

In accordance with our decision yesterday at the

conference, my colleagues have given a good
deal of thought to the choice of a suitable umpire.

We have felt that it would probably be desirable to

exclude Englishmen, Hindus, Muslims end Sikhs. The

field is thus limited. Nevertheless, we have drawn
up a considerable list from v/hich a choice can be

made. I presume that you have also, in consultation

with your executive, prepared a list of possible umpires.

Would you like these two lists to be considered by

us, that is, by you and me ? If so, we can fix up a

meeting for the purpose. After we have met our

recommendation can be considered by the eight of

us, that is, the four representatives of the Congress

and the four representatives of the Muslim League,

and a final choice can be made, which we can place

before the Conference when it meets tomorrow.

Letter from the iPresIdent of the Muslim

League to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, dated May 10,

1946.

I received your letter of May 10 at 6 p. m. At

yesterday’s meeting between you and me at the

Viceregal Lodge we discussed several points besides

the fixing of an umpire. After a short discussion,

we came to the conclusion that we will further examine

your proposal made by you at the Conference yester-

day, with all its implications after your and my

consulting our respective colleagues.

I shall be glad to meet you to consider the various

aspects of your proposal any time that may suit you

tomorrow morning after 10 o'clock. ^

Letter from Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to the
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President of the Muslim League, dated May 1 1

,

1946.

Your letter of May 10 reached me at 10 last night.

During the talk we had at Viceregal Lodge you

referred to various matters besides the choice of an

umpire and
1 gave you my reactions in regard to them.

But I was under the impression that the proposal to

have an umpire had been agreed to and our next

business was to suggest names. Indeed it was when
some such agreement was reached in the conference

that we had our talk. My colleagues have proceeded

on this basis and prepared a list of suitable names. The

conference'wili expect us to tell them this afternoon

the name of the umpire we fix upon or at any rate

to place before them suggestions in this behalf.

The chief implication in having an umpire is to

agree to accept his final decision. We agree .to this.

We suggest that we might start with this and report

accordingly to the conference. As suggested by you,

I shall come over to^ your place of residence at about

10-30 this morning.

Letter from the President of the Muslim
League to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, dated May
11. 1946.

I am in receipt of your letter of May 1 1.

During the talk we had at the Viceregal Lodge,

which lasted for about 15 or 20 minutes, 4 pointed

out various aspects and implications of your proposal

and we had a discussion for a little while, but no
agreement was arrived at between you and me on

any point except that at your suggestion that you '

consult your colleagues and 1 should do likevdse we
adjourned to meet again the next day to further

discuss the matter. I shall be- glad to meet you at

10-30 this morning for a further talk.
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Memorandum by the President of the Muslim
League embodying minimum demands by way of
an offer, in accordance with the Conference
decision, dated May 12, \ 9a6 (copies sent to
the Cabinet Delegation and the Congress).

1. The six Muslim Provinces (Punjab, N.W.F.P.,

Baluchistan. Sind, Bengal and Assam) shall be grouped
together as one Group and will deal with ail other

subjects and matters except Foreign Affairs, Defence

and Communications necessary for Defence, which

may be dealt with by the Constitution-making bodies

of the two Groups of Provinces— Muslim Provinces

(hereinafter named Pakistan Group) and Hindu

Provinces—sitting together.

2. There shall be a separate Constitution-making

body for the six Muslim Provinces- named above,

which will frame constitutions for the Group and the

Provinces in the Group and will determine the list of

subjects that shall be Provincial and Centra) (of the

Pakistan Federation) with residuary sovereign powers

vesting in the Provinces.

3. The, method of election of the representatives

to the Constitution-making body will be such as would

secure proper representation to the various cornmuni-

ties in proportion to their population in each Province

of the Pakistan Group.

4. After the Constitutions of the Pakistan Federal

Government and the Provinces are finally framed by

the Constitution-making body, it will be open to any

Province of the Group to decide to opt out of its

Group, provided the wishes of the people of that

Province are ascertained by a referendum to opt out

or not.

5. It must be open to discussion in the joint

Constitution-making body as to
,
whether the Union
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will have a Legislature or not. The method of pro-

•viding the Union with finance should also be left for

decision of the joint meeting of the two Constitution-

making bodies, but in no event shall it be by means
of taxation.

6. There should be parity of representation

between the two Groups of Provinces in the Union

Executive and the Legislature, if any.

7. No major point in the Union Constitution

which affects the communal Issue shall be deemed to

be passed in the joint Constitution-making body,

-unless the majority of the members of the constitution-

making body of the Hindu Provinces and the majority

members of the Constitution-making body of Pakistan

Group, present and voting, are separately in its favour.

8. No decision, legislative, executive or administra-

tive shall be taken by the Union in regard to any

matter of controversial nature except by a majority of

three-fourths.

9. In Group and Provincial Constitutions funda-

mental rights and safeguards concerning religion,

culture and other matters affecting the different

•communities will be provided for.

10. The Constitution of the Union shall contain

a provision whereby any Province can, by majority

vote of its Legislative Assembly, call for reconsidera-

tion of the terms of the Constitution, and will have

the liberty to secede from the Union at any time after

^n initial period of ten years. These are principles

of our offer for a peaceful and amicable settlement

-and this offer stands in its entirety and all matters

mentioned herein are interdependent.

Points suggested on behalf of the Congress as

a basis for agreement, dated May 12, 1946.

1. The' Constituent Assembly to be formed as

follows:

—



(i) Representatives shall be elected by each Pro-

vincial Assembly by proportional representation (single

transferable vote), the number so elected should be
one-fifth of the number of members of the Assembly
and they may be members of the Assembly or others.

(ii) Representatives from the . States on the basis-

of their population in proportion to the representation

from British India, How these ® presentatives are to.be

chosen is to be considered later,

2. The Constituent Assembly shall draw up a con-

stitution for the Federal Union, This shall consist of an-

all-India Federal Government and Legislature dealing

with Foreign Affairs, Defence, Communications, Funda-

mental Rights, Currency, Customs and Planning, as well

as such other subjects as, on closer scrutiny, may be
found to be intimately allied to them. The Federal

Union will have necessary powers to obtain for itself

the finances it requires for these subjects and the

power to raise revenues in Its own right. The Union>

must also have power to take remedial action in cases

of breakdown of the constitution and in grave public

emergencies,

3. All the remaining powers shall vest in the-

Provinces or Units.

. 4. Groups of Provinces may be formed and such-

Groups may determine the Provincial subjects which

they desire to take in common,

5, After the Constituent Assembly has decided

the constitution for the all-India Federal Union as laid

down in paragraph 2 above, the representatives of the

Provinces may. form groups to decide the Provincial'

constitutions for their Group and, if they wish, a Group

..constitution.

6. No major point. in the all-India Federal. Cons-

titution. which affects the communal issue shall be-

deemed to be passed by the Constituent Assembly un-
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'less a majority of the members of the community or

communities concerned present in Assembly and voting

are separately in its favour. Provided that in case

there is no agreement on^any such issue, it will be re-

ferred to arbitration. In case of doubt as to whether

any point is a major communal issue, the Speaker will

•decide, or. If so desired, it may be referred to the

Federal Court,

/'. In the event of a dispute arising in the process

<of constitution-making, the specific issue shall be re-

ferred to arbitration.

8. The constitution should provide machinery for

<its revision at any time subject to such checks as may
be devised. If so desired. It may be specifically stated

that this whole constitution may be reconsidered after

ten years.

Note by the Congress on the principles to be
agreed upon as suggested on behalf of the Muslim
league, dated May 12, 1946.

The approach of the Muslim League is so different

from that of the Congress in regard to these matters

that it is a little difficult to deal with each point

separately without reference to the rest. The picture

as envisaged by the Congress is briefly given in a

-separate note. From consideration of this note and

the Muslim League's proposals the difliculties and the

^Dossible agreement will become obvious.

The League’s proposals areidealt with below briefly;

(1) We suggest that the proper procedure is for

one Constitution-making body or Constituent Assembly

•to meet for the whole of India and later for Groups to-

be formed if so desired by the Provinces concerned.

'

The matter should be left to the Provinces and if they

wish to function as a group they are at liberty to do

•so and to frame their own constitution for the

fiurpose.
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In any event Assam has obviously,no place; in the-

Group, mentioned, and. the North-West .Frontier,, Pro-;

vines, as the elections show, is not in favour of this.,

proposal.

(2) We have agreed to residuary powers, apart
from the Centra! subjects, vesting in the Provinces,

They can make such use of them as they like and, as

has been stated above, function as a Group. What the

ultimate nature of such a Group may be cannot be
determined at this stage, and should be loft to the-

representatives of the Provinces concerned.

(3) We have suggested that the most suitable-

.

method of election^ would be by single transferable-

vote. This would give proper representation to the,

various communities in proportion to their present

representation in the legislatures. If the population

proportion is taken, we have no particular objection^

but this would lead to difficulties in all the Provinces

where there is weightage in favour of certain com-
munities. The principle approved of would necessarily

apply to all the Provinces.

(.4 )
There is no necessity for opting out of a Pro-

vince from its Group as the previous consent of the:

Provinces is necessary for joining the Group.

(5) We consider it essential that the Federal Union

should have a Legislature. We also consider it essential-

that the Union should have power,to raise its own

revenue.

(6 and 7) We -are entirely opposed to parity of

representation as between Groups of Provtneas in the

.

Union executive or legislature. We think that the pro-

vision to the effect -that no major communal issue in-

the Union constitution shall be deemed to .be passed

-

by the Constituent Assembly unless a majority of the.

members of the community or communities concerned

>
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present and voting in the Constituent Assembly are

separately in its favour, is a sufficient and ample

safeguard of all minorities. We have suggested some-

thing wider and including all communities than has

been proposed elsewhere. This may give rise to some
difficulties in regard to small communities, but all such

difficulties can be got over by reference to arbitration.

We are prepared to consider the method of giving

effect to this principle so as to make it more feasible.

(8) This proposal is so sweeping in its nature that

no Government or Legislature can function at all. Once
we have safeguarded major communal issues other

matters, whether controversial or not, require no safe-

guard. This will simply mean safeguarding vested

interests of all kinds and preventing progress, or indeed

any movement in any direction. We, therefore, entirely

disapprove of it.

(9) We are entirely agreeable to the inclusion of

Fundamental Rights and safeguards concerning religion,

culture and like matters in the constitution, We suggest

that the proper place for this is the all-India Federal

Union constitution. There should be uniformity in

regard to these Fundamental Rights all over India.

(10) The constitution of the Union will inevitably

contain provisions for its revision. It may also contain a

provision for its full reconsideration at the end of ten'

years. The matter will be open then for a complete

reconsideration. Though it is implied, we v/ould avoid

reference to secessions as we do not wish to encourage'

this idea.

Delegation’s memorandum on States'

Treaties and Paramountcy

{Mn;j 22, WiG)

1 . Prior to the recent statement of the British

Prime Minister in the House of Commons an assurance
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was given to the Princes that there was no intention on
the part of the Crown to initiate any chance in their

relationship with the Crown or the rights granted by
their treaties and engagements without their consent.

It was at the same time stated that the Princes' consent
to any changes which might emerge as a result of

negotiations would not unreasonably be withheld. The
Chamber of Princes has since confirm.ed that the Indian

States fully share the general desire in the country for

the immediate attainment by India of her full stature.

H.M.G. have new declared that if the Succession Gov-
ernment or Govp.rnm.ents in British India desire indepen-

dence, no obstacle would be placed in their v.ay. The
effect of these announcements is that ail those conce-

rned with the future of India wish her to attain a posi-

tion of independence within or without the British Com-
m.onwealth. The Delegation have come here to assist in

resolving the difficulties which stand in the way of India

fulfilling this v/ish.

2. During the interim period which must elap-

se before the coming into operation of a new cenr,

stitucional structure under which British India will be
independent or fully self-governing, paremountcy
will remain in operation. But the British Govern-
ment could not and will not in any circumstance

transfer paremountcy to an Indian Government.
3 In the meanwhile the Indian States are in a

position to play an important part in the foimiulaticn of

the new constitutional structure for India, end H M.G.

have been informed by the Indian States that they

desire, in their own interests and in the interests of

India as a whole, both to m.ake their contribution to

the framing of the structure, and to take their due

place in it when it is completed. In order to facilitate

this they .will doubtless strengthen their position ty do-r

ing everything possible to ensure that their adm.inistra-



tions conform to the highest standard. Where adequ-

ate standards cannot be achieved within the existing

resources of the State they will no doubt arrange in

suitable cases to form or join administrative units large

enough to enable them to be fitted into the constitu-

tional structure. It will also strengthen the position of

"States during this formative period if the various Gov-

ernments which have not already done so take active

steps to place themselves in close and constant touch

with public opinion in their States by means of repre-

sentative institutions.

4, During the interim period it will be necessary

for the States to conduct negotiations with British India

in regard to the future regulation of matters of common
•concern, especially in the economic and financial field.

‘Such negotiations, which will be necessary whether

the States desire to participate in the new Indian cons-

titutional structure or not, will occupy a considerable

.period of time, and since some of these negotiations

may well be incomplete when the new structure comes
into being, it will in order to avoid administrative diffi-

culties, be necessary to arrive at an understanding

between the States and those likely to control the Suc-

cession Government or Goverments that for a period

-of time the then existing arrangements as to these

matters of common concern should continue until the

new agreements are completed. In this matter, the

British Government and the Crown Representative will

lend such assistance as they can, should it be so desired.

5. When a new fully self-governing or indepen-

dent Government or Governments come into being in

British India, H.M.G.'s influence with these Governments

will not be such as to enable them to carry out the

obligations of paramountcy. Moreover, they cannot

•contemplate that British troops would be retained in

•India for this purpose. Thus, as a logical sequence and
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in view of the desires expressed to them on behalf of
the Indian States, His Majesty’s Government v/ill cease-

to exercise the powers of paramountcy. This means.
that the rights of the States which flow from their rela-

tionship to the Crov/n will no longer exist and that all

the rights surrendered by the States to the Paramount
Power will return to the States. Political arrangements

'

between the States on the one side and the British'

Crown and British India on the other will thus be brou-

ght to an end. The void will have to be filled either

by the States entering into a federal relationship with’

the successor Government or Governments in British

India pr, failing this, entering into particular political

arrangements with it or them.

AN ERROR
An explanatory note issued a few hours after the

Memorandum said: "The Cabinet Delegation desire to'

make it clear that the Memorandum on States’ Treaties-

ar)d Paramountcy was drawn up before the Mission

'

began its discussions with parly leaders and represen-'

ted the substance of what they communicated to the

representatives of the States at their first interviews,

with the Mission. This is the explanation of the use of

the words "Succession Government or Governments of

British India,” an expression v/hich v/ould not of course^

have been used after the issue of the Delegation's-

recent statement.

The note at the head of the document was inserted'

in error,

Jinnah’s Reactions to Proposals

(May22,wm
To begin with, the statement is cryptic with

several lacunas, and the operative part of it is compris-

ed of a few short paragraphs to which I shall refer

later. I regret that the Mission should have negatived?



the Muslim demand for the establishment of a complete-

sovereign State of Pakistan which we still hold is the

only
^

solution of the constitutional problem of Indian

and which alone can secure stable governments and;

lead to the happiness and welfare not only of the two

major communities but of all the peoples of this-

sub-continent.

It is all the more regrettable that the Mission

should have thought fit to advance commonplace and

exploded arguments agajnst Pakistan and resorted to-

special pleadings couched in a deplorable language.

which is calculated to hurt the feelings of Muslim India.

It seems that this was done by the Mission simply to

appease and placate the Congress because when they

come to face the realities they themselves have made
the following pronouncement embodied in paragraph

5 of the Statement which says ; "This consideration

did not, however, deter us from examining closely and-

impartially the possibility of a partition of India since we
were greatly impressed by the very genuine and acute

anxie y of the Muslims lest they should find themselves

subjetcted to a perpetual Hindu majority rule. This

feejing has become so strong and widespread amongst
the Muslims that it cannot be allayed by mere paper

safeguards. If there is to be internal peace in India

it must be secured by measures which will assure to

the Muslims a control in all matters vita! to their

culture, religion and economic or other interests."

And again in paragraph 12:, "This decision does

not, however, blind us to the very real Muslim appre-

hensions that their culture and political and social life

might become sub-merged in a purely unitary India-

in which the Hindus with their greatly superior num-
bers must be a dominating element.”

And now what recommendations have they made
to effectively secure the object in view and in the
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'light of the very clear and emphatic conclusion they
-arrived at in paragraph 12 of the Statement ?

(1) They have divided Pakistaninto two, what thej?
-

call Section B (for the north-western zone) and Sec-
tion C (for the north-eastern zone),

(2) Instead of two constitution-making bodies only
one constitution-making body is devised with these'

Sections A, B, and C.

(3) They lay down that ‘‘there should be a Union
of India embracing both British India and the States

which should deal with the following subjects: Foreign

.Affairs, Defence and Communications and should have
'

the powers necessary to raise the finances required

for the above subjects.” There is no indication at all'

that the Communications would hk restricted to what

is necessary for defence nor is there any indication as

to how this Union will be empowered to raise the

finances required for these three subjects while our •

•view was that finance should be raised only by confribu-
'

tion and not by taxation.

(4) It is laid down that "the Union should have an

executive and a legislature constituted from British

Indian and States representatives and any question

raising a major communal issue in the legislature should

require for its decision a majority of the represeh-

-tatives present and voting of each of the two major

communities as well as a majority of all the members

present and voting.” While our view was:

(a) That there should be no legislature for the Union

but the question should be left to tha Constituent

Assembly to decide.

i(b) That there should be parity of representation bet-

ween the Pakistan Group and the Hindustan Group in

the Union executive and legislature, if any, and

.(c) That no decision, legislative, executive or adminis-
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trative should be taken by the Union in regard to any
matter of a controversial nature except by a, majority

of three-fourths. All these three terms of our offer

have been omitted from the Statement.

No doubt, there is one safeguard for the conduct

of business in the Union Legislature that “any question

raising a major communal issue in the Legislature

should require for its decision a majority of the repre-

sentatives present and -voting of each of the two

major communities as well as a majority of all the

members present and voting.'* Even this is vague

and ineffective. To begin with, who will decide and

how as to what is a major communal issue and what is

a purely non -communal issue ?

(5) Our proposal that the Pakistan Group should

have a right to secede from the Union after an initial

period of ten years, although the Congress had no

serious objection to it, has been omitted and nov/ we
are only limited to a reconsideration of the terms of

the Union constitution after an initial period of ten

years.

(6) Cj'.Vmg to the constitution-making machinery

here again a representative of British Baluchistan is

included in Section B but how he will be elected is

not indicated,

(7) With regard to the constitution-making body

for the purpose of framing the proposed Union

constitution it will have an overwhelming Hindu majori-

ty, as in a House of 292 for British India the Muslim

strength will be 79 and if the number allotted to

Indian States, 93, is taken into account it is quite

obvious that the Muslim proportion will be further

reduced as the bulk of the States representatives

would be Hindus. This Assembly so constituted wilt

elect the chairman and other officers and, it seems.
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nrf^^ers of the advisory committee referred
io '^•J^ra&^pH*^20 of the Statement by a majority and
the same rule will apply also to other normal business.

But 1 note that there Is only one 'saving clause which
Tuns as follows .

"In the Union Constituent Assembly resolutions

varying the provisions of paragraph 15 above or
raising any major communal issue shall require a

majority of representatives present and voting of each
of the two major communities. The chairman of the

Assembly shall decide which (if any) of the resolutions

raise major communal issues and shall, if so requested

by a majority of the representatives of either of the

major communities, consult the Federal Court before

giving his decision.’’

It follows, therefore, that it will be the chairman

alone who will decide. He will not be bound by the

opinion of the Federal Court nor need any body know

what that opinion is as the chairman is merely directed

'to consult the Federal Court, With regard to the Pro*

vinces opting out of their Group it is left to the new

legislature of the Province after the first general elec-

tion under the new constitution to decide, instead of

a referendum of the people as was suggested by us.

(8) As for paragraph 20 which runs as follows :

"‘The advisory committee on the rights of citizens,

minorities and tribal and excluded areas should con-

tain full representation of the iriterests affected and

their function will 'be to report to the Union Constituent

Assembly upon the list of fundamental rights, the

clauses for the protection of minorities and a scheme

-for the admimsTration of the' tribal and excluded areas

’and to advise whether these 'fights should be in'co'rpbra-

'

-ted in the Provincial Group or Union.”

This raises a vary serious question indeed. For, if

lit is left to the' Union Constituent' A'ssefhbly to decide

'
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these matters by a majority vote

recommendations of the advisory comi^^e be
incorporated in the Union constitution thefvirSffill open
a door to more subjects being vested in the Union

Government. This will destroy the very basic principle

"that the Union is to be strictly confined to three

subjects.

These are some of the main points which i have

-tried to put before the public after studying this impor-

tant document. I do not wish to anticipate the deci-

sion of the Working Committee and the Council of

the All-India Muslim League which are going to meet
shortly at Delhi. They will finally take such decisions as

they may think proper after a careful consideration of

the pros and cons and a thorough and dispassionate

examination of the Statement.

Congress Working Committee Raises

Objections

{May 24, 1946)

The Working Committee has given careful consi-

deration to the Statement dated May 16. 1946. issued

by the Delegation of the British Cabinet and the

Viceroy on behalf of the British Government as well as

the correspondence relating to it that has passed

between the Congress President and the members of

the Delegation They have examined it with every

desire to find a way for a peaceful end cooperative

transfer of power and the establishment of a free and

independent India, Such an India must necessarily have

a strong Central authority capable of representing the

nation with power and dignity in the counsels of the

world.

In considering the Statement the Working Com-
mittee have kept In view the picture of the future, in
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so l^r as this was available to them from the proposais^

TTiaae for the formation of a Provisional Government
and the clarification given by members of the Delega-
tion. This picture is still incomplete and vague. It Is

only on the basis of the full picture that they can judge

and come to a decision as to how far this is in con-
formity with the objectives they aim at.

These objectives are: Independence for India, a
strong, though limited. Central authority, full auto*

nomy for the Provinces, the establishment of a
democratic structure at the Centre and in the
units, the guarantee of the fundamental rights of
each ln:lividual so that he may have full and equal

opportunities of growth, and further that each

cornmunity should have opportunity to live the hfe

of Its choice within the larger framework.

The Committee regret to find a divergence bet-

ween these objectives and the various proposals that

have been made on behalf of the British Government,

and, in particular, there is no vital change envisaged

during the interim period when the Provisional Govern-

ment will function in spite of the assurance given In

paragraph 23 of the Statement. If the independence

of India is aimed at then the functioning of the Pro-

visional Government must approximate closely in fact,

even though not in law, to that independence and all

obstructions and hindrances to it should be removed.

The continued presence of a foreign army of occupa-

tion is a negation of independence.

The Statement issued by the Cabinet Delegatiorv

and the^Viceroy contains certain recommendations and

suggests a procedure for the building up of a Consti-

‘tuent Assembly which is sovereign in so far as the fra-

ming of the constitution is concerned. The Committee

do not agree with some of these recommendations, b
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their view it will be open to the Constituent
•

itself at any stage to make changes and variations,^',

the proviso that in regard to certain major coin

matters a majority decision of both the major commun-

ities will be necessary.

The procedure for the election of the Constituent

Assembly is based on representation In the ratio of one

to a million, but the application of this principle appears^

to have been overlooked in the case of European

members of Assemblies, particularly in Assam and

Bengal. Therefore, the Committee expect that this

oversight will be corrected. The Constituent Assembly

is meant to be a fully elected body, chosen by the

elected members of the Provincial Legislatures. In

Baluchistan, there is no elected Assembly or any other

kind of Chamber which might elect a representative

for the Constituent Assembly. It would be Improper

for any kind of nominated individual to speak for the

whole province of Baluchistan, which he really does

not represent in any way. In Coorg, the Legislative

Council contains some nominated members as well as

Europeans elected from a special constituency of less

than a hundred electors. Only the elected members

from the general constituencies should participate in

the election.

The Statement of the Cabinet Delegation affirms

the basic principle of Provincial autonomy and resi-

duary powers vesting in the Provinces. It Is further said

that Provinces should be free to form Groups. Subse-

quently however, it is recommended that Provincial

representatives will divide up into Sections which shall

proceed to settle the Provincial constitutions for the

Provinces in each Section and shall also decide whether

any Group constitution shall be set up for those Pro-

vinces,



There is a marked discrepancy in these two sepa-

rate provisions, and it would appear that a measure of

compulsion is introduced which clearly infringes the

basic principle of Provincial autonomy. In order to

retain the recommendatory character of the Statement,

and in order to make the clauses consistent with each

other, the Committee read paragraph 15 to mean that,

in the first instance, the respective Provinces shall

make their choice whether or not to belong to the Sec-

tion in which they are placed. Thus the Constituent

Assembly must be considered as a sovereign body with

final authority for the purpose of drawing up a consti-

tution and giving effect to it.

The provision in the Statement in regard to the

Indian States is vague and much has been left for

future decision. The Working Committee would,

however, like to make it clear that the Constituent

Assembly connot be formed of entirely disparate

elements and the manner of appointing State repre-

sentatives for the Constituent Assembly must approxi-

mate, in so far as is possible, to the method adopted

in the Provinces,

The Committee are gravely concerned to learn

that even at this present moment some State Govern-

ments are attempting to crush the spirit of their peo-

ple with the help af the armed forces. These recent

developments in the States are of great significance

in the present and for the future of India as they

indicate that there is no real change of policy oh the

part of some of the State Governments and of those

who exercise paramountcy.

A provisional National Government must-have a

new basis and must be a precursor of the full inde-

pendence that will emerge from the Constituent



Assembly. It must function in recognition of that fact,

though changes in law need not be made at this stage.

The Governor-General may continue as the head
that Government during the inter/m period, but the

Government should function as a Cabinet responsible

to the Central Legislature. The status, powers and

composition of the Provisional Government should be

fully defined in order to enable the Committee to

come to a decision. Major communal issues shall be

decided in the manner referred to above in order to

remove any possible fear or suspicion from the minds

of a minority.

The Working Committee consider that the connec-

ted problems involved in the establishment of a Provi-

sional Government and a Constituent Assembly should

be viewed together so that they may appear as parts

of the same picture, and there may be coordination

between the two. as well as an acceptance of the

independence that is now recognized as India’s right

and due.

It is only with the conviction that they are engage a

in building up a free, great and independent Ind'd

that the Working Committee can approach this task

and invite the cooperation of all the people of India.

In the absence of a full picture the Committee are

unable to give a final opinion at this stage.

Delegation Answers Congress and League
Objections

fJ^T.V Po, 1946)

The Delegation have considered the statement of

the President of the Muslim League dated May 22 and

the resolution dated May 24 of the Working Committee

of the Congress. The position is that since the Indian

leaders, after prolonged discussion, failed to arrive at
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the Delegation put forward their recom-
’^Bndations as the nearest approach to reconciling the

^jews of the two main parties. The scheme stands as

•a'whole and can only succeed if it is accepted and
worked in a spirit of cooperation.

The Delegation wish also to refer briefly to a few
points that have been raised in the statement and the

resolution. The authority and the function of the Con-
stituent Assembly and the procedure which it Is inten-

ded to follow are clear from the Cabinet Delegation’s

Statement. Once the Constituent Assembly is formed

and working on this basis, there is no intention of

interfering with its discretion or questioning its

labours.

His Majesty's Government will recommend to

Parliament such action as may be necessary for

the cession of sovereignty to the Indian people,

subject only to two matters which are mentioned
In the Statement and which we believe are not con-

troversial, namely, adequate provision for the

protection of the minorities (paragraph 20 of the

Statement) and willingness to conclude a treaty

with His Majesty's Government to cover matters

arising out of the transfer of power (paragraph 22

of the Statement).

It is a consequence of the system of election that

a few Europeans can be elected to the Constituent

Assembly. Whether the right so given will be exercised

is a matter for them to decide. The representative of

Baluchistan will be elected in a joint meeting of the

Shahi Jirga and the non-official members of the Quetta

Municipality. In Coorg the whole Legislative Council

will have the right to vote, but the official members
will receive instructions not to take part in the election.

The interpretation put by the Congress resolution
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on paragraph 1 5 of the Statement to the effect that

the Provinces can in the first instance make the choice

whether or not to belong to the Section in which they

are placed does not accord with the Delegation's in-

tentions. The reasons for the grouping of the Provinces

are well known and this is an essentia! feature of the

scheme and can only be modified by agreement bet-

ween the parties. The right to opt out of the Groups
after the constitution-making has been completed will

be exercised by the people themselves, since at the

first election under the new Provincial constitution this

question of opting out will obviously be a major issue

and all those entitled to vote under the new franchise

will be able to take their share in a truly democratic

decision.

The question of how the States representatives

should be appointed to the Constituent Assembly is

clearly one which must be discussed with the States. It

is not a matter for decision by the Delegation,

It is agreed that the interim Government will have

a new basis. That basis is that all portfolios including

that of the War Member will be held by Indians* and

that the members will be selected in consultation with

the Indian political parties. These are very significant

changes in the Government of India, and a long step

towards independence. H.M.G. will recognize the

effect of these changes, will attach the fullest weight

to them, and will give to the Indian Government the

greatest possible freedom in the exercise of the day-

to-day administration of India.

As the Congress statement recognizes, the present

constitution must continue during the interim period

and the interim Government cannot therefore be made
legally responsible to the Central Legislature. There is,

however, nothing to prevent the members of the Gov-
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^n'fnent individually or by common consent from
if they fail to pass an important measure

the Legislature, or if a vote of non-confidence
is*.p&^sed against them.

There is, of course, no Intention of retaining

British troops in India against the wish of an in-

dependent India under the new constitution; but
during the interim period, which it is hoped will

be short, the British Parliament has, under the

present constitution, the ultimate responsibility for

the security of India and it Is necessary, therefore,

that British troops should remain.

Muslim League Accepts British Proposals

(June 6, 1946)

This mectirig of the Cour\cil of the All-lodia Muslim

League, after having carefully considered the Statement

issued by the Cabinet Mission and H.E. the Viceroy on

May 16 and other relevant statements and documents

officially issued in connection therewith ; and after

having examined the proposals set forth in the said

Statement in all their bearings and implications, places

on record the following views for the guidance of the

nation and direction to the Working Committee.

That the references made and conclusions recorded

in paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 9, 1C and 1 1 of the Statement

concerning the Muslim demand for the establishment

of full sovereign Pakistan as the only solution of the

Indian constitutional problem are unwarranted, unjusti-

fied and unconvincing and should not, therefore, have

found place in a State document issued on behalf and

with the authority of the British Government. These

paragraphs are couched in such language and.contains

such mutilation of established facts that the Cabinet

Mission have clearly been prompted to include them in

their Statement solely with the object of appeasing the
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Hindus in utter disregard of Muslim sentiments. Further-

more, the contents of the aforesaid paragraphs are in

conflict and inconsistent with the admissions made by
the Mission themselves in paragraphs 5 and !2 of their

Statement which are to the following effect;

First, the Mission 'were greatly impressed by the

very genuine and acute anxiety of the Muslims lest

they should find themselves subject to perpetual Hindu

majority rule' ; second, 'this feeling has become so

strong and widespread amongst the Muslims that it can-

not be allayed by mere paper safeguards’; third, 'if there

is internal peace in India, it must be secured by

measures which will assure to the Muslims a control in

all matters vital to their culture, religion, economic or

other interests'; fourth, ‘very real Muslim apprehensions

exist that their culture and political and social life might

become submerged in a purely unitary India in v/hich

Hindus with their greatly superior numbers must be a

dominating element'.

In order that there may be no manner of doubt m
any quarter, the Council of the All-India Muslim League

reiterates that the attainment of the goal of completa

sovereign Pakistan still remains the unalterable objective

of the Muslims of India for the achievement of which

they will, if necessary, employ every means in their

power and consider no sacrifice or suffejing too great

That notwithstanding the affront offered to Muslim

sentiments by a choice of injudicious words in the

preamble of the Statement of the Cabinet Mission, the

Muslim League, having regard to the grave issues in-

volved. and prompted by its earnest desire for a peace-

ful solution, if possible, of the Indian constitutional pro-

blem. and inasmuch as the basis and the foundation of

Pakistan are inherent in the Mission's plan, by virtue of

the compulsory grouping of the six Muslim Provinces in

Sections B and C, is willing to cooperate with the
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-fioHifitition-nnaklng rnachinery pi^oposed in the scherrt6

outjffj^pd by the Mission, in the hope that it would ulti-

v-fi^^tely result in the establishment of complete sovar-

‘^i^n Pakistan and in the consummation of the goal of

independence for the major nations, and ail the other

people inhabiting this vast sub-continent.

It is for these reasons that the
. Muslim League is

accepting the scheme and will join the consititution-

making body and will keep in view the opportunity and

the right of secession of Provinces or Groups from the

Union which have been provided in the Mission's plan

by implication. The ultimata attitude of the Muslim.

League will depend on the final outcome of the labours

of the constitution-making body and on the final shape

of the constitutions which may emerge from the deli-

berations of that body jointly and separately in its

three Sections.

'

The Muslim League also reserves the right to

modify and revise the policy and attitude set forth

in this resolution at any time during the progress

of deliberations of the constitution-making body

or the Constituent Assembly or thereafter If the

course of events so require, bearing in mind the

fundamental principles and Ideas hereinbefore

adumbrated to which the Muslim League is irrevo-

cably committed.,, That with regard to the arrange-

ments for the proposed Interim Government
at the Centre, this Council authorizes its President

to negotiate with H. E. the Viceroy and to take

such decisions and actions as he deems fit and

proper,

Sikhs Condemn Proposals

(Resolution passed by Panthic Conference held at

(Amrifcsa:—June 10, 1946)

This representative gathering of the Sikhs has given
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lb anxious and earrtesl: donsideration to' the recorrt-

mendations of the Cabinet Mission and is of the opinion

that these recon'.mendations will perpetuate slavery of

the country rather than offer independence to India.

The recommendations are unjust to the Sikhs, particul-

arly in regard to the matters specified hereunder :

—

(A) That the Cabinet Mission while recognizing that

the establishment of Pakistan would in particular affect

adversely the position of the Sikhs have, by the

compulsory grouping of the Provinces, made recom-

mendations, which in the words of Lord Pethick-

Lawrence, Secretary of State for India, ‘'made it

possible for the Muslims to secure all the conditions of

Pakistan without incurring the dangers in it.”

(B) The Cabinet Mission, while admitting that the

cultural, political and social life of the Muslims might

become submerged in a purely unitary India, in which

the Hindus with their great superior numbers will be a

dominant element and thus in spite of the fact that the

Muslims are nine crores in population and constitute a

majority in several Provinces of India, have deliberately

blinded themselves to the same danger to a greater

degree in the case of the Sikhs under Muslim domina-

tion which will be all the more aggravated by the

proposed constitution. Needless to add that oven un-

der the existing constitution the Sikhs have been

reduced to a position of complete helplessness which

has already exasperated them to the verge of revolt.

(C) That while admitting that the Punjab is the

homeland of the Sikhs, the Cabinet Mission have by

their recommendations liquidated the position of the

Sikhs in their homeland.

(D) That the Advisory Committee set up under

paragraph 20 of the Cabinet Mission’s Statement is

wholly ineffective to safeguard the just rights of the

Sikhs.



. 2
. while the Cabinet Mission made provisiort

for tliA^fbtection of the rights and interests of the

Muslims in regard to major communal
issues they have made no such provisions for the
protection of the rights and the interests of the Sikhs

in the Union or the Provincial sphere. Therefore, this

Panthic gathering expresses its strong condemnation of

the recommendations of the Cabinet Mission and
declares that they are wholly unacceptable to the

Sikhs, This gathering further affirms that no constitution

will be acceptable to the Sikhs which does not meet
their just demands and is settled without their consent.

Princes Welcome Proposals

(June 10, 1946}

The Standing Committee of the Chamber of

^rinces have In consultation with the Commitee of

‘Ministers and the Constitutional Advisory Committee

given careful consideration to the Statement issued by

;he Cabinet Delegation and His Excellency the Viceroy

on May 16, 1946. They have also examined the

Delegation's Memorandum on States’ Treaties and

Paramountcy, and the further statement of May 26.

They are of the view that the plan provides the

necessary machinery for the attainment by India of

independence as well as a fair basis for further nego-

tiations. They welcoma the declaration of the Cabi-

net Mission in regard to paramountcy, but certain

adjustments for the interim period will be necessary.

There are, however, a few points in the plan which

still require elucidation. There are also several mat-

ters of fundamental importance which are left over

for negotiation and settlement. The Standing com-

mittee have, therefore, accepted the invitation of His

I
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Excellency the Viceroy to Set up a negotiating Commit-

tee and have authorized the Chancellor to arrange

discussions as contemplated in the plan. It is proposed

to place the results of these negotiations before a

general conference of Rulers and representatives of

States.

As regards the arrangements for the interim period

the Standing Committee confirm the following pro-

posals made by the Chancellor :

(a) that a special committee may be set up

consisting of representatives of the States and of the

Central Government to discuss and reach agreement

on matters of common concern during the Interim

period;

(b) that disputes on justiciable issues and on

fiscal, -economic, or financial matters should be

referable to courts of arbitration as a matter of right;

(c) that in personal and dynastic matters the

agreed procedure should be implemented in letter

and spirit and the Crown Representative should

ordinarily consult the Chancellor and a few other Princes

if not objected to by the States concerned:

(d) that in agreement with the States machinery

may be provided for the early settlement of the

pending cases and for the revision, at the instance of

of States concerned, of the existing arrangements in

regard to such subjects as Railways, Ports and Customs.

The Committee have, therefore, authorized the

Chancellor to conduct further negotiations with a view

to reaching early decisions.

The Standing Committee endorse the suggestion

made by the Cabinet Delegation that the States will,

doubtless, strengthen their position by doing every-

thing possible to ensure that thair administrations

conform to the highest standard. Where adequate
standards cannot be achieved vithin the existing
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of the State, they will no doubt arrange in

cases, to form or join administrative- units

4|r;gV enough to enable them to be fitted into the

Vaiistitutionai structure. It will also strengthen the

position of the States during this formulative period

if the various Governments which have not already

done so take active steps to place themselves in close

and constant touch with public opinion in their States

by means of representative institutions.

The Standing Committee wish to emphasize the

necessity for the States, which have not done so, to

declare immediately their decision to follow the lines

of internal reforms laid down in the declaration made
by the Chancellor at the last session of the Chamber
of Princes and to take necessary steps to implement

that decision within 12 months.

States People Demand Representation on
Negotiating Committee

fJtwe n, 1946)

The General Council of the All-India States People’s

Conference have considered the various statements

made by the British Cabinet Delegation and the

Viceroy in regard to the drawing up of a constitution

for India. The Council have noted with surprise and

regret that the representatives of the States people

have been completely ignored by the Cabinet Dele-

gation in their talks and consultations. No constitution

for India can have any validity or effectiveness unless it

applies to the 93 million people of the Indian States

and no such constitution can be satisfactorily made

without reference to the representatives of the people.

The General Council, therefore, record their feeling

of resentment at the way the people of the States

have been ignored and by-passed at this critical junc-

ture of India's history.
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The Council, nevertheless, have given full consi-

deration to the issues at stake and are prepared even
now to offer their cooperation in the building up of a

free and united India of which the States are integral

and autonomous parts. The policy of the States people
was laid down at the last session of the Conference at

Udaipur, and the Council adhere to that policy. That

policy was based on full responsible government by
the people of the States as integral parts of a free

and federated India; further that any constitution*

making body should have as its members from the

States representatives of the people elected on the

widest possible franchise. The Conference has also

stated how the smaller States should be fitted Into the

future Indian Union.

The Council welcome the statements made on
behalf of the Princes in favour of a united and inde*

dendent India. A free India must necessarily be a

democratic India and, therefore, it is a natural

corollary that responsible government should be

established in the States. In any constitution for India,

there cannot be a combination of democracy and

autocracy or feudalism. The Council regret that this

has not been sufficiently realized or admitted by the

Rulers.

In the Statement issued by the Cabinet Delegation

and the Viceroy on May 16, references to the States

are brief and vague and no clear picture emerges as

to how they will function in regard to the constitution-

making processes. No reference at ell is made to the

internal structure of the States. It is not possible to

conceive of a combination of the existing interrcl

structure, which is autocratic and feudal, with a demo-
cratic Constituent Assembly or a Federal Union. The

Council welcome, however, the statement that Paramo-
untcy will end when the new all-India constitution comes
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The end of Paramountcy necessarily means
%>d of the treaties existing between the Rulers of

and the British Paramount Power. Even
the interim period the functioning of Para-

^duntcy should undergo a fundamental change so as

prepare for its total termination.

In the scheme suggested by the Cabinet Delega-
tion and the Viceroy a Constituent Assembly is to be
formed from representatives from both the Provinces

and the States. But the States representatives are

supposed to come in only at the final sittings of the

full Assembly, when the constitution of the Union

Centre is being considered. While the representatives

of the Provinces and Groups are charged with the duty

of formulating the constitutions of the Provinces and,

if so desired, of the Groups as well, no parallel arrange-

ment is contemplated which provides likewise for the

framing of the constitutions of the States. The Council

are of the opinion that this lacuna should be filled. It

is desirable for the Constituent Assembly to represent

both the Provinces and the States from the earliest

stages so that the representatives of the latter may

separately sit and lay down the basic provisions of the

State constitutions simultaneously with the Provincial

representatives framing the constitutions of the

Provinces.

For this purpose the Council are of the opinion

that wherever there are well-established Legisla-

tures constituted on the basis of direct elections,

the elected members of the Legislatures should be

accepted as the electorates for the election of

representatives of the States to the Constituent

Assembly, Such a course should, however, be

adopted only after free fresh elections have been

held in the States concerned.

In all other cases the representatives to the As-
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sembly should be elected by the Regional Councils of

the All-India States People's Conference. This will in-

sure as nearly as possible the election of true

sentatives of the people of the smaller States. T e

Council are further of the opinion that in the Negotia-

ting Committee suggested by the Cabinet Delegation

there should be representatives of the people of States,

In any provisional arrangements that might be made

pending the functioning of a new constitution for In ia

as well as the States and the Provinces, it is necessary

that a unified policy should be pursued between t e

States, the Provinces and the Provisional Governmen^

For this purpose an Advisory Council should be create

consisting of representatives of the Provisional Gov-

ernment, of the Rulers, and of the people of the States

This Council should deal with all common matters an

should endeavour to coordinate different policies in

different States so as to insure a certain uniformity.

It should be the business of this Advisory Council to

expedite internal changes in the States with a view to

the introduction of responsible Government. o

Advisory Council should also consider the question o

grouping of States to enable them to form adequate

units of the Federal Union, as well as the absorption o

some States into the Provinces. Matters relating to

succession in the States, maladministration and the

like should be referred to a tribunal for decision.
^

At the end of the Interim period the States, either

singly or as the case may be. in groups, should orrn

equal units of the Federal Union with equal rights wit

the Provinces and with a democratic structure approxi-

mating to that prevailing in the Provinces.

The General Council direct and authorize the

Standing Committee to take such steps as may be

necessary to give effect to the general principles con-

. tained in this resolution.



looking back
^»f;Ciary 1 9 -—Lord Pethick Lawrence’s announcement

f?*
/- in House of Lords.

March 15—Premier Attlee’s statement.
March 24—Cabinet Delegation ar.’-ive in Delhi.

March 25—Delegation bold first Press conference.
April 3—Delegation meet Gandbiji and Maulana

Azad.
April 4—-Delegation meet Mr. Jinnah.

April 4—Jinnah-Tara Singh meeting.
April 7—League Legislators’ Convention meets.
April 19— Mission leave for Kashmir for Easter recess:

April 23— Ex-President Hoover of America arrives in

Delhi.

April 27— League and Congress invited for joint dis-

cussions at Simla.

May S—Tripartite Conference opens at Simla.

May 12—Simla Conference's failure announced.

May 16—Statement embodying Delegation's pro-

posals published.

May 16— Lord Petbick-Lawrence’s broadcast.

May 17— Broadcasts by the Viceroy and C. in C.

May 18—Simla Conference correspondence released.

May 22—Delegation’s statement on Paramountcy.

May 22—Jinnah’s reactions to Delegation's Proposals.

May 24—Congress Working Committee raises objec-

tions.

May 25— Delegation answers League and Congress

objections

June 6—League accepts Proposals,

/ June 10—Princes accept Proposals,

June 11—States people formulate demands.

June 14—Conditional rejection of Proposals by Con-

gress.
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